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The Analysls of the Road-Holding monostructure of similar weight. Finally, the tire
designer may find it necessary to fine-tune a com-
pleted and satisfactory design to meet specific
customer demands with an eftort nearly equal to
that which was originally expended.

This article describes some of the challenges
a tire designer faces, from the results of micro-
measurements of the tri-axial pin to the macro-
measurements of wet and dry traction, hydro-
planing and snow testing, and methods of analysis.

HISTORICAL PEHSPECTIVE
The degree of engineering sophistication has ex-

panded trernendously since the lirst application of
pneumatic tires to vehicles 75 yean ago. Tires in
the early 1900's were primitiver;the pneumatic tire

Figure 1. Tread pattern evaluation-19O8 to
1980.
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ABSTRACT

The making of a tire has come a long way in
135 years.

First used in 1845 as a cushioning agent for
a Brougham, the original tire was composed of
several layers of canvas saturated in a rubber
solut ion.

In contrast, today's tire is expected to pertorm
in any stornl or weather condition it en.rl,rlter.-
flood, wind, hail, snow, ice, scorching heat,
sand, or mud-without inconvenience and usu-
ally without even the slightest discomf'ort to the
operator.

The passenger tire must indefinitely carry Ioads
from 50 to [J0 times its weight; fbr shorter clu-
rations, up to 80 to 100 rimes. In addition, it
must simultaneously undergo severe detlections
and distortions fiorn cornering, braking, and ac-
celerating as it sustains impact, shock, heat,
chemical attack, cutting, and abuse.

A tire designer uses prior ar1. many years of
experience, and the technical world's sophisti-
cated approaches in materials, testing techniques,
and methods of analysis, Many tire designs in
this highly competitive industry have involved
more development and testing rnan-hours, both
directly and indirectly, than any other mechanical
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was considered highly desirable, but it lacked the
reliability for satist'actory perfonnance. Several
negative factors included the lack of a tread pattern
and the minimal cushioning caused by inflation
pressures of 70 to 80 psi (483 to 552 kPa).

By 1908, tires incorporated an additional layer
of patterned rubber in the tread area, which pro-
vided a small contact patch (see Figure la). Also
at this time, inflation pressures began to be low-
ered to improve cushioning.

Between l9l3 and 1926, the tire's profile was
standardized to elinrinate the c:lincher-rim; this
relinement made tire service easier and faster.
Carcass durability was increased hy the intro-
duction of cord plies (as opposed to canvas and
then square woven fabric), which had been used
as the carcass body. In the rnid-1920's lower
inflations and the low-profile tire led to improved
traction and a wider tootprint (see Figure lb).

Afler 1935, rayon wa$ introduced to replace
cotton cord material, and significant advances in
rubber compounding were made. By 19-50, in-
flations were lowered to 24 to ?8 psi (165 to 193
kPa), and a tread pattern designed for better trac-
tion necessitated a wider footprint (see Figure
l c ) .

Introduced in 1954, the tubeless tire provided
improvenrents in high-speed capability and f'uel
economy.

lmprovements since 1954 include the use of
polyester, nylon, steel, Iiberglass and aramid in
tire cords, the introduction of belted tires (Figure
ld), the gradual conversion to the radial ply tire
(Figure le), and the introduction of the all-
weather tire (Figure lf).

The technology of passenger vehicle manu-
facturing has advanced as a result of five factors:
the road, the tire, the vehicle, the vehicle oper-
ator, and the environrnent.

The changes in these factors have governed
the progress of the vehicle industr/, and a study
of their dependence on one another represents a
classic case of synergism.

Did roads improve because of the vehicles'
general need for well-constructed routes, or did
the vehicles' performance improverlent result in
the vehicle operators' demands fbr improved
roads to utilize the pertirrmance capability of their
vehicles'/ Did the type of roads determine how
the vehicle operator wanted to drive through the
philosophy of vehicle design and his vehicle's
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performance capability, or did the vehicle op-
erator require road design try dictating how he
wanted to drive through vehicle performance phi-
losophy? Did the pneumatic tire characteristics
that were developed over the last 70 years result
in today's vehicle suspension system, or has the
tire evolved due to suspension design approaches?

The questions are endless, but the answers
have obviously resulted in significant differences
in basic vehicle and vehicle component design,
as evidenced by progress in Europe, the Far East,
and the United States.

The tire must lit into the interface between the
vehicle operator and the road. While present
safety aspects concentrate upon the areas of du-
rability and product reliability, future safety con-
siderations focus upon steering traction and
braking.

Historically, the pneumatic tire was recog-
nized for its smooth ride and cushioning. The
tire's geometry, construction, and performance
were governed by available methods of manu-
facture and materials. As more efficient methods
of building and curing were evaluated and im-
proved materials were developed, flexibility and
opportunity arose to rnodify the tire to specific
performance standards.

lncreasing speeds and the development of so-
phisticated vehicle suspension systems increased
the irnportance of the trade-off between various
pertormance categories. Tire engineering's chal-
lenge became the upgrading of each performance
category when design and contpounds were dia-
metrically opposed to each other.

Wet Traction Advances
Traction has long been a vital performance

criterion of tire comparisons. Innurnerable stud-
ies and product improvements have provided to-
day's tires with outstanding wet or dry skid and
traction perfillrnsx gg, minimal hydropl aning, and
good traction on ice and snow.

In the United States, there are approximately
Ztl: million miles of paved highwaysr varying
from two to eight lanes, and no less than 100
different pavement surfaces.r'a In 1973, Ludema
and Gujrati5 listed 663 publications on skid re-
sistance, one-third of which were published from
1970 to  1973.

Since 1973, over 700 papers on wet traction
and wet skid resistance have been published, of
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which over 400 papers arrd references appear in
References 6.7, 8.  and 9.

The interest in skid resistance lies not only in
applying a tire to a traction vehicle or a skid
trailer and obtaining a number that represcnts a
traction or skid number for several speeds. This
interest also seeks to improve the road-holding
ability of all vehicles on every type of surface
for every conceivable condition.

A specific test yields a specific coefficient that
is valid fbr just one set of conditions. A vehicle
operator may encounter that condition for only
a few minutes in his lifetime, His remaining
12,000 to 20,000 driving hours may demand a
skid resistance that depends on numerous vchicle
configurations, sur{hce conditions, speeds, loads,
types  o f  veh ic les ,  in f la t ions ,  and h ighway
geometry.

Current literature on skid resistance and tire
traction lists numerous techniques for measuring
the skid and traction properties of tiresro.,, tln
various types of surfaces.12'rr.14 15 Published re-
ports on the effects of speed, inflation, tire wear,
and water depth6;7,t,s,tr' also exist.

Generally speaking, a tire's werskid resist-
ance and traction on wet surfaces are greatly af-
fected by vehicle speed, type of surface, surface
condition (llood waters, slush, mud), and tire
wear. Tire inflation, water depth, load, and tire
constructiun interact in a manner that has an irn-
portant impact on wet-pavement traction.

ln addition, road-hrilding ability is affected by
vehicle configuration, asynlmetric lirrces and tire
loading, radius or curve, angle percentage on a
bank and grade, fte driver's ability, weather con,
ditions, and vehicle maintenance.

It is estimated that to quantify passenger tires
totally fbr steady-state wet-traction characteris-
tics requires I I surfaces, I I speeds, five water
depths, five tire loads, six tire inflations. and four
states of tire wear. Almost til l of the above pa-
rameters are required for only a iew of the ex-
isting l7 types of test r:rethods; a smaller amount
of parameters is required for the remaining types.
Many of the parameters ancl test methods require
l0 skids each. Thus, nearly 372 million tesr dara
points would be ohtained-a process that requires
nearly 6/r rnan-years of testing 15,000 tires to
totally quantify one tire type for just stcady-stare
wet traction.

There are many other types of tests that require
an equal parametric study, such as dry, snow,
and ice traction, as well as transient character-
istics f'or each.

Such a test procedure is not practical, ancl ob-
taining data fbr many conditions is not saf'ely
feasible.

Nevertheless, wet traction and wet skid re-
sistance (as well as other types of testing) denote
pec:uliarities that may or may not af,fect the road-
holding capability of tires ancl that can be detecred
only by specializcd types of resring.

An insight into wet skid resistance may be
gained by periodically running substantial para-
metric studics and then using the results to dis-
cover problem sreas.

Hydroplaning

Glass Plate Testing and Analysi.r. The glass
plate test represents a valuable procedure tbr test-
ing wet skid resistance. Floodcd with 0.0tt0 ancl
0.0.50 inches (2.02 and 1.26 nrm) of colored
water. the glass platc provides a wealth of in-
fbrmation on tread palterfls and flow character-
istics. Even though the glass is not similar to
every road surtace, this test of'fers a significtrnt
advantage because thc action of the water on

Figure 2. Glass plate facility at Goodyear's San
Angelo Proving Grounds on 2-1l4-mile
(3"63 km) track.

Figure 3. Glass plate facility with side shaoe
curtains at Goodyear's San Angelo
Proving Grounds.
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Figure 4. Glass plate facility at Goodyear Inter.
nat ional 's Tire Technical  Center in
Luxembourg.

Figure 5. An experimental steel belted radial
tire-inflation, 18 psi (124 kPa); water
depth, 0.120 in.  (3.05 mm); vehicle
speed, 50 mph (81 km/h).

glass is repeatahle. Since no traction measure-
ments are taken, the glass plate test is a quali-
tative procedurc measuring quantitative footprint
contact areas.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the glass plate fncility
at Goodyear 's San Angelo, Texas, proving
grounds, and Figure 4 shows the glass plate fa-
cility at Gutdyear International's Tire Technical
Center in Luxernbourg.

Figure 5 shows the footprint of an experimen-
tal steel beltccl radial tire. which was tested at llJ
psi  (  124 kPa) in 0. 120 inches (3.05 mrn) of water
during a run of 50 nrph (tt I km/h). Ihe low in-
Ilation pressure and large water depth were re-
quired to cause this unique tire fbotprint l ' low
pattern.

Standard skid or wear tests did not detect this
suhtle effect. Further testing ancl clesign studies
indicated that at least eight tire construction fea-
tures affccted this condition. Since then, these

procedures have been used to optimize tire per-
formrrncc, which has resulted in improved trac-
tion, skid resistance. wear, and handling.

To date, over 20.000 tire tests have been con-
ducted in the glass plate facility ar Goodyear's
San Angelo Proving Grounds, These tests en-
compass all new tire designs, cxperimental tire
and tread designs, significant tread design changes,
parametric studies, and correlation between glass
plate and road surfaces.

Correlution of Gluss Plate to Road Surfuces.
Road surfaces are difficult to quantity. Published
methods of sand patch and outflow meters have
not correlated well to skid nurnber (SN) for var-
ious speeds.

By using a skid trailer frrr the same surface
material on a two-lane road versus a four-lane
expressway, RizenbergsrT found a significant dif-
ference in wet skid resistance. He considered
roadway gcometrics, traflic characteristics, and
construction practices to be the contributing
factors.

Coudyear's Tire Mechanics Degrartment pre-
virtusly built a wet pavernent measurelnent device
called "SNAP," Skid Number Analyzer-Port-
able (see Figure 6). This device spins a spring-
loaded r-ircular disc at a desired RPM. After it
is released above a confined area rll- the road
surtace, the revolutions between "release" and
"full stop" are counted. Controllable features
include the RPM, height ahove the surface, the
confined water depth, and the annular size of the
disc. No wet surface test ing has yet been
completed,

Based on testing of smooth tires and tires with
shallow grooves, a water depth of 0.050 inches
(1.26 mm) on the glass plate is equivalent to a

ROAD SUBFACE

Figure 6. Pavement skid number analyzer-
portable.
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water depth of about 1.4 mm rln a Jennite
(smrxrth-coated) surface and of approxinrately
1.6 to 1.7 mm on a r l icro-texturcd sur l i rce.

EJJbct of Wuter Depth. A tread pattern incor-
porat ing straight longitudinal grooves, cross
grooves, and sipes as well as a unit groove ca,
pacity of 0.0tt0 inches (2mm)r8-a capacity that
rcpre$ents many cuffent radial passenger tire
tread designs-will not show the el'f'ect of water
depth on many micro-textured surfaces below 60
mph (97 knr/hr) for water depths between 0.020
inches and 0.090 inches ('/: and 27+ mm). At
speeds of 60 mph (97 knvh) and/or warer depths
above 27+ mm, a decrease in wet skid resisrance
is signilicant. At speeds above 60 rnph (97 km/
h), a significant effect of warer depth occurs fbr
water depths starting below 2t/+ nm.

The unit groove capacity UGC is defined as:

u c c : $ ; * i o i
W 1  i - t

where:
wi : average width of the i'h groove in

inches (taken perpendicular to the
longituclinal footprint centerlinc) at
the center of the firotprint length
(inches)

di : depth of the ith groove in the
footprinr (inches)

i  -  1 ,2 ,  . . . ,  n  (g roove number )
n : total numher of grortves

W' : effective width of the tread (inches)
equal to the total tread width minus
the width of one shoulder rib

K, can be approximated as follows:
Kr : 1.0 for smooth-grooved tire without

blading
1.05 f'or minimal blading

: l . l0 for maxinrum blading
: I .20 lateral or diagonal grooves in

ribs except shouldcr rihs and
maximum blading

: L30 to 1.40 for all-weather radial
designs

Range oJ' Speed Jor Hydroplaning. Based only
on glass plate results, a fiee-rolling tire that fully
hydroplanes below 70 mph (l l3 kmlhour) wi[
not recover with the same water depths at higher
speeds to 100 mph (16l km/hr).

However, a liee-rolling tire that partially hy-
droplanes when more than 60 percent of the tread

Figure 7. Passenger tire-70 mph (113 km/h).

area is in contact with the glass at 70 mph will
recovcr to a condition of up to 90 percent of
coverag{e of thc lixrtprint at speeds up to I l0 mph
(177 knlhr).

Cilass platc phrxographs indicate a significant
increase in tread pre$sure and a change in the
tread pressure prolile fbr free-rolling tires trav-
eling in exces$ of 70 nrph (l 13 kn/h).

Ellect rl' Strttight Grtttn,es Versus Block De-
slgns. For lug-type elcllents, the renoval of
water from the contact area is mrtre ctlnrplex but
may be equally as etlicient bccause of the lus

Figure 8. Passenger tire-70 mph (118 km/h).
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elements' increased tread pressure. Figures 7 and
8 show lug-design and rib^design passenger rires
at 70 mph ( I 13 knth) as they iree-roll with equal
efficiency after the water has been removed.

Elimination oJ' Viscous Hydroplaning. When
internal fiiction within the fluid layer resists the
rernoval of the water film f'rom beneath the tire
footprint, the resulting action is referred to as
"viscous tire hydroplaning."'e Confined to very
thin film layers on $mooth or macro-type sur-
faces, this can occur for a tire at speeds as Iow
as 20 rnph (32 km/h). The fi.lm layers are not
destnryed by applying only pressures fo their sur-
faces, such as a rolling tire. A viscous layer is
destroyed by changing the fluid velocity-a pro,
cess that requires that a lateral groove edge or
a sipe edge to wipe across the surface.

A lateral groove or a sipe with an edge per-
pendicular to the direction of sliding would prob-
ably remove the thin film of water. However,
high pressures are developed at the interface of
the sliding tread element and the road surface
(see Figure 9), and these pressures tend to lifi
the tread element, especially once the edge be-
comes worn.

The lifting force in Figure 9 was based on
Browne's workzo and the empirical results from
the glass plate.re The greater the angle aB, the
more the tifting pressure decreases, But the ac-
celeration ofthe fluid also decreases and the tread
element stiffness increases, reducing the wiping
action.

Thus, the factors which must be consirJered
are the tread pressure profile of the tire, the chan-
nel configuration of the lateral groove or sipe and
of the longitudinal grooves into which the lateral

Figure L Hydrodynamic force versus the tread
element edge angle (glass plate).

groove opens, and the wear condition of the lat-
eral or sipe edge.

Action of a Sipe. Figure l0 depicts the micro-
scopic fbrces that exist at each edge ol'a sipe or
a groove. For ease of il lustration, only the Fx
(longitudinal) lbrce merits attention in this action.

On a high-coeflicient surfhce D, a rolling tire
develops a longitudinal force Fx, which is sin-
usoidal in shape through the length of the foot-
print, as shown at Point C. With no cross
grooves, the force Fx is sinusoidal at eacrh ele-
ment, When a crosri groove is appliecl to the tire
Point E, the longitudinal shearing force at Point
A and B is exerted, as shown in their respective
graphs. ,

With a braking torque, the Fx longitudinal
force occurs as shown at Points A and B. Thus,
Point B slides forward as the coefficient of fric-
tion of the surface is lowered, closing ofT part
of the sipe, During the low amount ol sliding,
the apparent coeflicient of friction between the
element and the road surface increases,rr causing
that edge to bend down and bite into the surface.

A sipe that is enclosed at the edge$ loses that
effect and becomes a chamber that holds in-
creasecl pressure during closing.

On surfaces with relatively high coefficients
of triction, sliding of thc sipe edge is extremely
low and an increase in tiiction does not occur.
The sipe exhibits its real value on smooth, low-
coefficient-ot--friction surfaces at low sliding ve-
loci t ies ( i .e. ,  low values of s l ip).  Some of this
advantage dissipates at I00 percent slip (skid-

Figure 10. Microscopic longitudinal force (Fx)
at various locations of a tread ele.
ment-speed = 1.7 in,/sec (4.32 cml
sec).
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ding), and further advantages are lost after wear

has rounded off the edge.
During acceleration, the same events occur at

Point A, thereby developing a higher apparent
coefficient offriction because ofthe steeper slope

of the Fx curve at the trailing edge of the foot-
print. If deep, the sipe breaks up the longitudinal

stifTness of the element, allowing the edge at
Point B to bite in during dynamic traction.

In the generalization of the Fx ibrce, thc lateral
force Fy cannot be forgotten. Any rib of a tire

that develops a high lateral fbrce Fy when trav-

eling straight must be greatly restricted of deep
sipes or lateral grooves, The lateral force Fy's
shape is parabolic, coinciding with and adding
to the Fx force when it is unbalanced at a groove
edge. The result is rapid heel and toc wear.

Thus, the action and value of a sipe are ftrr
more complcx than simply providing an edge.
The width of the sipe need not be any larger than
the area for taking up the deflection clue to thc
sliding of Points A or. B,

Interrelation of Water Dcpth and

Surfaces

On smooth surfaces, water depth builds up a
significant water wedge in front of a sliding tire.
At 40 to 45 mph (64 to 72 km/h), a portion of
the volume of water in the weclge fbrces its way
through the grooves; the remaining portion be-
cornes spray ahead uf and to the side of the tire.
The portion going through the gr(x)ve$ may lift
the center region of the tread, resulting in partial
dynamic hydroplaning. The resulting event de-
pends on the unit groove capacity of the tire and
the water depth on the surfhce. The strtoother the
ac-tual surthce, the greater the variation in efl'ec-
tive watcr dcpth and in the subscquent test
results.

Non-uniform results are increased because
smooth surfaces tend to polish (as do sotrte u'lilcro
surfaccs) and bec:ome coated with dirt, rubbcr,
and o i l .

Mettltods of' Measuring Sftrr/ Rrrsislartce. Nu-
merous methods for measuring skid resistance
exist ,  each possessirrg hoth advantages and
disadvantages.

Stopping Distance Method. The stopping dis-
tance methocl requires the least ilntoultt ol' in-
strurnentation. and it is the' casiest to nertorm,

A locked-wheel test consists of Iocking up all
four wheels, two front wheels, or two diagonal
wheels on a test vehicle and measuring the dis-
tance fiom an original speed-generally fiO nrph
(97 kn/hFto a linal $peed-generally 20 mph
(32 krn/h). As a result of the long skidding dis-
tance, the test is insensitive to variations in sur-
face conditic)ns through the test length, temper-
ature, or minor tire variations. Also included in
the results are transient effects, such as vehicle
inertia, brake operation, inertia of rotating parts,
suspension, and air resistance-all of which tend
to vary the data.

The test is sensitive to tire wear, water clepth,
and road surface. Above 90 km/h. the test is
dangcrous and requires fiont-whccl or diagonal
braking. These methods reduce sensitivity to tire
variations even fufther and require great distances
for the test.

Locked-Wheel Trailer Tests. Numerous pub-
lished data exist that describe this rnethril of
test.6 7 8r) r0 r" t  A trai ler with onboard water is
extremely sensitive to variations in surlace con-
ditions through the length ol'the lockup, tire con-
struction, and temperature. For exantple, a var-
iation in surface conditions ovcr the shorl distance
of track on which a trailer locks the wheel to
record the skid resistance could vary the results
at 60 mph (97 knvh) by 30 percent.

Hrtwever, the sarne surface usccl tbr a vehicle
stopping distance test fionr 60 to 20 mph (97 to
32 knth) could vary the data by as little as 4
perccnt.

Carefully constructed and rnaintained surfaces
on which tests use the skid trailer with a control
tire provicle excellent data for tire cvaluatiun.

OIRECTION OF
T I F E  T R A V E L

Figure 11. Passenger tire footprint il lustrated
for a t i re rol l ing at a sl ip angle cr.



Tire Properties
When a tire, set at a predetermined or given

slip angle (cr) or inclination angle (T) (see Figure
I l ) ,  is loaded and rol led a speci l ied distance,
forces, slip, and rnornents gradually develop in
the contact areir. reach a mtrximum value, and
hold steady, While holding steady, these fbrces,
slip, and nrornents are ref'crrcd to as "steady-

statc propertieri. "

During the interval of time that it takes these
forces, slip, ancl molrents to rcach steady state,
they are ref'ened to as "transient properties."

When a tire. nrlling at a velocity of vu-which
may be zero at some geometric setting-is liee-
rolling or braking and when only the velocity is
changed to v,, the interv;rl of tinte in whic:h the
forccs, slip, and molnents arc changing ls re-
ferred to as "trilnsicnl dyrrirrlic propenies."
Once a new velocity v1 is reached lor a length
of tirne and a steady state is obtained, the changes
in forces, slip, and moments are ref'erred to as
"steady-state dynamic propertics. "

A tire operates under all of the above condi-
tions, and the distortion, fbrces, slip, and mo-
ments that are c:hitractcrized by each are vrrlid
only fbr that conclition.

Micro-l'orce Measurements

The tri-axial force pinre is the most viable tool
ftrr deterrnining and measuring the micro-lirrces
that exist in the tire footprint. Reccnt relinements
include a srnaller square pin surface. In the past,
numerous studies have utilized various-sized de-
flection and fcrrce pins, a readout of wheel travel
versus table travel ( i .e. ,  s l ip),  and various l lat-
bead surfaces, including Teflon, aluminum, sat'cty
walk. and carborundum.

It is tedious to neasure and record thesc micro-
forces, However, they relate to force and rnornent
properties, irregular wear, ancl trirction, and as
a result thcy will detect subtle prohlern areas that
starrclard test ing cannot pick up.

The concept of rnicro-force measuring con-
cerns the nreasurement of tire fbrces while tire
defbnnations are restricted to very sllall allounts,
thc:rchy detecting sutrtle eff'ects.

'l ' ire defirrrlations are held to below the fol-
lowing amounts.

L Tirc dellection-less than l0 percent.
2. Sl ip anglc-2 degrees and less.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SE$$loN$

3. Camber angle (inclination angle)-2 de-
grees and less.

4. Slip values-less than 2 percent using a
high coefficient surfhce.

5. Slip values-less than 5 percent using a
low coeflicient surface,

6. Torque (braking and drivingFless than
225 ft lb (305 nm).

The three firrces extracted fiom the tri-axial
force pin are the nr)rrlal force (Fz), the lateral
force (Fy), and the krngitudinal force (Fx). An
overall discussion of micro-forces appears in
Reference 22.

The tri-axial force pin measures continuously
thrtrugh the contact length of the tire.

Modes of'Operation o,l'the Tri-Axitzl Pin. The
pin measuring area is Ap and the contilct area lbr
each r ib is Aik :  (wi)  ( l ik) .  where i  = r ib
number, I ,  2,  . . . ,  t t  and k = mode of operat ion,
1 , 2 ,  . . . ,  P .

w : effective rib width in the contact
I = eff'ective rib length in the contact

lllote: For a straight-ribbed tire, the efl'ective
width equals the actual width. For various pat-
terns, the efl'ective width equals the actual contact
area lor a length ln greater than 5.0 inches di-
vided by thc length.

l'hc rnode of operation is as tbllows:

S l ip  Inc l ina t ion  i .e .
Mrxle Angle Carnber Angle Torque

I 0o 0o none
2 1l2o 0o none
3 lo 0" none
4 2" 0" none
5 0 2" none

16 0o 0" brakrns

The precedin-q modes are run at T&RA-ratcd in-
flation and krad. Modes 6 through 15 may be
assigned other specilicd conditions as well as
modes greater than 16, except with braking
torque.

The total load actins on each rib is:

pik = Apzik, *i : 5' 
Pzijk + PLl--0+ l) k

f t z
t ( X i  U +  l ) k - x i j k ) l  w i

,1
j

. i

. l

,,;q
. i1 :d
.:,,+;

; .
i

' t
i
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and the total normal loading acting in the contact
area is:

p 1  : 5 r i t
l :  l

Load Shape Factor ff1. The value of Klik is
an initial indicator of possible problems in fast
wear and poor wet traction.

Klik is a ratio of the average tread pressure of
a rib i mode k to the maximum tread pressure
for that rib Pzik.

Ktik = APzik

Pzik (max)

The tread prEssure profile for the shoulder ribs
is approximately parabolic, and klik, k : I,
ranges from 0.65 to 0.85. The lower the value,
the greater the shoulder rib pressure is a function
of tire load. Thus, at a slip angle a of I degree
to 2 degrees, the shift of load increases from one
shoulder rib to the opposite shoulder rib.

For example:

Steel Belted Radial Passenger Tire
P235l70R14 7-rib
APzlk and APznk : 320 lb
K l , r = K l n l  : 0 . 7 0

During hard cornering with an average slip angle
of 2 deggees, the outside shoulder rib was loaded
to over 580 pounds and wore at a rate of 0.04 mils/
mile (0.00063 mm/km). With a consftrction change
to KIrr, Klnl equals 0.80, and running the vehicle
over the same cource lowered the weiu rate to 0.025
mils/mile (0.(Xn394 mm/km).-A 

wide shoulder iib automatically increases
the Klil, but changing belt angle, belt width,
tread radius, and tread contour is a more effbctive
way of increasing Klil.

The remaining ribs i : 2 through i : n-l
Kl i l ,  (k :  2. . .n- l ) ,  should equal 0.90 ro 0.92.
A value less than 0.89 indicares rhe fbllowine
probable problem rueas:

l. For the second and n-l ribs-fast and un-
even wear on steer position.

2. For the nlz rtb or cenrer rifKlil below
0.85 indicates fast wear and possible poor
wet traction.

3. For the second and n,l ribs-lower paftial
hydroplaning, but a slightly higher critical

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 12. Lateral force versus travel distance
from application of sl ip angle a(114"
to 2") for center rib of steel belted
radial passenger tire. Speed = 1.7
in./sec (4.32 cm/sec).

Figure 13. Lateral displacement versus travel
distance from application of slip
angle cr (1/4" to 2') for steel belted
radial passenger tire. Speed - 4.32
cm/sec.

hydroplaning speed (i.e., I to 3 mph) (l .6
to 5 km/h).

Cornering Force and Footprint
Distortion

When a tire is first turned to a slip angle e,
the lateral force begins to builcl up through the
length of the footprint.

Figure I2 shows this buildup for a steel belted
radial tire, as measured for the center rib. At a
distance of eight f'eet, over 98 percent of the total
steady-state lateral force has been developed.

Figure 13 depicts the lateral displacement of
the footprint for various slip angles of 1/4 degree
through two degrees.

Figue 14 shows the lateral force buildup for a
bias tire. The skewed lateral force profile ol'the

H R 7 8 _ 1 5  S T T E L  B E L T E D  R A D I A L
I N F L A T I O N  -  z e  P S I  L O A D  =  1 5 1 0  L B S

S L I P  A N G L E  =  t / 2 o  S L I e A N G L E  *  1 o

X = 8 F T
= 7  F f
X = 6 F T

|$X =  3  FT

X = 8 F T ; - 7 6 1
X = 6 F T

X = 5 F T

St- lP ANGLE = ?o

4

z

HR 78-15 STEEL BELTED RAOIAL
LOAO = I51O LB INFLATION 26 PSI

VARIOUS SLIF ANGLES

SLIP ANGLE

T R A V E L D I S T A N C E - X F T
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Figure 14. Lateral force ver$us travel distance
from application of slip angle a for
center rib of a bias H7&15 passenger
tire. Speed = 4.32 cm/sec.

Figure 15. Shearing strain$ illustrated with
photo-elastic coating on sidewall in
the footpr int  region. Sl ip angle of 4"

bias tire indicates a Freak coeflicient, FylFz, l0 to
12 percent higher than that for a radial tire. How-
ever, the cornering fbrce, which is the area of the
lateral force curve, is lower for the bias tire.

A more quantitative analysis for transient ef-
fects may be obtained dynamically with the use
of photoelastic analysis. Figure l5 il lustrates the
shearing strains on a tire sidewall in the tirotprint
region of a tire turned to a slip angle of 4 degrees
and rotated l/3 meter, Figures l6 and l7 il lustrate
the changes in shear strains as the tire is rolled
a distance of 2/3 and I meter respectively, while
Figure l8 indicates the shear strains aticr a
steady-state condition has heen obtained.

The cornering force per rib at one-degree slip
angle a is:

Figure 16. Slip angle of 4" rotated ?3 meters.

Figure 17. Sl ip angle of 4" rotated 1 meter.

and the total cornering force is;

i  f t " 'DFwidxD f Y : ) 1
i i  Jo  AP

The lateral force for a slip angle devekrps a
higher coefficie[yhg!$e slope of Fxy force,
which equals VFxl + Fy2, is the greatest and
the nonnal Fz is decreasing.

The velocity ol-sliding is kept low when dFxy/
dx is high and thc slope: dFzldx of the normal
force is decrcasing. It is also of interest to note
that at slip angles greater than l/2 degree, the
slope of the normal firrce dFzidx trailing off at
the back of the tirotprint is always lower fbr bias
tires.

M _ l

D F Y i :  E
j :  I

fnn4 + DFi (i+ r)l
L ' l

[ * ' u + r ) 3  
-  * i j r ]h

X = 8 F T
X = 6 F T

X = 4 F T
X = 3 F T

X . E F T

Wt'
sLtP ANGLE l /?o sLtp ANGLE to
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The contribution of the comering force from
each rib is a function of tire construction and
compounds, and it can be varied by appropriate
changes. Measurement of the micro-force distri-
bution in the tire firotprint allows the designer to
see how each rih is affected by changes in tire
construction. Under cornering conditions, the
normal force under the shoulder ribs is mainly
a f'unction of tire loading, and the remaining ribs

are prinrarily a function of tire inflatictn.
The aligning torque, which is a function of the

profile of the lateral force and equals ry Fy -

r*F^ (see Figure I l), is inherently greater for bias
tires because of the skewed Fy. However. tire
construction can greatly affect the Iateral tbrce
profile.

The value of rneasuring micro-forces lies pri-

marily in its aid to the tire engineer, and the value
of measuring macro-forces through tbrce and

moment consists of the assistance to the tire ve-

hicle system. Considerable work in this area is

represented in Ref'erenccs 23, 24, and 25.

Tire Traction on Snow and lce

Few, if any, materials on earth, on which the
motoring public demands mobility, are as com-
plex as snow and ice.

An effective tire for all seasons that provides

excellent wear, low noise, good handling, and
wet and dry traction has been a challenge to every
tire engineer for the pa$t half century,

Never has this challenge been so actively and
universally accepted as it has since the wide ac-
ceptance and use ol radial tires.

The radial passenger tire, with its unique me-
chanical propeflies, offers a truc fiamework for
the successtul all-weather tire.

Origin of Snow snd Factors Affecting
Properties

Snow originates as super-cooled water droplets
in clouds.26 

'Icrrestrial dust stimulates fieezing
of the droplets, which occur at as low as * 3.5'C,
The ice crystal forms, and its rate of growth is
first dependent oil the degree of supersaturation
and temperature, and then on diflusion and con-
densation. During the ice crystal's descent, the
ratc of growth depends on humidity, evapttration,
recycling, and again on temperature. Finally,
snow reaches the cflrth at velocities as low as 30

cn/sec for flakes, 50 cm/sec fbr powder, and up
to 180 crn/sec lirr pellets.rT

Large snrlwllakes accumulate with a density
p equal to or less than 0.1 g/cmr. Powder has a
p of about 0.2 g/crnr. Strong winds fragment the
crystals and cause drifls with a p near or slightly
above 0.3 g/cmr.

Further packing may occur due to:

L Metamorphism (long-term aging) even-
tual ly turning snow into impermeable
ice-with a p of 0.8 to 0.92 g/cm:t.

2. Packing beneath vehiclc tracks, termed
"soft pack"z8-with a p of 0.45 to 0.55
g/cm:t tirr dry snow.

3. Packing, melting, and repacking or sular
heating, termed "medium pack"-with
a p of 0.50 to 0.65 g/cmr (a crtndition
where a freely rolling test tire leaves a
partial tread print),

4. Continuous repacking, melting, and/or
solar heating, termed "hard pack," in
which little or no tread marks are visible-
with a p of 0.6 to 0.8 g/ctnr.

5. Snow blown from a rotary plow-with a
p ot '0.35 to 0.50 g/cmr.

6. Mclting to slush-with a p from 0.80 to
0.95 g/cm3.

Strength of Snow

Below a density p of 0.40 g/cm3, snow has
little strength that is a function of grain texture
and structure. For snow with p above 0.40 g/cm3,
snow becomes strong and is highly dependent
on p.

Figure 19. Shear strength for unconfined and
conf ined high-density $now,

3"f;
[:Lf

l-; *.*-l

I r-:T:", "." I
I  r r r u e = r + r  I
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Compressive Stength of Snow (o"J. The com-
pressive strength o" of dry snow with a p of 0.50
g/cmr is about -10 to.50 psi (207 to 345 kPa) and
increases to approxirnately 50 to 100 psi (345 to
690 kPa) for p of 0.60 g/crn:', depending on tern-
perature and tnoisture.

Shear Strength of Snow, The shear strength for
unconfined and confined high-density snow, as
reported by Butkovich30, is shown in Figure 19.

Penetration Resistance to Rolling Tires

When a tire is forced into a mass of snow. the
snow beneath the tire is compressed under lateral
restraint. The compressive resistance of the srrow
varies with density, temperature, grain structure,
and depth of penetration.

For very dry snow, p is equal to or less than
0.10 g/ctn''. Extreme dellcction occurs, and the
sides of the snow are sheired straightre, as illus-
trated by specimen testing in Figure 20a.

Snow with a p of 0.32 g/cmr produces less
deflection, and a stress bulb forms (see Figure
20b).

With an increase in p above 0.45 g/cmr, the
compaction occurs at a lower degree, and the
stress bulb becornes fully developed, as can be
seen in Figure ?0c. This bulb causes the snow
to press tightly against the tire's sidewall that is
adlacent to the tread region.

Cohesion

Cohesion is the intergranular bonding-or
simply stated, the unrestrained shear strength-
that occurs by one of the fbllowing methods:

Figure 20. Penetration resistance of snow to a
rolling tire for various snow densi-
ties g.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 21. Poisson's ratio for snow as a func-
t ion of density p.

l. Sublimation or the transfer of water mol-
ecules from vapor pressure diff'erences.

7. Sintering where ice particles adhere and
grow bonds.

Eventually, snow becomes cohesive, even at cold
temperatures, but it is stimulated by temperatures
approaching 0'C.

Under moderate loading over shon loading
periods. cohesive snow is elastic, and strains are
proportional to stress. With a sustained loading,
snow is subject to creep and is regarded as a
compressible visco-elastic material. Therefbre,
it is important to te$t sn()w at rates that allow its
properties to remain in the elastic range. This
requires loading of the samples at a rate in excess
of 0.5 kg/cml-sec.

Additional analyses of the strain rates of snow
are given in Ref'erences 3l through 42.

Figure 22. Young's modulus E for snow with a
density p of 0.63 g/cm3.
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Poisson's Ratio

Poi$son's Ratio ranges from near 0 for dry-
power snows to 0.50 ftrr incompressible icer6, as
shown in Figure 21.

Young's Modulus

The change in Young's Modulus E, for - 2oC
to -  lO'C fbr a given density p of '0.63 g/cm3,
is shown in Figure 22.

Coefficient of Friction

Test expericnce indicates that the apparent
coefficient of friction for most snow surfaces
varies from slightly less than 0.1 to above 0.4
frrr ditferent types of passenger tires. The ap-
parent coetficient of friction for tires on ice is
repqrted in Reference 43.

Strength of Snow after Failure

Snow samples that are tested to destruction in
unconfined comprcssion or shear exhibit a com-
plete loss rlf strength. When the snow is tested
in a confined compression or restrained shcar,
some strength remains after the initial failure.

For snow conditions with lateral confinement.
the strength is increased after failure and requires
high stresseri to cause total collapse.

The preceding discussion is an evaluation of
snow properties that will be used fbr a feasibility
study of simulated snow.

Browne's workas describing a snow traction
model provides an insight into the mechanism of
snow and traction. Browne describes the shearing
action of cross grooves during sinkage into snow
and some of the advantages of low slip and trcad
squirm associated with radial tires.

Variation in Snow Properties and Test
Results

A description of snow and ice testing is dis-
cussed in Ref'erence 28. Janowski readily admits
that defining snow properties is at best difficult,
as well as suhject to rapid changcs in a single
location and to considerable variations from lo-
cation to location.

In orcler to evaluate various tread designs,
Goodyear acquired two drive-traction trucks.
These trucks are specially modified ll}- and 3l
4-ton pickup trucks (Figures 23 ancl 24), which
represent an effi cient, self-contai ned, drive-trac-

Figure 23. Goodyear 's dr ive tract ion truck
(1/2-ton pickup).

tion test system. These vehicles have been me-
chanically modilied in the following manner:

L Modified rear anxle with thc addition of
two axis frrrce cells to measure load and
tractive fbrce on the right rear position.

2. Modified real suspension, including frec-
floating springs and parallelograrn con-
tnll arms to locate the axle and cruntrol
torque during acceleration.

3. Modified braking sysrem ro lock our right
rear and left front hrakes during the test
cycle.

4. CO2-charged heighradjusting shock ab-
sorbers to control vehicle riding height.

5. Hydraulic.jacking systenr to raise vehicle
for tire changing.

6. Dual batteries and dual charging system
for vehicle and instrument electrical
power.

7. Tachometer generator driven off the
speedometer drive to rtxrnitor test tire
speed.

8. Modified left front spindle, with rach-
ometer generator added to rnonitor ve-
hicle fbrward speed,

9. Automatic throttle applier mechanism
with adjustable conrrolled rate capability

Figure 24, Goodyear's drive traction truck
(3/4ton pickup).
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A weight box added to the left front of
the vehicle to off-load weight from the
test wheel position

Davis' paperr. provides a complete description
of similar vehicles and proccdures.

f)rawbar'l 'raction Testing

Drawbar traction testing gathers and evaluates
measurements of drawbar pull versus tire slip-
page. The dynamottteter truck shown in Figure
25 may be used for wet traction or snow traction
lneasurement$.

The dynamometertruck, a 1978 auto-car, rests
on a ten-cubic-yarrt cclllent tnixcr chassis. The
ten-wheel vehicle.  with al l -wheel dr ive capabi l -
ity. is powerecl by a 230-horsepower Cumtnins
diesel engine. The transttr ission is special ly
equipped with a "creeper" gear for traction test'
ing at speeds as low as one ntph.

The systent monitors drawbar force, test ve-

hicle forwald velocity, ancl test tire velocity.

Lalroratory Snow Tire Test Facility

An incloor laboratory snttw tire test tacility
allows artil lcial or sirrulated snow to be con-
trolled all year. In adclition. it proviclcs repeatable
results and allows a wider rangc of testing
methods.

Artificial snow can be produced indoors or
outdoors. An indoor facility requires a large vol-
ume of air at freezing telrtperatures, The snow
produced is extrerlcly dense, and as any' skier

knows. i t  is not the st tme as natural  snow, since
natural snow colues in varied densitics.

Simulated snow. an altcrttative to artificial
snow. does not rcquite cttlcl terrtperaturcs. pro-
vides year-around use, and is very repeatable.
Goodyear studied such a lircility and determincd
that it is I'easible.

Figure 26. Test setup of indoor snow tire tesl
machine using simulated snow.

Intloor Snow Tire Test Machine

In 1974, the writer obtained ftrr use as simu-
lated snow a sizable quant i ty ol 'stanclard-f inish
Tellon. chopped to t/t+ inch (0.39 rnrn). This
material was subjected to a series of laboratory
tests, plac:ed in a specially built trough. ancl tcsted
on the flat Lred of the tri-axial pin rnachine. 

'Ihe

test set-up is sltown in Figure 26.
The Teflon can be used in a croncentrrlted form

thrt possesses many chartrctcristics ol' cohcsive

snow at about - l"C. It can also be rlixecl with
very small am()unts of chopped polyester. cotton'
or nylon, the results r.tt the mix yielding colder
snow with less snow-l ike charactet ' ist ics.

Figure 27 shows the results of compactit)n tests
run on 100 percent Tellon. The imprint of the
tread pattern (Figure 28) il lustrates the cohesive-
ness of the Teflon, although the trtechanisnr of
cohesiveness is difTerent thiln that which trcurs
tor snow. Ailil it ional properties such as Youttg's
Modulus, porosi ty.  permcabi l i ty,  Poisson's Ra-
tio. shear .strength, and cohesivetress react in a

Figure 27. Compaction results of 100 percent
teflon.
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Figure 28. A tread pattern in the tef lon illustrat.
ing the cohesiveness of teflon.

manner similar to their reactions to snow. But
determining an exact cornparisun requires con-
siderably more el'firrt than that which was tried
in the initial f'easibiliry study.

As a part ol'this feasibility study, the tri-axial
forcc pin rnachine was instrumented to rneasure
table travel and wheel rotatiun along with the
radial load, which was already designecl into the
original nrachine.

A group of tires f'eaturing hanrJ-carved tread
patterns tbr spec:ial testing was used trl determine
if the Teflon provided meaningful results. The
test was run by setting the tire load, applying a
braking torque of 254 foor pounds (344 nm), and
making a single pass of the eight-fbot table be-
neath the tire. Additional runs were perfornred
at decreasing loads until breakaway was achieved.
The speed of the table was skrw at 1.7 inches per
second (4.32 cnr/sec).

'Irrhle 
I shows the numerical results of the test-

ing, which agreed at least in rank order with actual
snow testing. Actual snow tests indicate an apparent
coefficient of fiiction of 0. 130 kr 0, 150 lower than
that shown in Table L Actual snow tests were run
on a packed surface, whereas the Teflon was
packed moderatcly enough to allow the tire to pr:n-
etrate over an inch during the test,

The traction results were intercsting, as were
ohservations rlade of the Teflon during the test.

Virgin 'l'eflon 
has a p of 0.20 g/cm:, (after set-

tling), increasing to 0.7t1 g/cmr in the packed con-
dition resulting from the loaded tire contact area.

Dr.rring testing tln mrlderately packed Tcllon,
a liee-rolling tire tended to fiacture the 

'l 'cllon

ahead of the contact area and graclually began to
build a shallow mouncl. With incrcasecl braking,
the area ol' Ii'acture and rate of growth ol' the
tnound increased ahcad of the tire. Driving torque

TIRE stzE

LOAD AT
100%

S L I P  { L B )

C O E F  F I C I E N T
O F  F B I C T I O N

MEASURET]

SMOOTH

SIRAIGHT GROOVES

tEo ztGzAG cRoovEs

4oo zrczAG GRoovEs

STEEL BELTED RADIAL
STEE LGARD

S T E E L  B E L T E D  F A D I A L
EXP. SUMMER DES,

S T E E L  B E L T E D  R A D I A L
SUBURBANITE

S T E E L  B E L T E D  F A D I A L
S U B U R B A N I T E

S T E E L  B E L T E D  R A D I A L
S U B U F B A N I T E

REPEAT OF ABOVE

,De-rm'

,tz8-to'

; la-t5'

J78-16'

LR78.15

LR78- t6

GRTo.tE

GR78-16

H R78.15

HH78.16

gKl

9 t0

800

690

6txl

570

580

670

500

6r0

o.z7Q

0.291

0.331

0.384

0.44?

0.aet

0.457

0.464

0530

0.520

Table 1. Numerical results of simulated snow
tests using teflon (packed at 40 to
80 psi, 254 ft-lb torque).

'etls.atLlro 
coNsrRucrroN.

eliminated the rendency of the Teflon's fracturing.
These results suggest a possible application to

the fiont/rear-wheel-drive vehicle corrrparison.
The front tires of a rear-wheel-drive vehicle tend
to fracture moderately packed snow in fiont of
the steering tires, leading to plowing, increased
drag, and loss of steering. A fiont-wheel_drive
vehicle may elim,inate the plowing, rnaintain
steering, and rcduce plowing of the rear tires.

These types of observations may prcsent dif_
ficulties for objective measurcment in actual
snow outdoor testing since the snow must be
loosely packed and remain identical fiom test to
tcst. Indoor testing with simulated snow requires
a considerably long test bed since the fracturing
and plowing are a progressively slow occurrence.

Aclditional tests were made using a smooth
straight-grooved tire with variations in block de_
sign. The lull-depth lateral grooves occurred at
three-inc:h (7.61. cm) and two-incrh (5.0g cm) in-
tervals. The tests were inconclusive because
other parameters, such as laterirl groove wiclth
and longitudinal grrxrve width, varied amont the
sanrples.

Testing results indicated that cross grooves
with two-inch spacing gave results equivalent to
those provided by the stcel belted tire (E) (see
Table I  ) .

Prohlems encountered with the use rlf Teflon
precluded any type of final recornmendation
about the virlue of rhis technique. 'fest ohjectives
that remain unresolved include:



l. The containment of the tenacious airborne
Teflon particles.

2. The required length of the test bin to pro-

vide an cfficient test.
3. The tread ctrrtpound's lack of etl'ect on

results in packed Tellon conditions'
4. A methocl to reprocess the Teflon material

t ink, its original state.

Snow Test Model

Nesbift and Barron4 established standardized
and nonstandardized snow traction models that
indicate the reasonable correlation of snow trac-
tion to various design parameters.

Thc parameters that c-orrelated with snow trac-

tion were lateral density (the amount of projected

lateral grooves), cross-groove width' sipe density
(the amount of siping), latcral angle (the angle

the tread elements make with their projected lat-

eral length), and treacl dePth.
Of particular importance were the effects of

the interacticln stuclies that found, for exatnple,

a much stronger correlation fiom sipe density by

tread depth interaction. As Browne has stated,

this interaction, in particular, emphasized the

element stiffiress theory thtrt was presentcd by

Kind.o3
By increasing the sipe density and the tread

depth, elements becatrte more independcttt and

had decreasing circumferential stiffness. One re-

sult of this was the protrusion of the edge -iust
prior to entry into thc tirotprint, which gives

added traction under dynanric corrditions.

The Radial Tire and Snow Traction

As stated earlier, the radial tire offers some
characteristics that are not generally fcrund in
bias-type tires that produce effects on snow trac-
tion for specific snow conditions. These include:

l. A generally higher cornering stiflhess (C)

for slip angles encountered during normal
driving behavior (Therc is a recognized
overlap, trs reported by Schuringa?).

?,. Characteristics of the contact patch and
the forces acting on thc tread elerttetrts tbr
s t e a d y - s t r l t e  s t r a i g h t  a n d  s l i p - a n g l e
configuration.

3. The amount of slip during free rolling,
braking, and driving torques.

SEGTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIoNS

A passenger tire under dynamic conditions and

traveling at a slip angle t displaces thc tire tbot-
print, as shown previously in Figure I I .

Due to the increased cornering stiffhess of ra-

dial tires, the lateral loading ttf each tread element
is triangular as that element traverses through the

footprint, as opposed to a skewed lateral tbrce

for bias tires.
For bias tires, the peak lateral force at the

trailing edge of the lbotprint is significantly

higher than that for radial tires, causing a gretttcr

arnount of slip on lower-coefficient surfaces' 
'Ihe

result is a lower cornering tbrce resulting frorn

the force contributed by Fy. The cornering force

resulting tiom the latcral torce Fy is as follows:

f : rib length
wi : rib width
Ap : pin surface area

AFy : Iateral force at a slip angle tlinus
thc lateral tbrce at 0" sliP angle

T : rib number

The higher peak lateral force tends to fracture
the snow at the back of the footprint, krsing the
additional bite.

A $traight-traveling bias tire also develops very
high lateral forces on cach tread elemcnt. de-
pending on the location on the clcrnent with re-
spect to the geometry of thc footprint and the
location of the tread clement with rcspecl to its
longitudinal travel through the tootprint.

Unlike a radial tire that develops an Fy of a
much lower value, thc rihs of the bias tire slide
on lower-coetficient surlitcrrs, which may frarr-
ture the snow that is squcezed in thc grooves,
AIso. the ilmount ol sliding during straight travel
is so great that it causes the bias tire to assuule
a senri-s l id ing condit ion even lrefore thc appl i -
cation ol'torque, or cornerittg frtrces.

Other contributing factors to increased traction
in snow condit ions include ( l )  the highcr tread
pres$ures. compareel to bias t i res. o1'radial  t i res'
center and adjacent ribs, which provide sreater
c()mpaction and higher shear strengths itr loose.
deep snow; and (2) a radial  t i re 's low amount of
longitudinal s l ip.  compared to a bias t i re under
torque krading. as shrtwn in Figure J9.

Fc= i , [ '%*
wherc
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Figure 29, Longitudinat st ip S of a bias and a
radial  t i re as a funct ion of load.

In designing a bias tire fbr snow traction, the
option of opening the tread pattern and providing
lug-type elements always existti. A large increase
in the void volurne or an opcn aggressive tread
pattern increases the trcacl pl'essure in the center
region of the footprint, ancl the wide deep grooves
providc excellent radial and lateral snow com-
paction without shearing.

CONCLUSIONS

The road-holding capability of tires can bcsr
be describcd as a series of complex interactions,
and in mirny aspects it is stil l an epipherrornenon.'l 'he 

previous discussion has described this
conrplexity as related to the road contaminates
that a tirr- ntust encounter and the degree of so_
phist icat ion required to analyze and design the
tire's satisfar.rtory re.slx)nse to these road conditions.

Of particular irnportance are the transient prop-
erties of a tire, which rnay pltry a signiticanr role
in the road-holding capabi l i ty,

What will it take to reach the final goal of
designing a t i re that t reats al l  sur l i rces as i l ' they
were dry' l  The al l -weather,  al l -sur lace, . 'Con-

stant Behavior" tirc with a varirrble glass tran-
sition temperature coltpOund to provide a soft
compound fbr ice, an aggressive tread prrttern fbr
snrlw. and the high traction compuund lbr low_
coefficient surtirces.

ls this goal possible? The al l -weather t i re en_
compas$es most of thcse f'eatures, but the re_
maining f'eatures to assist thc operator on low-
coefficient surfhces and the variable glass tran_
sition temperaturc ctlrnptrunds dtl not appear
presently to be attainahle.

Al l  structural  designs are a compromise,
Bridges. ships. aircraf i .  dams, rnachincrv. and

tools have a limited design operating range.
Can the wet skid and wet traction properties

of a tire be compromised so that the road-holcling
capahility of a tire is generally inrproved'l Alter
all, it is the ruad-holding capability thar is the
key issue, not a single number for a specific test.
Would a 5 percent decrease in dry peak coeffi-
cient data. lbr example, be acceptable for a ?0
percent increase in the slide coeflicient tor low-
coeflicient surfaces?

AIso, by what methods do we define a low-
coctlicient sr.rrface? By which state autlrority us-
ing whose traction test trailer is a roadway con-
sidered to be low coefficient? How many existing
highways with an acceptable skid number using
the conternporary all-weather tire would have
been unacceptahle ten years ago?

Of the tire properties considcred important to
wet traction and wet skid rcsistance, do transient
improvenrents result in a higher improvement in
road-holding capability than a similar irnprove-
ment in steady-state results'7

Finally, what do improvements in a tire's wer,
dry, snow, and ice tractions or skid reisrance,
transient or steady-state, mean to the improved
road-holding capability of a vehicle?

Possibly, new tesring definitions and criteria
are needed. Maybe the synergism of the road,
tire vehicle, and operator, which has helpecl de-
velop today's technology, needs to be revised.
Testing techniques and engineering analy,sis ca-
pabilities are quickly developing to the point
where a rigorous engineering antrlysis of all the
separate asperrts of the vehicle's mobility and
road-holding reliability problerns can bc corn*
bined as a cornplete systenls analysis. Looking
at the total system lbr optirnization could result
in significant changes in acceptable design levels
frrr each of the variahles, as opposed to trying
to optimize each with the other's fixed.

Ihe implications of considering this approach
are signi f icant since establ ishing the cr i ler ia and
opt irniz ing the road-holdirrg capahi l i ty for a ve_
hicle coulcl  involve changes in highway desrgn
and construct ion, as wel l  as vehicle and vchicle
component design.

'Ihe 
result, however, could be major improve*

ments in el int inat ing those si tuat ions where a
vehiclc operator has those sudden unexpected
chtinges of road-holding capability.
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The Steering Characteristics of the Volvo Concept Gar

FRIEDRICH O. JAKSCH
Volvo Car Corporation
Gothenburg, Sweden

ABSTRACT

lnvestigations indlcate that the steering char-
acteristics in modern passenger cars stil l vary
quite considerably between low lateral accelcr-
ations crlrtcsponding to normal driving and high
lateral  accelerat ions corresponding to drast ic
steering manoeuvres.

Those varitrtions in steering characteristic$ can
place very high demands on the driver to cttntrol
the vehicle, especially when the change in char-
acteristics appears suddenly. Manoeuvres of'such
a kind can lead to instability and loss of control.

This paper describes the steering characteris-
tics of the Volvo Concept Car, which vary to a
small extent in the entire range of lateral accel-
erations and therefore give a stable and predict-
able steering systcm.

The paper also reports on the subsystems used,
which mainly contrihute to reach the predictable
and stable behavior of the vehicle. One of those
subsysterns is the rear wheel suspension with in-
dcpendent functioning systenrs.

INTRODUCTION
The Volvo Concept Car VCC, which is shown

in fig. l, is a result of several research activities
in the field of', arlrlng others, trallic saf'cty u'hich
are going on in the Volvo Car Corportrtron. The
purpose of this project was to develop new ve-
hicle subsystems with increased perfortlance in
different respects for possible use in future pro-
duct ion vehicles.

Figure 1. The Volvo Concept Car VCC, a r+
search project containing subsys-
tems whrch can be used in future
Volvo production vehicles.

The aim of this paper is to describe the meas-
ured results of the steering chrrracteristics of the
Volvo Concept Car with respect to steering con-
trol, yaw stability and lateral manoeuvreability
performance in cornparison with a number of
1978. 1979 and 1980 rrxrdel vehicles.

Furthernrore, thc paper also reports on the sub-
systems used, which mainly contribute to reach
the predictable and stable bchavior of the Volvo
Concept Car.

Measuring Methods and Conditions
The measurerrlents have been taken using

measuring equipment developed within the Volvo
Car Corporation. The equiprnent consists of a
combined steering and braking machine con-
trolled by a signal generator, a gyrostabilized
platf'orrn and a signal amplitying unit, which is
shown in f ig.  2.

The power to the electrical rnotor in the steer-
ing and braking machine cornes from two 6 volt
car batteries, which during the test are placed on
the rear seaf , Most of the measuring ecluiprnent
is mounted on the lloor in placc of thc tiont
passenElel seat.

All the vehicles have been measured in the
sarne loading condition, which means drivcr and
measuring equipment or in other words, slightly

Figure 2. Measuring equipment including the
combined steering-braking machine
for mobile measuring of steering and
braking behaviour.
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more than curb weight, driver and one passenger
in the front seat.

The measurements have been taken with only
one type of road friction, i.e., dry tarmac, and
with only one firrward vekrcity of tJO km/h.

The measuring nrethod is based on the pro-
posal for measuring of "Transient Steering Re-
sponse" from the Swedish Working Group
within ISO TC 22-SCq (lnternational Standard-
ization Organisation ISO, Technical Corlrlittee
TC 22, Subcommittee SC 9 Handl ing and
Stability).

During the measurement, the vehicle is driven
at a speed ot-tlO knVh in a straight course. When
the vehicle during straight l ine dr iv ing has
reached steady state, it is controlled by means
of a steering machine. The input to the steering
machine comes from a signal generator and is
a sinusoidal signal of one period and causes the
vehicle to perfbrm a single lane change.

The test consists of a series of measurements
containing three different steering frequencies
(0.3, 0.-5 and 0.7 Hz) and five different steering
wheel angle amplitudes covering the entire range
of lateral accelerations. Each test run has been
perfornred three times undcr thc same conditions
and the rnean value of them has been used in the
data presentation.

Thc signals which have been measured during
the tests were the firllowing:

6,* : Steering wheel angle
1\rlsr Stcering wheel torquc

t : Yaw velocity
a, : Lateral acceleration
$ : Roll angle
F : Forward velocity

X,," : Brakc pedal travel
Fsr, : Brake pedal force

a* : Longitudinal acceleration
0 : Pitch angle

All signals were registered as time functions
on tape to make computer treatment possible afler
the test.

As mentioned before, the tests have been per-
formed with three different steering fiequencies
covering the nrost important frequency range,
which is known from dil-lbrent driver*vehicle sys-
tem s tud ies  (6 ) ,  (13) .

Fig. 3 shows typical time histories for rhe VCC
with a steering wheel angle fiequency of 0.5 (Hz)

and a steering wheel angle of 7l (deg) causing
a maximum lateral acceleration of alrout -5 (nri
sr). The diagrams show three differcnt runs per-
fbrmed undel the sarne conditions.

The upper diagram shows, in order from left
to right, steering wheel angle E,*, yaw velocity
rf and lateral accelcration a' The diagram in the
middle shows the roll angle f, and below cal-
culated yaw angle t|l and lateral deviation AY
from the initial straight course as well as forward
speed p.

Steering Control Characteristics
As already mentioned in previous reports (2),

(4 ) ,  (9 ) ,  (12)  and ( la ) ,

laterul acceleration gain ar,,/8,*
steering wheel torque gain M,*/8"*
and lateral acceleration
response time T",

are characteristics describing steering control in
the driver-vehicle-road systcm.

Lateral acceleration a, of different levels is
what the driver wants to reach cluring a stecring
manoeuvre trt rnake a changc of direction pos-
sible. Therefbre, the rneasurcnlents have been
taken at different lateral accelerations a, and dif-
f'erent vehicle speeds p.

The lateral acceleration arn used here in this
report, is a calculated value based on the meas-
ured time signal of the latcral acceleration a" and
has becn calculated as frrllows:

/ t  f r  \ o '
aro = 2"' | + | a,2 (r) dr) 1rnls'.1

\ l  J o  /

This is an equivalent peak value of the time
function of the lateral acceleration ar(t).

Subjective rating showed better correlation
with this equivalent peak value of the lateral ac-
celeration, than with the actual peak value o[ the
time signal, especially at higher lateral acceler-
ations when the time signal is more deformed.

Fig. 4 shows the inverse lateral acceleration
gain S,*/aro as a function ol the lateral acceler-
ation arn measured with sinusoidal stcering wheel
angle input and a steering tiequency of f,* = fl.1
(Hz) .

It can be seen that vehicle V2 is changing its
characteristic more or less in the whole range of
lateral accelerations a"o, whereas vehicle Vl2 is
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Figure 3. Typical time histories from three different runs under the same conditions for the Volvo
Concept Car VCC.
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Figure 5. Inverse lateral  accelerat ion gain
(dsw/ayp) (deg/g) versus lateral accel-
eration aro (m/sl for the vehicles
VCC, V2 and V12, measured with sinu_
soidal steering wheel angle input and
a steering frequency of fsyy = 0.7 (Hz).

and 0.7 (Hz). The diagrams show rhat the VCC
is able to perform more or less con$tant response
time despite the fact that cornering stiffhess in
the tyres is decreasing when lateral acceleration
is increasing.

Fig. 7 shows the same characteristic as fig. 6
but for the vehic:les V2 and Vl2. Here, vehicle
V2 shows an even rnore constant response time
but was not able to reach more than ar, : 7
(m/.r2) lateral acceleration. Vehicle Vl2, however,
shows a considerable increase of response time
when lateral accelcration is increasing. The rc-
sponse time at the highest rneasured lateral ac-
celeration is about lbur times as high as the re-
sp()nse tinre rneasured at the lowest lateral
acceleration. Practical driving tests showed that
such a big change of rcsponse time is rlore ()r
less impussiblc to handle by any driver if the
situation occurs suddenly. The r:haracteristic of
vehicle Vl2 looks very similar ro a characteristic-
of a vehicle measured on a wet or low fiiction
surl ace.

Al$o, steering wheel force or steering wheel
torque is important lirr thc clriver (3). il0). The
quotient of latefal acceleration and steering wlreel
torque a,/M-* or the steering wheel torque gra_
dient M.*/a" obtained liom the torque-acccllra_

Figure 4. Inverse lateral acceleration galn
(dsw/ayp) (deg/g) versus lateral accel.
eration aro (m/sz) for the vehicles
VCC, V2 and V12, measured with sinu.
soidal steering wheel angle input and
a steering frequency of fsyil = 0.3 (Hz).

not changing its inverse lateral acceleration gain
6"*/aro at all. The Volvo Concept Car VCC is
in between with a slight increase from B"o = 5
(nr/s2) and upwards.

Fig. 5 shows the same characteristics as fig.
4 but measured with a steering frcquency of f"*
:  0.7 (Hz).

It can be noticed here that vehicle Vl Z changed
its characteristic more than both vehicle V2 and
the Volvo Concept Car VCC in relation to the
lower steering frequency of t,* : 0.3 (Hz) in
f ig.  4.

The reason why vehicles V2 and Vl2 have
been chosen out of the total 26 merrsured vehicles
to be cornpared with the Volvo Concept Car
VCC, is that they are the ntorit extreme exarnples
in either direction and in rlany crlses both with
respect to measured characteristics and subjective
evaluation.

Fig. 6 shows the measured response times of
the Volvo Concept Car VCC. On rhe left side,
the response time between steering wheel angle
6-* and yaw velocity r! is shown ancl on the right
side, ther re$ponse tirne bctween stccring wheel
angle 6"* and lateral acceleration ar,,. The dia-
grams show curves firr three clifT'erent steering
frequencies, namely f"* :  0.3 (Hz),  0.5 (Hz)
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Sinusoidal $teering test
N R 1  =  0 . 3 H 2  N R 2  =  0 . 5 H 2  N H 3  -  O . 7 H z

Time lag as a function of lateral acceleratlon
Time lag calculated using the cross-correlation method
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Figure 6. Measured response times between

SECTION 5: TEQHNICAL SESSIONS

(a) Steering wheel angle 6"* and yaw velocity ( le f t  s ide)  and between

(b) Steering wheel angle 6"* and lateral  accelerat ion ay (r ight s ide) versus the equivalent
peak value of lateral acceleration ayp, measured with sinusoidal steering wheel input
and three di f ferent steering frequencies for the Volvo Concept Car VCC.
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tion diagram becomes especially important dur-
ing so-called straight line driving.

During straight line driving, which rneans very
low latcral accelerations, the steering wheel am-
plitudes are ofien very small and can be below
the threshold tbr nrany drivers. Herc, the steering
whecl torque gradient M,u/a, can take over and
help the driver to cuntrol the vehicle, The steering
wheel torque gradient M,*/a, can also be in-
creased if nccessary without any major influence
on the steering wheel angle graclicnt S.-/a. or
lateral acceleration gain a"n/8.* by e.9., increas-
ing of the castor ground off.set.

t r ig I  shows the t inre histor ies of steering
u,heel angle E**, yaw velocity r!, lateral accel-
eration a, and steering wheel torquc M-* as well
as steering u,heel angle gradicnt 6,,,/a, and steer-
ing wheel torque gradient M,,,/a, at 80 km/h ob-
tained fi 'onr the timc histories tor the Volvo Con-

cept Car VCC. The time history of the laGral
acceleration has a maximum value of about
-r0.38. The gradients are calculated fiom the
time histories but only between + 0. I I of lateral
accelerat ion.

Fig. 9 shows the same characteristics as lig.
8 but for vehicle V2. C)ornparing the character-
ist ics for the two vehicles. VCC ancl V2. a clear
difference can be seen in the stctering wheel
torque characteristic. The torque gradient of ve-
hicle V2 is alrnost twicc as high as the torquc
gradient of vehicle VCC. One o1' the ret lsons is
that the Volvo Concept Car has power steering
whereas vehicle V2 has a rnanual steering.

Fig. l0 shows steering wheel angle gradient
6-*/a, and steering wheel torque gradient M,*/a,
for vehicle Vl2. Between vehicle Vl2 ancl ve-
hicle VCC. there is only a sl ight di f l 'erencc with
respect to gradients despite the fact that vchicler
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Sinusoidal steering test
N R 1 = 0 . 3 H 2  N R 2 = 0 . 5 H 2 NFl3  =  0 .7  Hz

Time lag as a function of lateral acceleration
Time lag calculated using the cross-correlation method
Steering wheel angle-yaw velocity Steering wheel angle-lateral acc
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Figure 7. Measured response times between

(a) Steering wheel angle 6rw end yaw velocity i  (teft side) and between
(b) Steering wheel angle t5=, ' ,  and lateral  accelerat ion ay (r ight s ide)versus the equivalent

peak value of lateral acceleration ayp, measured with sinusoidal steering wheel input
a n d  t h r e e  d i f f e r e n t  s t e e r i n g  f r e q u e n c i e s  f o r  t h e  v e h i c l e s  V 2  a n d  V 1 2 .
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Figure I. Time histories of steering wheel angle dryy, yaw velocity ,f , lateral acceleration a, and
steering wheel torque Mr* as well as from time histories calculated steering wheel angle
gradient 6sw/ay (deg/g) and steering wheel torque gradient Mr*i a, (Nmi g) during straight
line driving at a speed of u = 80 (km/h). The gradients are calculated during + 0.1g laleral
acceleration for the Volvo Concept Car VCC.
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Figure 9. Time histories of steering wheel angle 6**, yaw velocity #, lateral acceleration au and
steering wheel torque M"* as well as from time histories calculated steering wheel hngle
gradient d**/ar (deg/g) and steering wheel torque gradient M=*/a, (Nm/g) during straight
line driving at a speed of u = 80 (km/h). The gradients are calculated during + 0.19 lateral
acceleration for vehicle V2.
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Steering control tesl
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Figure 10. Time histories of steering wheel angle fo6,, yaw velocity r/, lateral acceteration au and
steering wheel torque Mr* as well as from time histories calculated steering wheel ingle
gradient 6r*/ar (deg/g) and steering wheel torque gradient M**/a, (Nm/g) during straight
line driving at a speed of u = 80 (km/h). The gradients are calculated during + 0.1g lateral
acceleration for the vehicle V12.
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Figure 11. Steering wheel torque gradient
Msw/a, (Nt/g) versus vehicle speed
u (km/h) measured with sinusoidal
input between + 0.19 lateral acceler-
ation for the vehicles V2. V12. V25
and VCC.

Subjective evaluations in previous investiga-
tions indicate that steering wheel torque gradients
M.*/a, should not be below 15 (Nm/g) and def-
initely not below l0 (Nn/g) measured on dry
surface with high fiiction. Steering wheel torque
graclients become of spccial importance on fiost-
covered roads during winter tirne.

Vehicle V25 in fig. I l, which has power steer-
ing, seems to be on the boundary to being un-
acceptable. Vehicle V2 in fig. I I , gives the driver
a "very strong road feeling," but also gives the
driver a lot of difficulties in evasive lane change
or rapid curve entrance manoeuvres duc to un-
acceptable high steering wheel forces.

The Volvo Concept Car, which has power
steering, has a constant steering wheel torque
gradient M-*/a, of 20 (Nm/g) in the whole range
of measured vehicle speeds. This constant torque
gradient has been reached with the help of a non-
linear power assistance characteristic, which
means that the assistance is very small at low

Figure 12. Inverse lateral acceleration gain
6r*/ar (deg/g) versus lateral acceler-
ation respon$e time T"u (ms) meas-
ured with sinusoidal steering wheel
input for the VCC.
Steering frequency:0.3 and 0.7 (Hz)
Steering amplitude: Five different

amplitudes covering the entire
range of lateral acceleration$

Measured max. lateral acceleration:
dyp = 8.6 (m/sf
flYmax = 8'2 (m/sz)

steering wheel torque or straight line driving and
increases progressively when steering wheel
torque is increasing to give lull power assistance
during parking rllanoeuvres.

ln {ig. I l. it can be seen that the Volvo Con-
cept Car VCC with power stccring has more or
less the same torque graclient M-o,/an as vehicle
Vl2 with manual steering.

The slightly decreasing characteristics of vehicle
V2 and vehicle V l2 are typical for manual steering
systems with the measuring method used here.

As already shown in previous reports (3) and
(14), inverse lateral acceleration gain 6.*/a, ver-
sus lateral acceleration response time T,, is a
useful characteristic: to describe the steering con-
trol behaviour of cars. Therefore. the rneasurcrrl
characteristics fiom fig 4, 5, 6 and 7 have becn
used to plot the "invcrsc gain-response tirne"
diagram for the vehicles V2, Vl2 and VCC.

Fig. l2 shows the "inverse gain-response
time" diagrarn for the vehicle VCC. Thc: five
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Figure 13. Interpretatlon of measured charac-
teristics in the inverse gain - re-
sponse t ime diagram.

circles and the five filled-in circles are measuring
points representing two different steering wheel
angle frequencies. The five measuring points are
covering the entire range of lateral acceleration
from about 3ro - 3 (m/s]) up to ayp = 9 (m/s:).

The diagram in fig. 12 says that the Volvo
Concept Car VCC has, at fl,-n : 3 (m/s:), an
inverse lateral acceleration gain of D-*/a,n - 130
(deg/g) and a lateral acceleration response time
of To, : l-50 (ms), Furthermore, the diagram
says that both response time and inverse gain are
increasing when laferal acceleration is increasing.

The total 26 measured vehicles reported in this
paper show in sorne cases completely different
characteristics and also completely different be-
haviour on the roacl.  Due to this,  f ig.  13 shows
how the different measured characteristics can
be interyrreted.

lf all the measured points are located in a ver-
tical line in the diagram, the vehicle as a so-
called "understeering" behaviour, which means
the vehicle is stable, does not reach high lateral
accclerations ancl has very low gain at hi*cher
lateral  accelerat ions,

If, however, all the measured points are lo-
cated in a more or less horizontal lirre in the
diagram, the vehicle has a so-called "oversteer-

ing" l rehaviour.  which rneans the vehicle easi ly
reachcs yaw instabi l i ty and hus very high gain
at hishcr lateral accelerations.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

A vehicle which is easy to hanclle, even at high
lateral acccrlerations, has all the rneasuring points
concentrated in one place.

If the response time is increasing when lateral
acceleration is increasing, then the inverse gain
must increase too if the vehicle shall havc a pre-
dictablc behaviour.

Fig. la shows the inverse gain-responsc time
or steering control characteristic of the Volvo
Concept Car VCC and the two most extreme

Figure 14. Inverse lateral acceleration gain
6r*/arp (deg/g) versus lateral accel'
eration response t ime Ts, (ms)
measured with sinusoidal steering
wheel input for the VCC, vehicle V2
and vehicle V12.
Steering frequency: 0.3 and 0.7 (Hz)
Steering amplitude: Four and five

different amplitudes covering the
entire range of lateral accelera-
t ions

Measured max. lateral aeceleration:
VCC auo = 8.6 (m/s2)
aYmax-= 8.2 (m/s1
V2 arp - 6,6 (m/sz)
aY*a* = 6.3 (m/s2)
V12 aro = 6.6 (m/sl
sYmax = 6.5 (m/sz)
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vehicles V2 and VlZ of the total 26 measured
vehicles.

The diagram indicates that vehicle V2 is a
heavy understeering vehicle, which is not sen-
sitive to diffbrent steering frequencies. The max-
imum lateral acceleration, however, is very low.

Vehicle Vl2, on the other hand, is very sen-
sitive to steering frequencies and is a typical over-
steering vehicle at low steering frequencies, or
in other words, the risk of reaching yaw insta-
bility is higher if the vehicle is handled carefully.

The Volvo Concept Car shows the highest
measured lateral acceleration and a very low
change in gain and response time. Between aro
: 3 (m/s') and a"o : 9 (m/sr) lateral acceleration,
the response time T*, is not changing more than
100 (ms),  whereas vehicle Vl2 is changing 350
(ms). Also, the Volvo Concept Car VCC is not
sensitive to steering wheel angle frequencies.

Vehicle Vl2 puts really high demands on the
driver to handle it in a saf'e manner.

The first or lowest measuring points show how
the vehicle behaves at low lateral accelerations
or in other words, how the vehicle behaves during
straight line driving. Here. the Volvo Center Car
VCC has the shortest response time and the best
steering precision.

The inverse gain response time characteristic
of the total 26 measured vehicles can be found
in the appendix.

Yaw Stability Characteristics

The vehicle side slip characteristic is very im-
portant ffir the yaw stability of the vehicle. The
vehicle side slip angle Bs (deg) at the lateral
acceleration limit, should tre as low as possible,
pref'erahly below l0 (deg), but absolutely not
nrore than l5 (deg).

Fig. l5 shows the equivalent vehicle side slip
angle Bp (deg) for the Volvo Concept Car VCC
and the vehicles V2 and Vl2 measured with sin-
usoidal steering wheel angle input and a steering
frcqucncy of f,* = 0.3 (Hz) at diff'erent lateral
acceleration levels.

The Volvo Concept Car VCC reaches the high-
est peak lateral acceleration aro (m/s?) with a side
sl ip angle of Bo :  9. t t  (deg).

Vehicle V12 has a side sl ip angle of Fn = 2l
(deg) at a lateral acceleration of ano = 8.4
(m/s2), ' l 'his vehicle was very difficult to measure

Figure 15. Equivalent vehicle side $lip angle
Fe (deg) versus peak lateral accelera-
tion aro (m/s$ for the Volvo Concept
Car VCC and the vehicles V2 and
V1 2 measured with sinusoidal steer-
ing wheel angle input.

because yaw instability occurred very often
above ar, -- 7 (m/st).

Vehicle V2 does not reach more than ayp =

7.2 (m/s'�) of lateral acceleration, but at a very
low side sl ip angle of Fo :  2.5 (deg),  This ve-
hicle showed the best yaw stability of the total
26 measured vehicles.

The vehicle side slip angle Bs (deg) has been
calculated using the measured signals

,i, yu* velocity
a, lateral acceleration
p vehicle forward speed

with the steering wheel angle frequency f.* :

0 .3  (Hz) .

F u =

High yaw stability has not always advantages.
The disadvantages will be discussed in the next
chapter (5), which is dealing with "stability ver-
sus manoeuvreability. "

All vehicles clo not reach the same level of
maximum lateral acceleration due to different

l{+ t 'i"rtnt} -

* {+ f *''t'o*}"]

Equiva len t
veh ic le  s ide
sl ip angle Fe (deg) {  vrz

1 5 I
I

I1 0 vcc.
Peak lateral
acceleration

ayp (m/s?)



reasons. Therefore, the side slip angle Fe (deg)

or the change of side slip angle F. (deg) per unit
lateral acceleration, should be compared at the
same value of latcral acceleration ar,, (m/sr).

A comparison of the change of side slip angle

Fr (deg) per unit lateral acceleratittn aro (m/sr)

at the lateral acceleration of aro : 7 (m/s2), gives

the following result;

Vehicle--{B ida,o (deg/l mlsz)
Vehicle V12-5.0 (deg/l m/s'�)
Vehicle VCC-Z.0 (deg/1 m/s'�)
Vehicle V2-1.5 (deg/l m/s'�)

AIso, the result here shows the same tendency
as the side slip angle po ldeg) itself.

The tests shrlwed also that the change of side
slip angle F. (deg) per unit steering wheel angle
D,* (deg) is a characteristic of intcrest, especially
in closed loop tests.

Vehicles with the same change of side slip
angle B. (deg) per unit lateral acceleration a,n
(m/s2) showed cornpletely different yaw $tahrlity
behaviour in closed loop tests. In those cases, a
difference could be seen in the characteristic
showing vehicle side slip angle Bn (deg) versus
steering wheel angle 6,*o (deg).

Figure 16. Equivalent yehicle side slip angle
PE (deg) versus peak steering wheel
angle 6r*o (deg) for the Volvo Con.
cept Car VCC and the vehicles V2

, , steering wheel angle input.

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SE$SIONS

Fig. 16 shows the vehicle side slip angle B.
(deg) versus the peak value of the steering wheel
angle E-*o (deg).  Here, the di f ferences between
vehicle V2 and vehicle Vl2 are ot 'a much larger
magnitude.

At a lateral acceleration of arn : 7 (m/s2), the
result is the following:

Vehicle--dB/dB,* (cteg/deg)
Vehicle V 12--6"/20'
Vehicle VCC-2?20'
Vehicle V2-1'/20'

Equivalent side slip angle p6 (deg) has been
calculated using the mcasured signals

t yu* velocity
a, lateral acceleration
p vehicle tbrward speed

with the steering wheel angle frequency f,* :

0 . 3  ( H z ) .

F . =

The table says that the side slip angle F, (deg1
for vehicle Vl2 is increasing by 6 (deg) i l  the
steering wheel is turned 20 (deg) at a lateral ac-
celeration of aro : 7 (m/s'). This is three tirles
more than for the vehicle VCC and six times
more than for vehicle V2 with the same stecring
wheel angle input.

Lateral Manoeuvreability Versus
Stability

The rrreasuring results in the foregoings indi-
cate that stability can be increased if the response
time T., (ms) between steering wheel anglc E-*
(deg) lateral acceleration a, (rrVsr) is decreased.

High stabi l i ty is,  ol 'course, necessary, but the
questir:n is. if an extrerlely shrlrt response time
does have any disadvanttrges'l

The purpose of a quick lane change manoeuvre
is to move the vehicle a ceftain distance latcrrally
on the road and perform this manoeuvre in a
stable condition.

Fig. 17 shows the relationship between the
Iateral manocuvreability perlonnance AY' (m)

[{+ t v'(t)dt}" -

* {+ f 'v't'ra'}"] '

Equivalent
vehicle side Fe (deg)
sl ip angle J VrZ

I
I
I
I

100 150
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Figure 17. Lateral manoeuvreability perform,
ance AYp (m)versus lateral accelera-
tion response time T", (ms)at maxi"
mum lateral  accelerat ion Erymax
(m/s?), a steering frequency ot
fsw = 0.7 (Hz)and a vehicle speed of
u = 80 (km/h).

and the lateral acceleration response time T",
(ms). Both response time and manoeuvreability
are taken tiom the same measurement fbr each
vehicle.

The lateral maneuweability here rep'resents the
largest possible lateral movement for each vehicle
with the steering frequency of f,* : 0.7 (Hz).

The diagram indicate.s that manoeuvreability
is decreasing if response time is decreasing or
stability is increasing.

Vehicle V2 with the highest stability is not
able to perform more than AYo : 2.4 (m) of
lateral movement with a speed of p : 80 (kn/
h) and a steering frequency of i* : O.'7 (Hz).

Vehicle V12, on the other hand, is able to
perform a lateral movement of AYo : 4.0 (m)
but is in this situation, near the limit of instability
and therefbre difficult to control.

The Volvo Concept Car VCC is not fbllowing
the general trend. Despire rhe good srability level,
the vehicle is able to perform a lateral rnovement
of AYo : 4,4 (m) which is more than the lateral
movement of vehicle Vl2.

Fig. l8 shows the lateral manoeuvreability
perfornrance AY,, (m) versus thc cquivalent peak
value of the lateral ac-celeration arn (rr/sr). Here,
the correlation is not as good as the correlation
between manoeuvreability and lateral accelera-
tion response time.

ln the diagrarn, it can be seen that the highest
measurecl lateral acceleration au,, (m/s2) fbr all the

Figure 18. Lateral rnanoeuvreability aYo (m) ver-
sus the equivalent peak value of the
lateral acceleration ayp (ms)at maxi.
mum lateral acceleration with a
steering frequency of fsyy = 0.7 (Hzl
and a vehicle speed of u = 80 (km/h).

0

26 vehicles varies between 6.5 (m/s,) and 8.5
(nr/sr) with a steering frequency of f-* : 0.7
(Hz).

Figure 19.
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Vehicle Systems in the Vofvo Concept
Car lmproving Steering Characteristics

To show how the steering characteristics of the
Volvo Concept Car VCC have been improved,
the influence of different subsystem character-
istics will be calculated based on a mathenlatical
model which is found in the Appendix.

The block diagrarn of the model, which has
been used in other investigations (6), (7), (16)
and (17) is shown in f ig.  19. Such an uncom-
plicated model is very useful here, because the
influence of different subsystems on control and
stability characteristics is easy to survey.

Some of the targets of the Volvo Concept Car
project were:

. to improve the predictability of the steering
control system, which means to reduce the
inverse lateral acceleration gain and the lateral
acceleratiun resp()nse time especially at high
lateral accelerations:

. to increase the margin of yaw stability, which
means to reduce the vehicle side slip angle at
the side force limit;

. to increase the lateral manoeuvreability per-
fbrmance, which means to reach higher latcral
accclerations;

. to decrease the cross wind sensitivity, which
meanri lower cross wind clisturbance level and
less steering control effort

compared to the current Volvo production ve-
hicles, which are already among the best in these
respectI;.

The following subsystem characteristics con-
tributed mainly to the improvement of the steer-
ing characteristics:

New Rear Axle Suspension System

The Volvo Concept Car VCC has got a new
rear axle suspension systern called "independent

functioning sy$terns" suspension, which is shown
in f ig.  20.

The rear axle has one arm on each side taking
the longitudinal fbrces and their geornetrical lo-
cation is influencing roll steer.

The two arms beside the linal drive are taking
the acceleration and braking torque. 

'fheir 
geo-

metrical location contruls lift and dive of the
bocly.

SECTION 5 :  TECHNIGAL SESSIONS

Figure 20. Rear axle suspension of the Volvo
Concept Car with independent func-
tioning systems.

The subtiame in which the torque arrns are
mounted is mainly insulating the pulsating forces
from the drive line.

The Panhard rod behind the axle is taking side
forces and its geometrical location is influencing
side force steer.

Such a suspension system with independent
f'unction.r filr each suspen.sion element makes it
possible to optimize the whole system more than
other su$pension systems, where the suspension
elernents have more than one function, e.g., the
"semi-trailing 

arm" suspension.
In the "semi-trailing 

arrn" suspension, the
different functions of the suspension are coupled
because there is nnly one arm existing which has
many diff'erent functions. Soft rubber bushings,
e.g., between suspension arm and body fbr better
road noise insulation, can give unsuitable side
force uversteer and less stability.

The "independent tunctioning systems" sus-
pension in the Volvo Concept Car has:

. no side force oversteering and despite that,
good road noise insulation;

. relatively stiff springs altd at the same time
relatively low roll stiffness;

. no camber steer during body roll;

. no restraining between suspension arms and
thereforc fairly good linear roll stif'fness also
at high rol l  angles.

Those characteristics are keeping the rear axle
on a high cornering stiffness level which is im-
portant tbr good control and stability of the ve-
hicle especially at higher lateral accelerations.

t;
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Figure21. Calculated values of yaw velocity response time T'i (ms), lateral acceleration response
time Tu, (ms), undamped natural frequency vf (Hzl and damping factor f/ (- ) versus the
quotient of front and rear axle cornering stiffness.

Data of the Volvo concept car VCC.
' 

Al l  other data than cornering sti f fness are held constant in this calculation.
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In the equations above, it can be seen that the
total rear axle cornering stiffness

(N/rad)

is very important for the response

Tay (ms)

as well as side slip

(deg/g)

(deg/g)

The result of the calculations using the equa-
tions above is shown in fig. 2l and fig. 22.

Fig. 2l shows clearly that an increase of cor-
nering stiffness is increasing the natural iie-
quency and therefbre also decreasing the re-
sponse times. Also fig. 22 shows a reduction of
side slip angle if the cornering stiffncss in the
rear axle is increased. This can be reached with
the  " independent  func t ion ing  sys ter r rs "
suspension.

Increased Percentage of Front Axle Load

The Volvo Concept Car VCC has a front axle
load of 557o. This is an increase of SVo as com-
pared with Volvo production vehicles in a curb
weight plus driver loading condition,

This increase in percentage of the fiont axle
load reduced the cross wind disturbance level in
the body and gave less steering control etfort.

(H) *
time

for the vehicle

(i) ,"
(rt) ,',

F
(ay)(o)(deg/g)

1 . 5
0.5

p
(6s*)(0)(deg/20 deg)

\a
\
\

\ 6s 6rs -1

\ 6 ( Y F . 6 0 H
'\, 

.

1
1

- 6

- 4

- 2

- 6

- 4

- 2

1
T

0.5
1 .5

1 . 5
0.5

0.5
1 .5

Figure 22. Calculated values of side sl ip angle per unit lateral acceleration p/a" (0)(deg/g) as well as
side sl ip angle per unit steering wheel angle 1Jl6sw (0)(deg/20 deg)versus quotient of front
and rear axle cornering stiffness.

Data of Volvo Concept Car VCC.

All other data than cornering stiffness are held constant In thls calculation.
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Also, the predictability in the steering systern has
been improved.

'Ihe equations above show that the increase of
percentage of front axle load;

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

(ms)

Fig. 23 and fig. 24 show the results of the
calculations based on the equations above. Also
here, natural undamped liequency is increasing
and response tirnes are decreasing, when the per-
centage of front axlc load is increased.

If the percentage of the tiont axle Ioad is rel-
atively high in a powerful rear wheel driven ve-
hicle, it is very important to use a rear axle su$-
pension system which gives higher cornering
s t i f fness  espec ia l l y  dur ing  h igh  la te ra l
accelerations.

The high percentage of load on the front axle
and therefore low percentage bf load on the rear
axlc, together with the traction torces can re<,luce
cornering stiflhess very quick which leads to yaw
instability and sudden loss of control.

| '  roo or  # .  too (%)

gives shorter response times

Tay

and lower side slip angles

(deg/g)

(0) (deg/deg)

Figure 23. Calculated values of yaw velocity response time Tri (ms), lateral acceleration response
time Tur (ms), undamped natural frequency l l  (Hz) and damping factor f l  (- ) versus per"
centage of front axte toad b/(a + b) , 100 (%).

Data of Votvo Concept Car VCG.

All other parameters than percentage of front axle load are held constant in this
calcu lat ion.
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SECTIQN 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 24. Side slip angle per unit lateral acceleration P/ay (0) (deg/g) as well as side slip angle per
unit steering wheel angle B/6** (0) (deg/20 deg) versus percentage of front axle load
b/(a + b) . 100 (%).

Data of Volvo concept car VCC.

All other parameters than percentage of front axle load are held constant in this
calculation.

Tyres With High Cornering Stiffness

The wheel suspensions, front and rear are de-
signed for wide, krw section tyres with high cor-
nering stifTness.

High tyre cornering stiffness is increasing
steering precision or lateral acceleration gain and
decreasing lateral acceleration response time.

(0) =
I ' m '  v ' , . , i "  ' 5 7 . 3  . 9 , 8 1

In the equation above, it can be seen that an
irrcrease oftotal cornering stiflness front and rear

(ru/rad)

increases lateral acceleration gain. Also the nat-
ural fiequency is increasing but not of the same
magnitude as the product of the two comering
stiffnesses front and rear.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Steering control and stability characteristics,
as well as lateral manoeuvreability performance
characteristics, have been mcasured in the Volvo
Concept Car VCC and in the other 25 cars of the
78,19 and t lO year models,

The vehicles have been rleasured with the hclp
of a steering machine using a sinusoidal steering
wheel angle input. This has been done on a dry
surface in the whole range of lateral accelerations
and with a relevant spectrum rlf steering wheel
angle frequencies.

The Volvo Concept Car VCC showed the least

(H),., (#)-, t (g/deg)
(*)

(#)", (.#)_,
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change in the control characteristic of all the 26

measured vehicles, which are representative cars

of the current European and US production ve-

hicles. A small change in the control character-

istic, on the other hand, means a short antici-

pation time for the driver to different driving

situations.
The measutement showed also that there are

cars with very high yaw stability, but very low
lateral manoeuvreability perfonnance and vice
versa. The Volvo Concept Car VCC showed
also, in this respect, the best relationship between
lateral manoeuvreability and yaw stability. The
highest lateral acceleration was measured in the
Volvo Concept Car VCC.

Among the new subsystems in the Volvo Con-
cept Car VCC are the "independent functioning
systems" of the rear wheel suspension. This, to
a great extent, contributed to attain the high sta-
bility and manoeuvreability level as well as the
consistent control behaviour.

The different functions in the rear wheel sus-
pension have been separated from each other.
This gave a possibility to a better optirnization
of the different functions.

Therefore, it was possible to increase the cor-
nering stiffness of the rear axle especially at
higher lateral accelerations. This could be reached

by a relatively low roll stiffness in relation to the
front axle, a linear roll characteristic at higher
roll angles, a constant camber between rear
wheels and road as well as a very low roll and
side force steer.

The investigation indicated also, that high cor-
nering stiffness in the rear axle is especially im-
portant in rear wheel driven vehicles with pow-

erful engines and a high percentage of the load
on the front axle.

LIST OF SYI\,IBOLS

Numerator time constant
Numerator time constant
I)istance, centre of gravity to front
axle
Lateral acceleration
Peak value of lateral acceleration
Longitudinal acceleration
Lateral acceleration gain
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CSt

Distance, centre of gravity to rear

axle
Total vchicle roll stifTness (exclud-

ing tyres)
Torsional stiffness between steering
wheel and front wheels
Torsional stiffness tiont wheel sus-
pension around vertical axis
Torisonal stiffness rear wheel sus-
pension around vertical axis
Brake pedal fbrce
Steering wheel angle frequency
Gain, complex amplitude, general
form
Oain at rrr : 0
Yaw velocity transfer function

Vehicle side slip angle transfer
function
Lateral acceleration railsfer function

Steering wheel torque transfer
function
Roll centre height, front axle
Roll centre height, rear axle
Height, centre of gravity, total
weight
Total steering gear ratio
Vehicle moment of inertia around
vefiical axis
v - l
Vehicle wheel base
Total vehicle weight
Steering wheel torque
Steering wheel torque gain

Tyre castor ground offset :

Steering wheel torque gradient

Ceometrical castor, front wheel
suspension
Distance, turning centre to wheel
centre around vertical axis. front
wheel suspension
Distance, turning centre to wheel
centre around vertical axis, rear
wheel suspension
Total cornering stiffness, front axle

Total comering stiffness, rear axle

C

CSt

CS*

F*.
f"*
G(i,o)

c(o)
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G8""

Gil_
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hF
h*
h
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€ )
t ta(

P)oul
, S \
. .  1

d^y I
ur)
i lt/

Tyre cornering st i f fness. f ront
whee ls

Tyre cornering stiffness, rear wheels

Tyre side lbrcc due to camber an'
gle, front axle

Tyre side force due to camher an-
gle, rear axle

Time
Time. general
Lateral itcceleration response time
Yaw velocity response time
Vehicle lbrward velocitY
Vehicle torward velocity. constant
value
Brake pedal travel
Lateral vehicle deviation
Peak va lue  o f  lu te ra l  veh ic le
deviat ion
Vehicle sic le sl ip angle
Vehicle side sl ip angle veloci ty
Changc of s ide sl ip angle per unit
lateral acceleration

Change of sirle slip angle per unit
stcering wheel angle

Vehicle side slip angle in relation
to lateral acceleration

Vehicle side slip angle in relation
to steering wheel angle

Carrrbcr steer coefficient, front axle

Canrber steer coellicient, rear axle

Steering wheel angle
Inverse luteral acceleration eain

Roll steer coefficient. front wheels

Roll steer coefficient, rear wheels

Damping ratio
Pitch angle
Undamped natural frequency
Rol l  angle
Yaw veloci ty
Yaw acceleration
Disturbance licquency
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APPENDIX

The equations of motion for the linear two
degree of freedom model are the fbllowing:

|  / /as\f f i ' r r o . B - ( - m . p ] + t t - l
\ \ \de./ nr

. ((H)-

So that characteristics compare with the meas-
ured characteristics, fiequency response equa_
tions for difl'erent vehicle quantities have to be
derived from the dift'erential equations above.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

c(0) :

A r :

The general form of the frequency response
or transfer function is:

G ( i o )  =  G ( o ) .  
I  -  A ' ' '  T 2  +  j '  A " '  " |

l - t l ' + j . Z . 6 . t f

0)
T = -

l)t

The transfer functions derived from the dif-
f'erential equations for the dit'ferent vehicle quan-
tities are the following:

(a) Yaw velocity response output to steering
wheel angle input

c r * :G(0 ) ' #

' ( a + b )

G(0) =

A r :

(P)
dq/  n

ds
de

I ' m ' u o . v z r . i "
RT

f f i ' l r n ' i l ' U r

( 9 )  ' ( a  +  b )
\dal *'

(b) Vehicle side slip angle response ourput
to steering wheel angle input

. s . * . l
FT lE

'- (#)_ ")) *
.(H).,) ':(n)
r r + ((H)_ a?+ (#)_, ,)

* ((H)., '- (*). ") u
:  (H). , 'u*  i 'u

GB* = c(0)4 I  +  j . A , . I

m . p i . - f P )  . b . r
\ciq,/ *,

(c) Vehicle lateral acceleration response ourpur
to steering wheel angle input

G B i -  :  6 1 6 ;  
l . -  A ' - ' t t '  +  j ' A o  '  n' l - T ' + j . Z . E . n

(H)_ + b )

s68

G(0) :
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S(t) :  o"- '  (
BC _ AD\
AC + BD/

fS) '(a + b)
\da/ *"

Ao = !--9
Fo

(d) Steering wheel torque response output to
steering wheel angle input

G # = * r o l P
I  -  t t '  +  j . 2 '  ( r '  I

G(o)=-  (#)_ (#) . , ' ( ( * )
\

* "rc./

1 ' * ' r / r ' 1 t

.  u r  ( m ' b ' �  i  l )
A o = - t

f f i ' F o ' D

l '  v ' ,
A r =

A C + B D

Gfior) = c(0) (
A + j B \
c - j D )

l  -  A ' ' I tG (i') : c(0) (
+  j  ' A "  . r t \
- - l' z ' E r ' n  /l - t t ' + j . 2 . ( r . r l

The equations for the total cornering stiffness
front and rear (dS/dcr)n., (dS/da)n, or cornering
compliance (dct/dS)p1, (da/dS)*, can be written
AS:

A, = i'-4-

(#)_, '
The undamped natural frequency vy and the

damping fhctor $ are'

l l  l ' l ; f  ' ( a + b ) 2 + m ' p l
/ \da/., \do,/ *,- " r :  

{  _

(i) Front axle

(#)" : (#)..
l \ \ t(H).) * ('.-

.(#) (#.

. ( * , )

(ii) Rear axle

+') .(ffi)

((n).. (#), (H),

(H)..: (#)..((*).. (#).
+
;(

((#).,'- (#)* ^)
b ' h .a ' h n

.  _' ((H)- az+ (#)-, ')
v -

. ' ( ( * * ) * .  ( , - * ) , . , )

(fr). (*).) i ('-
. (.+) uh. (ft)

t ' * ' * 3

2 ' l ' t r l  '  
F o .  u r

The general form of the time lag T can
written as follows:

nr , 4(<o)
I ( ( r ) '  :  -

ftl

Investigations showed that the frequency range
between o : 0 (Hz) and <,r : 0.5 (Hz) is the
most important range with respect to stability of
the control loop driver-vehicle (7).

For small disturbance frequencies or 1 4 l.
the equations can therefore be simplified to:

G(ior) : 616;
T(o) - 11111

a . h p * 6 ' h . \

( )
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Vehicle
no.

Weight
Distr ibutionType of

Drive
( - ) r

Steering
Type
( -  ) z

Front
(%)

Hear
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

1 0
1 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
16
1 7
1 8
1 9
20
21
22
23
24
25

vcc

52
52
61
52
60
53
52
52
51
53
51
52
64
53
51
51
48
48
52
51
51
58
57
51
55
52

48
48
39
4B
40
47
48
48
49
47
49
4B
36
47
49
49
52
52
48
49
49
42
43
49
45
48

RWD
RWD
FWD
RWD
FWD
RWD
FWD
RWD
RWD
RWD
RWD
RWD
FWD
RWD
RWD
RWD
HWD
RWD
RWD
HWD
RWD
FWD
FWD
FWD
RWD
RWD

MS
MS
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
MS
MS
PS
PS
MS
PS
PS
PS
MS
M$
PS
PS
PS
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Table 1. Design data of the measured vehicles.

1 FIVD Front wheel drive
RWD Rear wheel drive

2 MS Manual steering
PS Power steering

The measured vehicles are in a wgight range
between 1000 kg and 1900 kg.

This makes it easier to survey the equations
and the influence of dift'erent vehicler subsystems
on control ancl stability characteristics.

The measured characteristics in this report can
therefirre be written in equation form as follows:

(i) Inverse lateral acceleration gain

Table 2. Lateral accelerations auo (m/sz) and,
flymax lmlsf as well a$ lateral ma.
neuvreability performance AYo (m).

Vehicle
no.
( - )

avp
(mls2)

HYmax

(m/s2 )

AYp
at 0.7 Hz

(m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

1 0
1 1
1 2
1 3
1 4
1 5
1 6
1 7
1 8
1 9
20
21
22
23
24
25

VGC

6.5
6.6
7.9
7.7
7.3
7.6
6.7
7.3
7.2
7.5
7.2
6.8
7.8
7.7
7.8
8.3
7.3
7.2
7.3
7.5
7.3
7.7
7.2
7.?
7.7
8.6

6.0
6.3
7.5
7.4
7.0
7.3
6.7
7.0
6.7
6.7

.7 .0
6.5
7.0
7.3
7.2
7.8
7.3
7.0
7.1
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.7
6.7
7.0
8.2

3.0
2.4
3.5
4.1
3.5
4.0
3.2
4.3
4.0
4.4
4.2
4.0
4.3
3.5
4.3
5.2
4.9
3.9
4.7
4.4
3.9
3.6
3.4
4.1
4.2
4.4

I  ' m '  P t l ' i ,

( a + b )

5 7 . 3 ' 9 . 8 1  ( d e g / g )

Lateral accelcration response

(+) :
(H)-,|,P)

\ d0 , /  r r

' ,,: (* +) rooo (nrs)
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Table 3. Vehlcle data used during the calculatlon.

m

h

c

= 1400

= 0.5

= 50m0

= 2.n

= 1.25

= 1.52

= 1.90

s=====n

= U,.2

= 0.015

= 15000

= F

= 0

E 0.05

(kg) .

(m)

(Nmtreo

(m)

(m) '

(m)

(m) ;

(m/s)

(m)

(Nm/rad)

I

(*J'
(+3) '
(#) '

:

h F

csn

116

(#) '
(#) '
(#) '
(*q) R

(#) -
h R

= 2000 (N/rad)

= 100000 (N/rad)

= 0.05 (m)

= 0.05 (m)

= s

= 0

= 0

= 0

= 2000 (N/rad)

= 100000 (N/rad)

= 0.05 (m)

= 0.29 (m)

t

. a

; b

, k .

. 1 "

uo

ncr

Gsr-

. csr

nF

; (#) '

i (-q"J' = 0.8

' : i '

. :

: (iii) Yaw velocity response time

I  r , = ( i . .  n " - T )  , *
I t(**)-, t 

u' 
/

' (iv) Steering wheel torque gradient

(+)  =m i ( (#)  *n*, )

fr 'n'* '  (Nmrgl
' (v) Vehicle side slip angle per unit

*celeration

/ \ l
( g )  : f  r n
\ayl \ /as\

\ ; / . ,

( a + b )

.  s7.3 '  9.81 (deg/g)

(vi) Vehicle side slip angle per unit steering
wheel angle

*)
(ms)

(,i) ='%("
(deg/deg)
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Table 4. lnverse lateral,acceleration.gain 
ff tOuOrO) versus lateral acceleration response time Tu,

(ms) for the vehicles V1 to V6.
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,$- . r , '
Table 5. Inverse lateral acceleration Oain ffi (deg/g) versus lateral acceleration response time Tu,

(ms) for the vehicles V7 to V12. 'v
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Table 6. Inverse lateral enceletatlon g1!1 P"" (deg/gl ver$u$ tateral eccelerailon response ilme T",
(ms) for the vehlcles Vl3 to V18. 
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Tdble 7. Inverse lateralacceleration gain t-'
A

H (deg/g) versus lateral acceleration response time T",
(ms) for the vehicles V19 to V24. 
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Table 8. Inverse lateral acceleration o"in ff 
(deg/g) versus lateral acceleration response time Tu,(ms) for the vehictes V2S to VCC.

ry (deg/g) ts (des/s)-vp

oo 0.7 Hz
o

g i '
0.3 Hz

Tay (ms)

200
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findings in Chaprer t.

INTRODUCTION
The motivation to conduct a study in vehicle

yaw $tability derived from the occurrence of a
test vehicle rollover in a previous research con_
tractr. The previous research study examined the
effects of tire properties on truck and bus han-
dling and used a two axle tractor as a heavv truck
(Figure l). However. the tractor became yaw
unstable at about 0.4G lateral acceleration durine
a 50 mph $teady state left hand turn which re_
sulted in a vehicle rollover (Figure 2). Calcula_
tions based on equilibrium roll moment consid_
erations predicted vehicle rollover in the vicinity
of 0.7G's lateral acceleration so it was an un_

Tractor Semitrailers

pleasant surprise to generate a vehicle rollover
from a 0.4G turn. Chapter I of this paperexplains
how premarure vehicle limit yaw inrtubility "an
occur through vehicle dynamics considerations.
Chapters 2 and 3 describe the results of a follow_
on study (7) which was conducted to achieve the
following objectives:
. identify the maneuver conditions in which

tractor-semitrailer yaw stability is comprised,
. examine the relative propensity for unstable

yaw behavior among different tractor-semi_
trailer comhinations.

. identify rhe primary mechanisms by which
vehicle design and operating variabies con_
tribute to degrade vehicle yaw stability, and

. modify actual vehicles to defeat the destabil_
izing mechanisms and demonstrate stable ve_
hicle performance in lull_scale tests.

ABSTRACT
The limit yaw stability of heavy vehicles while

cornering is examined by means of computer
simulation and full-scale tests. Research results
are presented ftom as-designed vehicles as well
as vehicles which have been moclifiecl with in_
creased frame and front roll stil lness. A discus_
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, q, n.ltP ft f.etqd\ l#4 
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-.*rst-t
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Figure 1. Test vehicles for truck tire study before

sion of vehicle dynamics is used to explain the
limit yaw stahility hehavior of trucks and tractor-
senritrailers. Parlicular attention is given to the
el't'ects of overturning mornent reaction by the
front and rear suspension systems and how this
distribution influences vehic.le yaw stability.

Rescarch results show that while as-designed
vehicle.r rnay cxhibit yaw instability well below
the vehicle rollover threshold f or celtain vehicles,
increased irame stiffness and modilied roll stil[-
ness distrihution can greatly reduce .such pre-
mature yaw instability. Computer simulation
studies of the influence of vehicle design and
operating variables on tralrtor yaw stability dem-
onstratcd the relative importance of different roll
stitfness options. as well as the eff'ects of tire
mix, fifih wheel placement, and trailer loading
practices tln vehicle yaw stability, lt was discov-
ered that low levels of tractor yaw stability are
possible with certain cr-rmbinations ot' vehicle
design and in-use var iables. Vehicle design and
in-use cr i ter ia is presentecl  that wi l l  y ield in-
creased vehicle yaw stability, especially during
stead) state cornering.

VEHICLE LIMIT YAW STABILITY
The limit yaw behavior of a vehicle during

steady state turning is determinecl by the fiont-

rollover.

to-rear vehicle lateral force requirements versus
the fnlnt-to-rear tire side fbrce generation prop-
erties, 'Ihe vehicle lateral tbrce requirernentri
front-to-rear are determined mainly by the front-
to-rear static weight distrihution if we ignore
aerodynamic inputs. The front-to-rear vehic-le
side hlrce generation capacities of the tires are
strongly influenced by the sensitivity of the ve-
hicle tires to the firllowins factors:

. slip angle

. inllation pressure

. tire construction

. normal load

During a steady state turn the slip angle of the
front and rear tires will represent that slip angle
necessary to generate the required front and rear
vehicle lateral firrce, r€spectively.

The normal load on a tire is a primary deter-
minant of a tire's side force generation capability.
Ihus the dynamic Ioad distribution on each tire
of a vehicle wi l l  great ly inf luence the sl ip angle
each tire will be required to develop:. This paper
will focus on the dynamic load distribution of
heavy trucks during steady state cornering and
how the clynamic load distribution can bc mod-
ified to increase the vaw stabilitv ol the heavv
truck.
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Figure 2. Test vehicle for truck tire study after rollover.

It can be shown that the dynamic load distri-
bution during a steady state comering maneuver
is primarily determined by the following factors:

. Static weight distribution

. Roll axis location

. Suspension roll stiffness distribution

The static weight distribution provides the
baseline or initial normal load distribution on thc
vehicle tires. However, as the vehicle reacts to
the ovefiurning moment during a cornering ma-
neuver the normal loads change accordinfu to the
roll axis lrrcation and the suspension roll stiflhess
distribution.

'Ihus, we see by observing Figure 3 that:

l- -r

(r) | 
vehicle 

?I:I"ttlu 
Moment | : n rHrel\'/ 

L -Sprung Mass J

where
F" : Centrifugal force
Hce : Center of Gravity Height (sprung

mass)

However, the Center of Gravity Height (H"*)
of the sprung lnass can be observed to be com*
posed of two parts, i.e., the height of the roll

h*M ffdr

w/,t

axis above the ground level directly under the
Center of Gravity location (q), and the height of
the Center of Gravity above the roll axis (n).
We see then that the

(2) f 
vrnitt* outT,ulltl* *')mentl = F" [H"*J\-/ 

L 
-Sprung Mass I

: R l q + n l : F . ( q ) + F . t n l

u4,#,;4"i:ifrtt;, I

978

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of typicalvehicle,
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The moment F" lnl can be called the [Vehicle
Rol l  Moment l  which is  that  par t  o f  the
r - l

I 
vehicle 

?::::yt'Xr\4oment I crntributed by
L -rprung vrass I
centrifugal force acting through the Center of
Gravity of the sprung mass with a nromenl arm
equal to [nl, The moment F" (q) can be called
the [Roll Axis Momcntl and is that part of the

f v*ni"t* overturnins Momentl
L 

- -";f i ; ; 'Nff ' ;"-- 
JcontributedbY

the centrifugal force acting through the roll axis
with a moment arm equal to (q).

Thus rhe f 
v*nl.l* overturning Momentl .-

L 
-Sprung Mais I 

tt

indeed composed of two parts (determined by the
roll axis location). This is important in calculat-
ing the dynamic load distribution because dif-
ferent weight transfer mechanisms apply to each

of the two parts. The weight transfer (Front-to-
Rear) due to the [Vehicle Roll Momentl is largely
determined by the vehicle front-to-rear roll stiff-
ness distribution, which, in turn, for most heavy
trucks and semitrailers is prinrarily determined
by the front-to-rear spring rate distribution. The
weight transfer (Front-b-Rear) due to the [Roll
Axis Momentl is largely determined by the fiont-
to-rear static weight distribution and the roll axis
height front-to-rear.

The overturning moment of the unsprung
mass is usually very small compared to the
f - l

I 
Vehicle Overturning Moment 

I and therefbre
L 

-sprung vlass J

shall not be considered further during the re-
maining portion of this paper.

Tire Roll Couple Determination

The sprung mass af a vehicle executing a
steady state turn is fbrced to react to the centrif-

Table 1. Vehicle parameters of semi-tractor tested in this study-typical of heavy duty tractors (two
axle)-loaded.

Plrametort

76

72

R0r
Kfr + Kpt

b

c

hcg

KI

Kr

Hf

H r

q

n

Wf

Wr

WI

K0f

Kit

Tt

T6

Horizontal Distance trom Traclor CG to Center of Traclor Front Suspension (lnches)

Honzontal Di$lance from Tractor CG 1o Center ot Tractor Flear Suspension (lnches)

Vert ical Distance from Ground to C€nt€r of Gravity Height ( lnches) - Loaded

Spring Flate, Tractor Fronl Suspension (pounds/lnch)

Spring Rate, Tractor R€ar Suspension (Pounds/lnch)

Roll  Center Height, Tractor Front Suspension ( lnches)

Floll Contor Height, Tractor Flear gu$pension (tnchss)

Roll  Axis Height at hcg ( lnches)

{hcs) - (q) (lnches)

Weight on Front Wheels of Traclor (Pounds)

Werghl on Rear Wheels of Tractor (Pounds)

Sprung Weighl of Traclor (Pound$) , :

Rol l  Sl i f fness of Tractor Front Suspension
(l  nch-Pounds/ Deg ree)

Roll Stiflness of Tractor Hear Suspension
(lnch-PoundS/Deg ree)

Percent Boll $tittne$s on Ftear Suspension

Front Track Width (lnches)

Rear Tract Width ( lnches)

90.2

43.9

64.50

917.s0

1 1,OO0,00

21 00

31.00

27.7

36.8

8750

18,000.00

?6,750.O0

YIJb

153,500,00

94.3
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ugal force acting through the center of gravity

of the sprung mass. As previously explained,

the  veh ic le  sprung mass reac ts  to  the
r l

I Vehicte Overturning Moment 
I by essentially

L 
-Sprung Mass J 

-'

dividing this moment into two separate moments,
i.e., [Vehicle Roll Momentl and [Roll Axis Mo-
ment]. The vehicle fiont-to-rear tire roll couple
distribution is actually the sum of the weight

transfer distr ibut ions contr ibuted by both
the [Vehicle Roll Moment] and the [Roll Axis
Momentl. Thus, during a turn, the normal load
on the inside tires decreases and the normal load
on the outside tires increases. The resulting dy-
namic load distribution front-to-rear (tire roll
couple distribution) greatly influences the vehicle
yaw characteristics during a turn because of the
influence of normal load on tire side force pro-

duction capability. [There is also an actual lateral

translation of the sprung mass center of gravity
which contributes an additional overturning mo-
ment with a resulting weight transfer. The mag-

nitude ol'this overturning moment is usually very

small compared to the overturning moment of the
sprung mass due to centrifugal force and there-
frrre can usually be ignored when pertitrming a
first order approximation, The high Center of
Gravity height in large trucks, however, makes
this contribution to the total roll Ilollent not in-
significant but can be ignorecl lbr the analysis
purposes of this PaPer.J

Large trucks and semi-tractors usually have
considerahly higher stiffness springs in the ve-
hicle rear suspension thrrn on thc front suspcn-
sion. Since these vehicles are usually devoid of
auxiliary roll stiffness devices, the (Vehicle Roll
Moments) are reacted largely by the high roll
stiffness rear suspension. One of the two semi-
tractors tested in this study had 94.3 percent of
the total vehicle roll stiffness designed into the
rear suspension (Table l). We see also thal lor
this typical semitractor the (Vchicle Overturning
Moment) is divided into two almost equal por-
tions, i.e., the (Vehicle Roll Moment) and the
(Roll Axis Moment). This conclusion is derived
hy observing that the roll axis height is slightly
less than one-half the height of the vehicle loaded
Center of Gravity. Thus slightly more than half

Table 2. Comparison of individual wheel loadings between static condition and 0.5G left hand turn
condit ion.

Wheel Poeltlon Statlc (Lbs) Dynamlc (Lbo) Lbs/Tlre(Statlc) Lbs/Tlre(Dynamlc)

Left Front (FL)

Right Front (RF)

Left Rear (LH)

Righl Rear (RR)

4375

4375

9000

9000

2797

5953

-1322

19,3??

4375

4375

4500

4500

2797

5953

-661

9661

Table 3. Weight transfer for 0.5G steady state left hand turn (pounds).

Axle Poeltion
Duo to

Roll Axls Moment
Due to

Vehlcle Roll Moment Totel

Front

Rear

% Front (of Total)

Vo Bear (of Total)

1209

3875

24

76

369

6447

5.4

94.6

1 578

10,322

1 3 , 3

86.7

980
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of the (Vehicle Overturning Moment [sprung
massl)  is avai lable to be reacted by the vehicle

above the rol l  axis and is avai lable fbr distr ibu-

tion, front to rear, largely as a ratio of thc tiont

to rear roll stiffness. Ot this amount that is avail-

able, this vehicle reacts 94..3 percent on the rear

suspension. This fact cornbined with the obser-

vation that the other half of the (Vehicle Over-

turning Moment-(sprung massl) is teactccl in ac-

crlrclance to thc littnt attd rear rttll center heights

and the static weight distribution, fiottt to rear,

which in this case is 33 percent and 67 percent

respectively, clearly shows the potential fbr cx-

cessive dynamic loading of the outside rear tires.
Thus, if we consider this vehicle to be executing

a one-half G (0.5G) steady state left hand turn

we would have the dynamic wheel loading shown

in Table 2.
These dynamic wheel loadings were calcr-rlated

from the summarized numbers in Table 3' When

one exantineli the inlbrmatittn in Tablc 2 and

Table 3 wc can verify the previous observations.

Namely, the naior portions of the ri'cight

transfer occur$ at the rear wheels (8fr.47r rear

versus 13,6Vc liont in this case) in heavy trucks,

and that this results from both the large rear roll
stiffness and from the initial high rear axlc load-
ing. Of cour$e the vehicle rol l  axis height is an
integral part t:l 'this process. The loading per tire
(stat ic) is very even, i .e. ,  about 4,500 pounds
(front and rear). However, the krading pcr tire
(dynamic) is very difterent, The right rcar (RR)

tires are loaded at 9.661 pounds per tire, where
the leli rear (LR) tires actually hitve a negative
load by our simple calculrttions. The right liunt
(RF) tire is loaded to 5,953 pounds and the letl
fiont (LF) tire has a positive load of 2,797
pounds.

The heavy truck tire performance data used in
this study is lbund in Tables 4, -5,6 and 7. The
lateral fbrce as a function of normal loacl and slip
angle using the above tire clata is plotted in Fig-
ures 4 and 5. The tire pertorntance data in these
two figures can be used trt estimate the slip angle
of the fiont and rear tircs of'the heavy truck while
executing the steady state lefi hrtnd turn, The
required lateral torce front and rear tirr the vchicle
is calculated in the fol lowing way:

\t,r-

Fv :  Ma :  l ' 1
- E

i . i

: ,

" i r

. i t
1i4
+a

Table 4. Lateral force (pounds)as a function of normal load and slip angle 10,00 x 20 lug tread bias
tire.

Normal Load
(Pounds)

Slip Angle

120 1 6 c8 c4 c2 a1 o

2000

4000

6000

8000

249

408

508

563

480

793

977

11Q7

835

1 396

1 783

zQ46

't34?

?3?7

3083

3620

1 683

2959

3S60

4775

1  841

3296

4529

551  3

Tabte 5. Aligning torgue (foot-pounds) as a function of normal load and slip angle 10.00 x 20 lug
tread bias tire.

Normal Load
(Pounds)

Sllp Angle

1 6 012"8 c4"2 c1 c

1 6

66

40

128

1.4J

50

162

306

49

143

248

361

40

102

165

5S

2000

4000

6000

8000

147

257128 2231

981

466 405
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Table 6- Lateral force (pounds) as a function of normal load and sllp angle 10.00 x 20 rib tread bias
tire.

Normal Load
(Pounds)

Sllp Angle

1 c 3 c 4 o l c5 c 1 0 c

2000

4000

6000

8000

9000

701

767

784

82

1421

1808

2032

2104

1 0 1 8

1770

2259

?6ne

2674

1221

2123

2 7  1 1

3072

31 82

1 502

2F 12

3378

3849

4020

1767

31  71

4182

4861

5056

356

580

Table 7. Aligning torque (foot-pounds) as a function of normat toad and stip angle 10,00 x 20 rib
tread bias tire.

Normal Load
(Pounds)

$llp Angle

1 0 07 c5 o4 c3 o1 "

2000

4000

6000

8000

900r

3 1

80

130

179

200

44

143

261

387

452

46

157

299

459

533

56

189

354

532

6?4

61

194

373

562

650

39

158

329

473

565

Figure 4. Lateral force versus normal load for
different sl ip angles.

Figure 5. Lateral force versus normal load for
different sl ip angles.

10.00 x 20 Rib - Biased

Used on All Tractor Poslilone and Tractor
Fronl  in  Rib/Lug case

RR = Right  Rear
RF = Right Front
LF = Left Front
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o
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3,000
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1,500

1.000
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E
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3o o-
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Table 8. Slip angles for 0.5G steady state left hand turn'

$uspenslon

Normal Load
Normal Load Per Tire-

Dynamlc Dynamic
Pounda Pounds

Hequlred
Lalsrel Force

Pounds

Requlred
Lateral Force
Produced Per

Poeil lon
(Pounds)

Requlred
Lateral Force

Produced
Per Ti re
Average
(Pounds)

Sl lp  Angle
Degrees

Rtb Lug Rlb Lug

4,375

9,000 9,000

1 ,625  1 ,625

2,750 ?,750

0 0 0 0

9,000 9,000 4,500 4,s00

R ib

5 "

8 0 1 0 0

Lug

Front Axle

Rear Axle

Lelt Front (LF)

Right Front (HF)

Left Rear (LH)

Right  Rear (RR)

8,750

18,000

2,797

5,953

-1 ,32?

1C,322

2,797

s,953

-661

9,661

4,375

9.000

4,375

0

9,000

E o

5 "

1 0 0

r 0 '

8 0

B "

where
Fy : Lateral force (pounds)

M : Mass (pounds/g)
W : Weight (pounds)
g = Acceleration of Gravity
a : Lateral Acceleration in g's
Front-

n750
Fy = a (Pounds) (0.5g) -- 4375 (Pounds)

t o

o

Rear-
18,000 .^

Fv : - (Pounds) (0.-5g) : 9'000 (Pounds)
- J  

( '

When the previously calculated normal loads

are usecl in Figurcs 4 and 5 r,r'ith the required

lateral forces, the slip angles ttrr each tirc can he

estirnated. The results of these calculations arc
Iocated in Table 8.

The slip angles are estimated in Figures 4 and

5. The data rellects two tcsts, i.e.. a rib/rib test

and a rib/lug test where the same rib tircs are run

in both tests but lug tires arc run on ttte tractor

rear for onc test. It can be observed that the fiont

wheels of the tractor devclop signilicantly less

slip angle in both tests than the rear wheels and

that the rear slip itngle in the rib/lug test (Figure

5) is greater than the rear slip angle in the rib/rib
test (Figure 4). The actual number of degree.'; slip
dilference between thc tront and rear tires tbr the
rib/rib and the rib/lug test were - 3 and - 5 de-

gree$, respectively. Since these tests were run

at 0.5 g lateral acceleration, the number of de-

grees dift'erence extrapolated to l'0g would -6'

and - l0o per (g) tbr the rib/rilr and rilr/lug com-

binat ions respect ively.  This,  in fact,  is the clas-

sical understecr coefllcient (K) which is dellned

as the difterence in tiont and rear slip angle with

units of (degrees/g). The understeer cocfficient
(K) is considered to be positive for undl:r'steer

(the fiont slip angle exceeds the rcar slip angle)'

zero fur neutral steer (thc front slip angle equals

the rear slip angle), and negative tr-rr oversteer
(the front slip angle is less than the rear slip

angle), Thus in the 0.-5 g steady state left hand

turn the tractor is in tact oversteer in both the rib/

rib and the rib/lug tire combinations, However,

the rig/lug corrrbination is more oversteer (K
= - l0 degreesig) than the rib/rib conrbiniltion
which is (K : - 6 degrees/g) oversteer.

It has been shown (4) that the total steering

angle of a vehicle executing a steady stilte tuffl

is equal to the lbllowing relationship:

S  : :  *  ( a r - a n )  +  ( e n - e * )
K

= front wheel steer angle. radians
= wheelhirse, f'eet
= path radius. f'eet

c'r, crn : fiont artd rear slip angles. radians
€p, En : front and rear geometric steer angles.

radiatts

(3)

I
t
R
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(4) t : * * ( . * e - e p )

It can be further shown that the front and rear
slip angles crp and G,p itrs equivalent to the lateral
ftrrce front and rear divided by the respective
effective tire cornering stiffness liont and rear,
yielding.

Where
(ae - a*) includes all slip angle effects and
(e. - r*) includes all geometric steer ef'fects other
than the Ackermann

lf we consider the geometric $teer effects to
be second order terms (which is valid for large
slip angles) at the limit of vehicle performance
then the term (ep-ee) drops out and equation
(3) is reduced to

EXPERI  MENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

has the units of degrees/g since we have implic-
itly assurned a one (g) turn when we use W, and
WR (the entire weight of the vchicle) in equation
(6). We can now write the fbllowing question:

(B)  D:  f  *  *#
Equation (8) has been rewrirten by pacejka (S)
to facilitate the study of steacly state yaw response
tcl steering as follows:

v2* K  -
gR

v2
The term -; is taken as the dependent variablesR

t:
while ; 

- E is taken as the independent variablet(

and the slope of the curve is describetl by the

negarive inverse understeer gradient / - +)*  
\  K t

If we assume that the vehicle tires behave lin-
early in that K is a constant over the entire range
of centripetal acceleration, VrlgR, we can gen_
erate Pacejka "Handling 

Diagrams" of uncler_
steer, neutral steer, and oversteer cases by
straight lines as shown in Figure 6.

Real vehic:les with nonlinear tire properties do
not display a constant understeer gradient as a
function of lateral accclcration. The typical truck,
for example, yields a handling cliagranr such as
shown in Figure 7 in which a transition from
understeer to oversteer occurs as lateral accel_
eration increases. At some lateral acceleration
level the tractor heconres neutral steer and there-
after becomes increasingly oversteer until the
yaw unstable or rollover threshold is reached.

f -o =(e)

(5)

Where:

D  :  f  *  @  -  M n a Y
R  2 c " ,  2 C * *

Mr : vehicle mas$ per tire, front-
slugs

Mn : vehicle mass per tire, rear-
slugs

ay : lateral acceleration-ft/secl
C*r : front cornering stitThess per

tire-poundsi radian
C*R = rear tire cornering stiffness

per tire-pounds/radian
this can be expanded to

w n  V r  _ w *  v t

B RC*. 
- 

?m
( 6 )  6 : 1 +

R

vr
and = can be factored our. yielding

SK

0 )  6 : 9 + r y ' - W * V '
R Cor C"o gR

Where:
wF

wR

: one-half of front weight
(pounds)

: one-half of rear weight
(pounds)

: acceleration of gravity-fl/sec:
: forward velocity-ft/sec
: radius ol- turn-f-eet

v2
g R

!  _ d
R

Figure 6. Handting diagram.

g
V
R

The term * - F n"* been defined as (K),
Cop C.*

the previously defined understeer coefficient. and
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

. hovision for incorporating suspension non-
linearities such as coulomb fiiction.

. A number of options for treating roll steer,
steering compliance, and side-to-side differ-
ences in front wheel angles.

In the original version of the simulation, the
tractor and trailer masses were treated as rigid
bodies, and the fifth wheel was modeled as a
"stiff" spring-darnper systent which provides a
nominally rigid coupling bctwcen the spring
masrie$ of the tractor and trailer while permitting
relative rotations in the yaw and pitch planes.
For use in calculations of yaw stability lirnits,
the existing fifih wheel roll compliance was aug-
mented with additional springs representing trac-
tor and trailer fiarne compliances (Figure 8).

The modified simulation was employed in a
set of calculations to verify its use in predicting
tractor yaw stability, for cases reprerienting two
of the test vehicle combinations, namely,
. two axle tractor/two axle flat-bed trailer.'and
. three axle tractor/two axle van trailer

For each vehicle combination. simulation results
were compared with test results fbr each of the
configurations listed below:

. baseline vehicles,

. frame stiffener attached to tractor

. auxiliary fiont roll stiffness ("sway bar")
added to tractor.

. both the frarne stiffener and sway bar added
to tractor (called the "modilied" condition).

In these simulations, the forward velocity at the
beginning of the mrrneuver was 43 MPH. The tire
loadings corresponded to the full-load test
condition. No braking or acceleration torques

Figure L Revised simulation model incorporat-
ing frame torsional stiffnesses.

Figure 7. Example handling diagram, typicalof
heavy trucks, showing a transition

, from understeer to oversteer behavior
at an intermediate level of lateral
acceleration

COMPUTEH SIMULATION

Computer simulation was used to answer the
following two questions (7):

. To what extent can tractor yaw stability be
prevented through the modification of the trac-
tor's front to rear distribution of suspension
roll stiffness ? and

. To what extent is tractor yaw instability ag-
gravated through certain operating practices
and equipment options which are commonly
employed with commercial vehicles?

The simulation program used in the study is a
modified version of the "Phase II Directional
Response Simulation" developed by Bernard, et
al. (6). The Phase II simulation is a comprehen-
sive mathematical model capable of predicting
the response of a truck or tractor-trailer to steer-
ing and/or braking maneuvers. The salient f'ea-
tures of this simulation are:
. A detailed semi-empiricat tire model which,

when made to fit measured tire data, is capable
of predict ing Iongitudinal and lateral  t i re
forces under combined hraking and side slip-
ping conditions.

. Options fbr treating various suspension types,
such as four spring and walking-beam tan-
dem axles, s ingle-axle, and independent
suspensions.
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EXPEFIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 9. Comparison of test and simulation results for two-axle tractor/flat-bed trailer combination.

were applied and the vehicle was allowed to
coast freely during its response to a trapezoidal
steering input. The loss of forward speed
during the resulting quasi-steady state turn is
dependent upon the severity of the maneuver,
and was seen to be small for lateral accelera-
tion levels below 0.49.

Values of average yaw rate, forward velocity,
and lateral acceleration were determined for

each run during the quasi-steady portion of
the response thereby permitting calculation of
those variables needed to produce the desired
handling diagrams.

Smoothed curves of test and simulation
results are shown irr Figures 9 and 10. Inspec-
tion of these figures shows that the primary
influence of each vehicle modification on the
test results is closely duplicated by the simula-
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Figure 10. Comparison of test and simulation results for thre+axle tractorfuan semitrailer combination.

tion results. Recognizing that yaw stability is a
function of the slope of the handling curve
which prevails in the range of elevated lateral
acceleration, we see that, discounting absolute
values of the obscissa variable. the simulation

yields a rather good prediction of yaw stabil-
ity. It is presunred that most of the disparity
that is seen between the test and simulation
results derives from an incomplete character-
ization of vehicle and tire parameters.
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Figure 11. Typical input and response histories
for the ramD-steer maneuver.

The Handling Diagram
Simulated Responses
of Steering Angle

Obtained Using
to a Ramp lnput

To use the computer simulation in searching

the brtunclaries of vehicle yaw stability, a ramp
input of tiont-wheel steer angle was uscd for the
control input lbrnr. 'fhis input waveform pro-

videcl for a continuous sweep over the full range
of lateral acceleratiott up to the rolltlver thresh-
old, in a single computer run, as shown in Figure
I l . The prirnary mechanism explaining the "spe-

cirrlty" o[ the ramp input transicttt maneuver is
shown in Figure 12 in which the lateral accel-
eration response of the sirnulated semitrailer is
seen to lag the response ofthe tractor to a steering
input ramp rate of I .0 degree/second. Because
of the trailer lag mechanism, the tractor at any
moment in time experiences a smtrller level of
lateral load transfer than would have accrued at
the same level of tractor latcral acceleration in
a steady-state turn. Thus, the "trailer lttg" aspect

of this transient maneuver has been seen to con-
tribute a net stabilizing eff'ect ftrr those tractors
which show a potential fbr yaw instability in
steady-state turn conditions.

The transient character of the ramp-steer ma-
neuver not only yields a greater level of vehicle
yaw stability than that found in a steady-state
turn but likewise produces results on the handling
diagram which can differ quantitatively from the
steady-state curves. As summarized in Figure 13,
the vehicle decreases in stability as the steady-
state condition is approached. ('l'hat is, as the
slope of the ranrp-steer input is reduced toward
zero. The curve marked *'steady-state values"
was produced ftorn results of successive com-
puter runs using ramp-steer inputs.) Figure 13
also shows that increasing the steering rate pro-
duces an apparent increase in the "initial under-
steer level" occurring at zero lateral acceleration.
This result is simply an anonraly of the startup
transient accompanying initiation of the ramp.
The apparent understeer behavior derives from
the fact that front-tire slip angle is developed
before rear-tire slip angle, or the yaw rate re-
sponse lags the input of front-wheel steer angle.

lnfluence of Roll Stiffness Distribution

Computer simulation was used to perform a
pararnetric sensitivity study to examine the in-
fluence of tractor roll stiltness distribution on
yaw stahility. Specifically, the pararneter com-
binations, shown in Table 9, were ernployed in
a matrix of simulatecl ramp-steer maneuvers.
(Note that the selected parametric variations were
all in the dircction of creating a more tiont biased
distribution of tractor roll stil lness.) The initial
velocity was 50 mph, and the ramp rate of front-
wheel steer angle was 1.5 degrees/second. As
shown in the table, calculations were perfilrmed
for two tractors and two semitrailers, each of
which represented the specific vehicle units em-
ployed in the full-scale test program. Torsional
stitlness of the frame and the roll stiffness of the
front suspension were varied over the indicated
range with the lowest value of each stiflness pa-
rameter representing the baseline state of both
tractors. Additionally, calculations were rnade
for four selected conditions with tractors outfitted
with lug tires, rather than the baseline rib tire,
on their drive axles.
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Figure 12. Lag in lateral acceleration of semitrailer with respect to tractor in ramp-steer maneuver.

The rcsults shown in Figure 14 and 15 rep-
resent typical envelopes of handling curves ob-
tained with variable stiffness fratttes and suspen-
sion systems for two and three axle tractors. The
figures show the baseline handling curve plus
each of the curves representing the greatest ex-
cursions in understeer that were observed when
frame stiffener alone, front roll still'ener alone,
and tiame and front roll stiifeners together were
added to the vehicle. Note that the addition of
frame stiffness alone to the three-axle tractor in-
troduces a slight change in the ovcrsteer direction
whereas the other modifications consistently pro-
duce increases in understeer levcl. (lt should be
understood that, theoretically, the influence of
adding frame stiffeners alone can cause either
plus or minus changes in understeer level de-
pending upon the relationship between the "front

roll angle" and "rear roll angle" which occur
in the baseline configuration cluring a steady-state
turn. In the ca$e of Figure 15, apparently the
addition of the frame stiffener served to reduce

the front roll angle relative to the rear such that
a greater portinn of the tractor-mass-induced nrll
moment becamc reacted at the tractor rear
suspension. )

Figure 14 shows that the baseline two*axle
tractor exhibits a substantially higher value of
oversteer gradient than the three-axle tractor
(Figure l5) at  high levels of lateral  accelerat ion.
Nevertheless. the first incrernent in front-suspen'
sion roll stitfness, alone, is suflicient to dramat-
ically improve perfbrmance in the unclersteer di-
rect ion (Figure l6).  (Again, however ' ,  i t  must be
ntlted that ramp-steer results produce higher ap-
parent levels ul '  understeel than wi l l  uccur under
steady-statc conclitions. 

'fhus. 
the prcsented re-

sults should not be interpreted as providing es-
timates ot' absolute values of understeer lor the
"worst case," or steirdy-turn condition. Rather,
these results describc relative scales of inllucnce
and provide a direct rneasure 0nly fur transient
nlaneuvers that arc suitably irpproxinratccl b1, the
1.5 deg/sec ramp-stcer input.)
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Figure 13. Three axle tractor-van trailer increasing yaw stability with increasing steer input rate.

By way of elaboration on this matrix of results
(Figures 14 and 15) which apply to tractors out-
fitted completely with rib tires, we observe the
fbllowing:

a. In every case, combined increases in frame
torsional stiflhe$s and fiont-suspension roll
stiffness produces an improvement in tractor
yaw stability.

b. Increases in fiont-suspension roll stiffness.
taken alone, provide a much more powerful
mechanism fbr improving yaw stability than
do increases in fiame stiflness alone.

c. Large increases in understeer level (at high
levels of Ay) cannot be attained by increases
in front-suspension roll stifTness alone. Rather,
only cornbined increases in frame stitfness and
front-suspension roll stiflhess yield higher lev-
els of understeer over the entire range of Ay.

d. The greatest poftion of the possible increases
in understeer level (tending to promote yaw
stabilitv) accrue within the first two or three

levels of increase in both stiffuess parameters
examined in this study. The yield, in terms of
increasing understeer level at high levels of
Ay, most notably saturates in the case of the
front-suspension roll stiffness parameter. A
rapidly diminishing degree of further improve-
ment is seen to accrue for levels of front-sus-
pension roll stiffness above 50,000 in-lb/deg.
When combined with a substantial increase in
front-suspension roll stiffness, the further im-
provement afforded by increasing fiame stiff-
ness was observed to saturate such that 80d/o
of the highest estimated level of understeer
was obtained by a liame stiffness parameter
of 80,i)00 in-lb/deg.

Also shown in Figures 16 and l7 are four se-
lected cases of the tractor/van and trailer com-
binations equipped with lug-type tires on the trac-
tor drive axles. The use of lug-type tires on the
drive axles is, of course, a very common practice
in the U.S. and was shown previously ( l )  to
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Table g. Tractor parameters varied to examine influence of roll stiffness distrlbution on yaw stablllty.

i Condltlon
Fram6 Torslonal

Stlllnsss, ln-lbldeg Csnditlon
Auxll lary Front Roll
$tlt lness', In-lb/deg

2a

3a

4a

q r * t

6a

7a ' "

20,000 (baseline case)

40,000

60,000

80,000

100,000

120,000

140,000

ID

3b* *

4b

5b* *

6b

7 b . .

0 (haseline case)

25,000

50,000

75,000

100,000

12s,000

150,000

*Nole lBasetine vdtue ol lront suspension roil sri i lness was; 9,256 in.lb/deg (two ax16 lractor), 13.385 in'lb/d8g (three-axl6 trector) The lrslsd

parameler  i s  tux l l l8 ry '  o r  in  para l le l  w i th  lhe  susPens ion  ro l l  spr ing  l

*.The indtcated vatueg were atso employ€d in tour addifional calculations using basEline tractors equipped wilh lug tires on lh6ir drive axl6s'

Figure 14, Two axle tractor-van trailer-typical envelope ol handling curues obtained with variable
st i f fness frames and suspension.
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Figure 15. Three axle tractor'van trailer-envelope of handling curves obtained with variable stiff-
ness frames and suspension.

seriously degra<le the yaw stability of the tractor.
These additional cases, which show the influence
of increases in frame torsional stiffness and front-
suspension roll stiffness on a baseline vehicle that
is less stable than that considered heretofore, are
overlaid onto the overall envelopes shown earlier
in Figures 14 and 15. Here we see that the ex-
pected trends in improved stability still accrue
from the increases in the "stiff'ening" parame-
ters, although not without a peculiar transition
zone of behavior in which the vehicle yaw re-
sponse goes from understeer to slightly oversteer
and then hack to understeer again.

These calculations have served to .*calibrate"

the influence of changes in frame torsional stiff-
ness and front-suspension roll stiffness on rela-
tive tractor yaw stability. The simulation results
generalize the finding which was demonstrated
in the full-scale test data; namely, that combined
increases in frame and front-suspension roll stiff-
ness constitute a very effective mechanism for

eliminating the potential for a yaw instability
during cornering.

Simulation Study of the prevalence of
Yaw Instability Among Typical Tractor,
Semitrailers

A second set of simulations was conducted to
determine the extent to which different operating
conditions and basic vehicle design configura_
tions may render typical tractor-semitrailers ca_
pable of unstable yaw behavior in their fullv
loaded condition. A matrix of runs was definei
to cover the cases of two-and three_axle tractors
coupled, r€spectively, to one-and two-axle trail-
ers with which five selected parameters were
varied to realistic levels and in the direction
which are hypothesized to degrade yaw stability.
The baseline state of each vehicle was confisured
to incorporate typical values of those pu.uri.t*r*
which are expected to influence yaw stability. No
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Figure 16. Two axle tractor van trailer-handling curues for tractor with mixed rib- and lug-tread tires,
showing influence of selected variations in stiffness parametcrs.
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parametric variations werc made in the directions
expected to improve stability since the goal was
to identify the states in which stability is com-
prised, Thus, the results do not constitute an es-
timate of the yaw stability characteristics of the
U.S. fleet of tractor-semitrailers but, rather, rep-
resent only that portion of the fleet which lies on
the "unstable side" of the more typical config-
urations (recognizing, again, that only fully
loaded vehicles are being considered so that the
mechanisms most aggravating to rollover stabil-
ity--+specially the lateral load transf'er mecha-
nisrn-are emphasized). As will be shown, the
results of this set of calculations suggest that the
unexamined portion of the tractor-semitrailer
spectrun can bc presumed to be largely incapable
of yaw divergence (in the described ramp-steer
maneuver) prior to reaching the rollover linrit,
since the baseline vehicles are seen to be only
marginally unstable at the examined condition of
50 mph.

Five baseline tractors were identified, namely,
two two-axle cab-over-engine-type vehicles and
three three-axle tractors, one of which was cab-
over while the other two were configured as con-
ventional cabs. The primary distinction between
tractors having the same number of axles was the
wheelbase dimension. The two-axle tractors had
wheelbases of I l0 inches and 140 inches, whereas
the three-axle tractors harl wheelbases of 145
inches, 165 inches and 200 inches, The single-
and tandem-axle semitrailers were described by
parameters representing a torsionally rigid van-
type constructlon.

The following variations in parameters were
assumed:

a. Two arraneements of tractor tire

(1) a common installation of rib-trcad bias-
ply tires at all wheel positions (the
baseline case)
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Figure 17' Three-axle tractor van trailer-handling curves for tractor with mixed rib- and lug.tread
tires, showing influence of selected variations in stiffness parameters.

b .

(2) ritr-tread bias-pty rires on the front
wheels and lug-tread bias-ply tircs on
thc rear wheels. (Tire properties were
selected to represent a typical spread
in the cornering tbrce properties of rib-
and lr.rg-tread bias-ply tires.)

Two values of tractor roll stiffness distri-
bution, narnely,
( I ) a typical front/rear distribution, assum-

ing standard leaf-spring suspensions
rated for the loads being carried (the
baseline case)

(2) a distribution more rear-biased than a
standard configuration, as derives fiom
the insrallation of a heavier-than-usual
(although commonly empkryed) rear

'  suspension.
Two values of fifth-wheelbase placement
namely,
( I ) a forward position as yields a load dis-

trihution (on the two-axle tractor) of
10,500 lb. front/20,000 lb. rear and
(on the three axle-tractor) a distribution
of 12,000 lb. fiont/34,000 lb. (tanclem)
(the baseline case).

(2) fifth wheel locared directly over rhe
center of the rear suspension. (The
trailer axle loads were selected to oro_
vide a constant level of either 20J00
lb. for a single-axle trailer or 34,000
lb. for a tandem-axle trailer. Since
trailer payload weight was kept con-
stant, rhe aft location of the fifth wheel
represents an overload status on the
tractor rear axles (per the load allow_
ances that apply to the f'ederal interstate
highway system). This arrangement
was selected, however, to represent the
illegal, but rather common, circum_
stances which develops when the op_
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Figure 18. Handling curve envelopes for 110"-wheelbase two-axle tractor for cases (a)all rib tires
on tractor and (b) nrixed rib and tug tires on tractor.

d. Two
NCSS,

( l )

(2)

erator sets up to run legally but then
shifts the fifth wheel aft to improve ride
quality.
values of trailer suspension nrll stiff-
namely,

a typical value representing common
leat'-spring suspension used on trailers
(the baseline case)
a low value representation of the roll
stiffness found in some air spring sus-
pensions employed on trailers.

e. Three values of payload c.g. height, namely,
(l) 68 inches (the baseline case)
(2) 7ll inches
(3) 88 inches covering cases in which trail-

ers are loaded with low density freight.
The results have been condensed into "sum,

mary handling diagrams" illustrating the total
envelope of results obtained for each of the five
basic vehicles. Figure l8 summarizes the para-
metric sensitivities examined fbr the ll0 inch

wheelbase, two-axle tractor combination and
Figure l9 does the sarne for the 140 inch wheel-
hase tractor. The summary diagran-rs each show
four individual curves. The curves define the
performance of the "most stable" and "least

stable" configurations for the cases of (a) tractor
outfitted with rib tires and (b) tractor outlitted
with rib-fiont, lug-rear tire mix. The important
aspect of the indicated sensitivities lies in the
level of A, at which the slope becornes suffi-
ciently flat in the positive direction to yield an
instability at the simulated speed of -50 mph. We
see that the mix of rib and lug tires on the tractor
constitutes the single most powertul nrechanism
tbr creating a low, positive slope at the lowest
level of A,. All other parametric variations (i,e,,
excluding the case of the rib/lug mix) bring about
a lesser excursion in response away fi 'orn the
most stahle case. ln the calculations pertbrnred
for each vehicle. the baseline configuration al-
ways conl;tituted the rllosl stable cilse.
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Figure 19. Handling curue envelopes for 140"-wheelbase, tweaxle tractor for cases (a)all rib tires
on tractor and (b) mixed rib and lug tires on tractor.

Shown in Figures 20, 2l and 22 are the surn-
mary handling diagrams with curves defining the
most and least stable configurations obtained with
the two types of tire installations on each of the
three-axle trrlctors with wheelbases 145 inches,
165 inches and 2(X) inches, respectively. On ex-
amining these three plots, it cran he seen that very
little diff'erence in the handling curve is obtained
as a function of wheelbase. Thus, any one of the
three vehicle configurations represents a good
approximation of any other. Clearly, each three-
r,xle trrrctor produces a baseline behavior which
is significarrtly more stable than that observed
with the two two-axle tractors. However. it is
also evident that stability degrades more signif-
icantly, in the case of three-axle tractors, as a
result  of  the combined parametr ic changes.
Again, a rib/lug tire mix is the single most pow-
erful pararnetric change degrading stability

Thus, this part icular parameter sensit iv i ty
study has revealed that the yaw stability of a

tractor-semitrailer can be reduced to be remark-
ably low level through variations in operating
conditions and design variables which are known
to be relatively commonplace.

Full-Scale Test Program
A set of full-scale experiments was conducted

in the study (7) to evaluate the validity of com-
puterized simulations and to provide empirical
support to the exan'rination of the inliuences of
roll stiffness distributions on tractor yaw stabil-
ity. Two traclors and two senritrailers were tested
with the data bcing subscquently recluced to the
handling diagram format. In the following sub-
sections, the test vehicles as well as the related
vehicle-preparation step$ and test procedures are
described, Test data are reviewed for the baseline
tractor-semitrailer configurations and cuntrasted
with data fturrr the cases in which thrlse vehicles
were modified so as to alter roll stiff ness
distribution.
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SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 20. Handling curve envelopes for 145"-wheelbase, three-axle tractor for cases (a) all rlb tires
on tractor and (b) mixed rib and lug tires on tractor.
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Test Vehicle Descriptions

Two tractors and two trailers were selected for
testing on the basis of their representativeness of
cornmon configurations, as well as in consider-
ation ol'design parameters exgrected to inlluence
yaw stability. Both selected tractors were cab-
over-the-engine units with sirnilar wheelbases.
Qne tractDr possessed a single dr ive axle ( i .e. ,
a twu-axle vehicle), whereas the othcr trrlctor was
crrnligured with tanclcrl driving axles (a three-
axle vehicle).  The selectcd van-type and f lat-hed
trailer represented the most popular configura-
tions of semitrailers and also representecl ex-
tremes of the range of fianre torsiunal compliance.

The selccted two-axle tractor, shuwn in Figure
23, was a COE with a slecper cornpartrnent and
a sl iding ( i .c. .  ar l lustahle) l i f th whcel.  The front
and rcar suspensions consisted of steel Ieaf
springs with a helper leaf on the rear axle. All

tes t  t i res  were  10 .00-20 r ib - t read b ias-p ly
constructlon.

The second power unit was COE three-axle
tractor. shown in Figure ?4. This vehicle hacl a
leaf-spring front suspension with an air-spring
rear suspensiorr. The rear suspension incorpo-
rated different levels of roll stifl 'ness on each of
the tandem axles, with one axle providing ap-
proximately 8-57o of the total rear roll stiffness.
This vchicle was also configured with a sleeper
cab and a sl id ing l i f th whcel.  The selectccl  van-
type trailer rvas the 4-5-foot van shown in Figure
2-3. Ihe suspension tln this trailer was a four-
spring tandem incorporating taper leaf springs.
This type of trailer provides a tiame structure
which is very high in torsional stiffness.

The 45-fbot flat-bed rrailer, shown in figure
24, was also tested. In this case. rhe vehicle
frarne is highly cornpliant in torsion. providing
a strong contrast to the van trailer. The llat-bed
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EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 21. Handling curve envelopes for 165"-wheelbase, three-axle tractor for cases (a)all rib tires
on tractor and (b) mixed rib and lug tires on tractor.

trailer possessed a four-spring tandem suspension
incorporating multi-leaf springs and was equipped
with 10.00-20 tires.

Test Methodology
Full-scale tests were conducted for the sole

purpose of examining vehicle yaw stability in the
vicinity of the yaw or roll stability limits. Ac-
cordingly, a tailored test rnethodology was de-
signed, portions of which are peculiar to the nar-
row focus of interest in these experiments.

Vehicle Preparation

To attain the desired test condition while as-
suring test saf'ety, extensive vehicle preparation
was necessary. This preparation involved the in-
stallation of safety equipment, the instrumenta-
tion system, and modification hardware, together
with the mounting of the payload weights.

Considerable attention was given to safety
equipment in this project since it involved testing

the vehicle at, or near, the limits of yaw and roll
stability. Each tractor was equipped with a roll-
over protection bar, seat helts, and shoulder har-
nesses. Heavy chains were attached between trac-
tor and semitrailer to limit the articulation angle
to a maximurn of l5o and thus prevent jackknif-
ing. lrailers were also equipped with outriggers
to prevent rollover. The outriggers were con-
structed of heavy pipe sections with a telescoping
lower strut to provide height adiustment. The
outriggers were additirlnally restrained by chains
attachcd fore and al't kr the trailer structure. Ihe
rollover restraint is providecl by the ground con-
tact of dual truck tires which, on contact. intro-
duce minimum extraneous disturbances to the
vehicles.

Two pieces of hardware were constructed to
provide a means for altering the roll rnorlent
distribution on each test tractor. These devices
comprised a structure for increasing the torsional
stifthess of the vehicle's fiame and an auxiliarv
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$ECTIQN 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 22. Handling curve envelopes for 200"-wheelbase, three-axle tractor for cases (a) all rib tires
on tractor and (b) mixed rib and lug tires on tractor.

roll stiftener fbr the ftont suspension. The frame-
and front-roll-stiff 'ening devices werc designcd
on the hasis of simulation results obtaincd carlier
which showed that the drarnatic improverncnts

in tractor yaw stability could be ohtained through
forward-biasing the tractor's disrribLrtion of lat-
eral load transf'er (or, roll morlent reactions).

The tiame stiffening structure diagrarnrned in
Figure 25 consisted of two pieces ol' .six-inch
Schedule 40 pipe which were positioned outside
the exist ing vehiclc cnvelope. paral lel  to the
frame rails. The pipes were weklctl to channels
running laterally and provicled attachrlents to the
vehicle franre. A plate connectcd to llrs lractor
roll-protective structure was also wclded to the
frame-stiffening tubes so as to provide a "sand-

wiching" ol' the fifth whcel r-oupling on both
sides of its mounting to thcr tractor frame.

To test the vehicle without any influence of
thc fiame stift'ener, the stiftcning structure is
made torsionally fi 'ee by rernoving all tiont fas-
tening bolts, except one bolt which serves as a
pivot, thus permitting the tractor frame to twist
without twisting the stiffener. When thr: addi-
tional stiffness is desired. the stiffener is securcd
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Figure 23. Two-axle tractor with van semitrailer.
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EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEH ICLES

Figure 24. Three-axle tractor with f lat bed semi-
trai ler.

to the tractor frame by eight additional bolts, thus
rigidly coupling the frame ancl stiffener in tor-
sion, The frame stiffener was designed to intro-
duce an additional 80,000 in-lbideg to the tor-
sional stiffness of the vehicle frame.

Figure 2-5 illustrates the ntounting of the aux-
iliary front roll spring to the vehicle liame and
the tiont axle, Basically, the device constitutes
the simple U-shaped element which is ret-erred
to in automotive parlance as a "sway har." In
this application, the two legs of the "U" can be

fener Also Conneclod to
Tractor's Boll'Protective Structut€

I  lnch
Channel

Figure 25. Ptan view of tractor showing out-
board-mounted f  rame st i f fening

. device.

considered rigid with all of the effcctive corl-
pliance being built into the straight torsional sec-
tion. The "torqueing" rlf this section as a result
of vehicle roll motion aflords relative rotations
of both ends of the "enclosurc tube" within bear-
ings which are mounted firmly to the tractor
Itame. The two crank-arm elements fasten to the
fiont axle through short links which incorporirte
spherical bearing elements.

The enclosure tube consists of two six-inch
pipes joined in the rniddle by a bearing sleeve

/, Brackete To
Frame

Welded

Welded

Torslon Rods

Tractor Front Axle

Crank Arm

Figure 26. Auxiliary front roll-stlffenlng device ("sway bar") which fastens to vehicle frame, introduc.
ing a roll reaction moment as the sprung mass rolls with respect to the front axle.
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 27. Load distributions employed with both trailer types for the cases of (a) combinations
using the two-axle tractor and (b) combinations using the three.axle tractor.

which allows them to rotate independently. Three
?3/+ inch diameter steel rods. 130 inches long,
run through the enclosure tubes to provide con-
nection between the fiont axle and the long rod
elenrents which comprise the primary torsional
spring in the assembly- The auxiliary front roll
stiffener was designed to introduce an auxiliary
roll spring rate of approximately 100,000 in-lb/
deg.

Trailers were loaded for all experiments using
racks ol cast steel blocks to provide nominal axle
loads of 9,0(J0 lbs. on fiont axles, 18,000 tbs.
on single, non-steering axles, and 32,000 Ibs, on
all tandem axles. Loading schernes showing rack
location and weight tbr both configurations are
shown in Figure 27.

For all testri, the fifth wheel coupling was cen-
tered over the rear suspension; all tires were op-
erated at a cold intlation pressure of 8-5 psi.

Test Procedures

Two tcst maneuvers were perforrled with the
various vehicle configuration$ to validate the an-
alytic activities and to examine vehicle response
in the vic:inity of yaw instability.

Both trapezoidal-and sinusoidal-steering
wavefbrm.s, as .shown in Figure 28 were applied
to each vehicle under test. Both inputs were man-
ually applied, but were rendered more precise
with the aid of an ad.justable steering displace-
ment l imit ing device. As wi l l  be shown in the
next section. the trapezoidal-steer maneuver was
found to provide the only results directly mean-
ingful to the investigarion of yaw stability.

The trapezoidal-steer tests were conducted by
applying the indicated steer input to the test ve-
hicle traveling in an initially straight trajectory
at 45 mph, Throttle was either maintained at a

,i'l
" l

32,000 lbs. 18,000 lbs. 8,750 lbs.

(a) Two.Axle Tractor Comblnatlons

32,000 lbs. 32,000 lbs. 9,000 lbs.

(b) Three-Axle Tractor Comblnations
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(s) Trapezoidal Sloer Inpul Form

(b) Slnusoldal Steer Input Form

Figure 28" Steering input waveforms employed
in ful l -scale tests,

steady level or increased during the maneuver so
as to sustain velocity-although a minimal level
of drive thrust was actually available in the high
gear ranges being used. The magnitude of the
steering input was constrained by the mechanical
stop mechanism which yielded a rapid input with-
out over-shoot while also assuring a constant
steering-wheel position throughout the maneu-
ver. 'I 'hese 

tests were run with gradually in-
creased steering inputs over a range of lateral
acceleration levels varying from 0.20 g's up to
the limit of the vehicle's capability as delined by
the incidence of either yaw divergence, incipient
rollover, or fiont tire side fbrce saturation.

The yaw divergence limit was typicalty evi-
denced by the full extension of the articulation
limitcr ncchanisrn. The incipienr rollover point
was judged on the basis of outrigger touchdown,
with the outrigger height adjusted so that one or
more of the vchicle wheel sets were lifted off the
pavernent prior to contact. The tire side lbrce
saturation condition occurred in those cases in
wh ich the fiame-and front-roll-stiffener devices
produced a premature saturation in tire side tbrce
on the front axle such that an asymptotic yaw
response prevailed.

Sinusoidal-steer or lane-change maneuvers
were also run in an open-loop fashion using the
steering-stop devicc which was empkryed in the

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

uapezoidal-steer tests. The sinusoidal input form,
shown earlier, has a two-second period, with the
timing of the waveform being controlled by the
test driver. Repeat runs were typically made until
each half period of the sine wave was within 0.1
second of the desired 1.0 second time f'or rhe
halt'-wave. The sine-steer experiments were also
run fiom an initially straight trajectory at 4_5 rnph.

Summary of Test Results

The results of the full-scale test program are
summarized helow (7). A brief reference to the
nature of results obtained in sinusoidal-steer tests
will be ftrlkrwed hy a rnore cxtensive review of
the trapezoidal-steer results which directly in-
volve yaw stability behavior.

Sinusoidal-Steer Tests

Shown in Figure 29 is a set of time histories
characteristic ul'the highest level of sinusoidal-
steer maneuvers conclucted on the two-axle trac-
tor/van trailer combination. The most significant
feature of these time histories, hinging upon their
relevance to the yaw stahility investigation, in-
volves {he lag in trailer lateral acceleration re-
sponse behind that ol' the tractor. Further, the
trailer lateral acceleration level is attenuated in
amplitude with respect to that of the tractor, par-
ticularly on the second half of the response wave.

Figure 29. Time histories of tractor/semitrailer
response to quasi-sinusoidal-steer
input.

Traller Ttsclor
Lateral Tractor Laloral

Acceleratlon Yaw Rate Acceleralion
Steering

Angle
500 0
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Figure 30. Unstable and stable yaw responses
of the baseline twsaxle tractor/van
semitrai  ler combinat ion.

These response features are imponant insofar as
they result in a reduced total levelof roll nloment,
as well as lateral force, being reacted at the tractor
fifth wheel coupling during this transient naneu-
ver. Since both reactions constitute the primary
means for creating an unstable yaw response of
the tractor, their reduction in thc sinusoidal-steer
tests were found to yield fully stable yaw behav-
ior. As was predicted earlier, the sinusoidal-riteer
results reinfbrce a general linding of the study
(7), namely, tha( tractor yaw stability in an ar-
ticulated combination is enhanced in transient
maneuvers as the "quickness" of the selccted
sine-steer ntaneuver was sufficient that no poten-
tial for unstable behavior derived. Since the
trailer constitutes thc major rlass of the articu-
lated vehicle system, its lag and attenuation fea-
tures render a stable response at levcls of tractor
lateral acceleration which are seen to produce an
unstable behavior in trapezr-riclal-steer or other
quasi-steady turning rnaneuvels.

SECTION 5 ;  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 31. Unstable response of the baseline
two-axle tractorlvan semitrailer com-
bination as compared with stable
response of the same combination.

,  
ful ly modif ied.

Trapezoidal-Steer Tests

Trapezoidal-steer maneuvers, conducted in se-
quences of increasing steer level, produced rc-
sults showing an unstable behavior of the baseline
vehicle as well as the respective influences on
that behavior deriving from moclificalions in the
roll stiffnesses of the frame and front suspension.
Shown in Figure 30 is a pair of raw data rirne
histories taken with the two-axle fractrlr. showing
both stable and unstable respolrses to trapezoidal-
steer inputs. Both the yaw-rate and articulirtion-
angle signals are seen as useful indicators of re-
spon$e. We .see that neither case ciln he called
a truly stcady-state nlaneuver since an equilib-
r ium veloci ty condit ion crnn()t  he sustained with
the lirniteri drive torque available. ln the diver-
gent case shown, the rnaneuver concludes when
the anti-jackknife device becomes engaged. at V
: l5o. Note that the divergency rate. in terms
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EXPEFIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Figure 32. Two axle tractor f lat bed trailer baseline quasi-steady-state values of yaw rate vs. steering-
wheel angle.

of articulation angle rate (which is approximately
equal to the rate of change of tractor side-slip
angle), is about 3 deg/sec, Thus the indicated
example could be looked upon as representing
a marginally unstable vehicle.

Shown in Figure 3l is an overlay of the unsta-
ble response tiorn Figure 30, together with a sta-
hle response obtaincd for the two-axle tractor at
nominal ly the same steer level,  hut with the
frarle-trnd front-roll-stiff 'ening devices en-
gaged, Note that the response is not only stable
in tlre case ol'the niodified vehicle. but also shows
a shofter lag time. Time histories, such as these,
were reduccd to provide various sumrnary mca$-
ures of yaw response. The mrlst simple measure
of response, such as shown in Figure 32, are the
quasi-steady-state values of steering-wheel angle
versus yaw rate, or as shrlwn in Figure 33, steer-
ing-wheel angle versus lateral acceleration,

Theser data show the response ol'the two-axle
tractor/flat bed sernitrailcr conrbination over the
range of lateral acccleriition levels tiom 0.l-5 to

0.50 g's. Figure 32 reveals only a suhtle upward
curvature in yaw ratc response with increasing
steer level such as would suggest rr tendency to
diverge. Thus the direct measures of yaw rate
and lateral acceleration do not provide powertul
discriminators of response, when the interest is
in rnild fbrrns of yaw divergency such as prevail
here. As shown in Figure 34, incrcases to
frame-and front-roll stiftness serve to reverrie
thc curvature of the yaw-rate response, but the
clear determination or proximity to an instability
point is dill icult to estabhsh.

Shown in Figure 35 are rhe same baseline clata
for the two axle tractor/flat-bed sernitrailer com-
bination plotted ac.cording to the measurcs of the
handling diagram. We see in these data that thc
tractor exhibits an oversteer-polarity slope over
the 0,15 to 0.5 g range of lateral  accelerat ion.
Evaluating the nominal (averagc right and lefi
turn) response {rurve using the critical vr-:locity
slope for thc 4-5-mph test speed, we see that the
vehicle response approaches the critical slope
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SECTION s: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 33. Two axle tractor flat bed trailer baseline quasi-steady-state values of lateral acceleration
vs. steering-wheel angle.

condition of 0.42 g of lateral acceleration. At this
operating condition, the tractor shows an over-
$teer-polar i ty gradient of  K = -4,8 deg/g.

In Figure 36 the handling curves lusing left-
turn data only) ohtained tbr the two-axle tractor
in its baseline and moclilieclcr-rnditions are shown.
The ligure shows the perlirnnance achieved with
single modi ly ing devices engaged, viz. ,  " f rame

alone" and "sway bar alone," as well as the
condit ion in which both elements are engagcd,
cited trs the "modified" condition. Surne degree
of anorhalous lateral shifting of the respective
curveri derives frorl the unaccounted influence
of steering lash on the abscissa variable-since
the front wheel angle was estirnated using the
stecring-wheel angle signal together with an
"effcctive steering ratio" which was estatrlished
frurl other data taken on thiti vehicle using tiont-
whecl angle transducers. Nevertheless, the slopes
prevai l ing tbr each of the var ious vehicle con-
di t ions clear ly revcal that the oversteer behavior

is eliminated when the "sway bar" element is
addcd. 

"l 'he 
vehicle response is seen to bc decid-

edly understeer (K = +2.6 deg/g) when both
the fiame- and front-roll stiff'ening devices are
engaged togcther. Indeed, these data show that
the addition of the tiont-roll stiffener. alone, pro-
duces a .sufficiently improved perlirrmance that
the critical acceleration level was not approachcd
at the 45-mph test speed. The engagement of the
frame stiff 'ener akrne, however, was seen to only
mildly reduce the uversteer gradient of the base-
line tractor.

As seen in figure 37, a summary of the data
taken with the three axle tractor/flat-hed serni-
trai ler combinat ion shows a simi lar set of  inf lu-
ences. (Again, the reader is advised that the lat-
eral spacing of the respective curves is largely
an anomaly introduced hy the unaccounted-fbr
steering lash,) The baseline perfbrmance of this
vehicle reveals a critical acceleration of Ay:0,44
g at thc 45-mph test speed. On exanination of
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Figure 34. Two axle tractor flat bed trailer modified quasi-$teady-state values of yaw rate v$, lateral
acceleration.

the data obtained for the modified vehicles. we
see that the unstahle behavior of thc baseline
configuration is elinrinated by the addition of the
"sway bar" and hy the combinecl sway bar and
frame stiffener, such that understeer behavior
prevails throughout the maneuver range.

In the "modilied" condition, we see very high
levels of understeer,  i .e. ,  above K: * l5 deg/g,
indicating that the front tires are virtually satu-
rated in side frrrce capacity in the vicinity of
Ay:0.5 g, Also, as with the two-axle tractor,
we see that the tiame stiffener alone provides
only a small reduction in the oversteer character
of the baseline vchicle.

The corresponding handling curves obtained
for the ftlur cases ol the threc axle tractor/van
semitrailer comhination are shown in Figure 38,
revealing that negligible changes in local slopes
are tlbserved due t() the change in the type of
semitrailer. A more generalized examination of
the trailer frame and the roll stiffness of the trailer
rear suspension hoth combine to influence that

portion cf the trailer's overall d'Alembert roll
moment which is borne by the tractor. Further,
such influences can significantly alter tractor yaw
stability, from one set of trailer paralneters to
another. Thus, the differences observed in the
test data between tractor re$ponses with specil)c
samples of (a) flat-bed and (b) van sernitrailers
should not be interpreted as generally indic'ative
of the influences of trailer type on tractor yaw
srability.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The focus of this study has been the yaw sta-
bility of tractor-semitrailers as can bc challenged
in steering-only maneuvers on dry surfaces. In
this narrow context, results will be summarized
pertaining to the following topics:

. the basic nature of the phenontenon oftractor-
semitrailer yaw instability

r the influence of design and operating variables
on yaw stahility
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SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 35. Two axle tractor flat bed trailer baseline handling diagram produced from trapezoidal'
steer test data.

. engineering methods suited to the evaluatiott

of tractor-sernitrailer yaw stability.

Findings Regarding the Basic Nature of
Tractor-Semitrailer Yaw Stability

The instability at issue involves the yaw re-
sponse of the tractor alone. Analysis shows that
a yaw instalril it l ' of the tractor eletnent is nec-
essary for any truly divergent behavior of a trac-
tor-serlitrailer vehicle to be tnanit'ested in re-
spon$e to stcering-only inputs. Although the
semitrailer can exhibit high-speed off-tracking or
can proceed through a clivergent yaw motion as
a consequencre of a tritctol divergency. no diver-
gent yaw response of '  the scrmitrai ler.  alone, is
possible (again. l i r r  the casc of steering-r)nly
maneuvers on ir  hor izontal  surtace).

Yaw instabi l i ty of  the tractor can occur at a
maneuvering level wel l  bclow the rol lover thresh-
o ld  t i .e . .  f r i c t ion- l im i ted)  cond i t ions .

In such low-level maneuvers, tractor yaw
instability is precipitated prirnarily through a
mechanism which has long been recognizcd in
the vehicle dynamics literature as applies to pas-
senger cars. The mechanism is much rnore Iikely
to bc encountered by heavy trucks and road trac-
tors, however, because ol thc peculiar requlre-
ments imposed by the load-carrying mission of
the cclrlmercial vehicle. Because of the large
range of loads to be carried on real suspensions,
we see that such vehicles are characteristically
designed with very st i f f  rear suspensions, giv ing
rise to a very strong rearward bias in the distri-
but ion of rol l  st i f fnss, A destabi l iz ing tr techa-
nism derives because, dur ing cornering, the
higher roll stif 'fness of the rear suspension yields
a change in load between lefi and right tires which
is greater at the rear than at the front. thus pro-
ducing a greater net loss in the side fbrce:s bcing
provided by rear t i res. 

' l 'h is "net loss." in turn,
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Figure 36. Flat bed trailer-handling diagram showing smooth curves fitted to test data.

is due to the nonlinear property of the pneumatic
tire by which changes in side force are caused
by changes in vertical load at a given slip angle.
While this mechanism is the primary means by
which a road tractor can exhibit yaw instability
at a low maneuvering level, other interactive
mechanisms also exist which can either raise or
lower the net destabilizing efTect described above.

The "premature" destabilization of the tractor
can be looked upon as efl'ectively narrowing lhe
usable maneuvering range of the vehicle. Refer-
ring to Figure 39, the range of steady-state lateral
acceleration over which the tractor-semitrailer
may be controllably operated is linrited either by
the rollover limit or by a yaw stability limit.
When a potential for yaw stability exists at a
maneuvering level which is well below the roll-
over threshold, that characteristic could be pre-
sumed to degrade the overall safety quality of the
vehicle.

The maneuvering condition which most chal-
lenges the yaw stability of a tractor-semitrailer

(in response to steering inputs only) is the steady-
state turn,

Transient steering maneuvers pose lesser de-
mands on tractor yaw stability bccause uf the lag
in trailer resp()nse, thereby yielding attenuated
levels or roll momcnt and side force being reacted
by the tractor at the fitth wheel.

The most likely sites for accidents to occur as
a result of tractor yaw instability are shorr-radius
curve.s on secondary ruads, or exit ramps on in-
terstate and other limited-access highways. A
likely outcome in such accidents will be rollover
of the vehicle combination, thereby rendering a
complicated physical scene which may confuse
the task of reconstructing the casual role that may
have been played by a yaw instability.

The Influence of Design and Operating
Variables on Tractor Yaw Stability

Torsional deflection of the tractor fiame and
roll deflection ol' the fiont suspension can be
looked upon as two spring tunctions which are
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Figure 37. Three axle tractor flat bed trailer handling diagram showing smooth curves fitted to test
data.
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in series between the fifth-wheel coupling and
the front axle. Increases in the- stiffness of both
of these springs, in combination, consritures a
powerful rneans to improve tractor yaw stability.

If the above two spring stiffnesses were both
increased together at a time, on a typical road
tractor, the roll stil ' lness of the flront suspensiun
would contribute a many tinres greater irtrprove-
ment in yaw stability, pcr unit change in stitTness,
in- lbrdeg.

Increased frame stiffness, alone, wilt produce
small (and generally negligible) changes in the
yaw stability of a typical road tractor. Such
changes in yaw stabi l i ty can be ei ther "posit ive"

or "negative," depending upon the other design
parameters of the baseline vehicle.

Greater varirrtion in tractor yaw stability are
expected to occur within the existing commercial
vehicle fleet as a result of:

a. Commonly selected options (including, at
Ieast. tractor suspcnsion stil 'fhcss, mixed in-

stallation of tires of differing construction
type, wheelbase dimension. nurnber of lrac-
t o r  a x l e s ,  a n d  t r a i l e r  s u s p c n s i o n  r o l l
st i f fnesses).

b. Operating practices (including, at least,
fifth wheel placernent and trailer payload
placenrent).

Certain combinations of vehicle design options
and operating practices were seen to effectively
reduce the "usable maneuvcring range" to less
than hall'of the range which would hc othcrwise
available within the rollover threshold.

Among the various vehiclc options and oper-
ating practices, which are seen to degrade tractor
yaw stabi l i ty,  a worst-case combinat ion would
include the following f'eatures:

r tw0-axle tractor
.  short  wheelhase (e.g.,  105"-120")
. low front suspension rating (e.g., 9,0([ lbs)
. high rear suspension rating (e,g., 23,000lbs)
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Figure 38. Three axle tractor van trailer*handling diagram showing smooth curves fitted to test
data.

mixed tire installation resulting in high cor-
ncring stifthess tires at the fiunt (e .g., radials
front/bias ply lug-treacl tires rear)
fifth wheel located in an alt position (e.g.,
directly over the rear-axle center)
trailer fully loaded with payload set high (e.g.,
payload c.g. height at 85" to 95" atrove the
ground)
trailer with low roll stittncss suspension (e.g.,
certain air suspension incorporating low levels
of auxiliary roll stif 'fness).

Engineering Methods suited to the
Evaluation of Tractor-Semitrailer Yaw
Stability

The trapezoidal- or step-steer type control in-
put constitutes a generally useful nlaneuver con-
dition in which kr evaluate tractor yaw stability.

The operating state in which the mosr discrim-
inatory evaluations of tractor yaw stilbility can

be made involves the full-loaded vehicle travel-
ing at highway speeds.

Thc "Handling Diagram" has been identilied
as a broadly useful means of displaying the quasi-
steady yaw resp()nse characteristic.s of nrad trac-
tors-up to their yaw or roll instability threslrolds.

.8
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Figure 39. Example tractor maneuvering range.
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For vehicles with tandem suspensions, a sep-

arate curve will hc generatcd on the handling

diagranr for each t)peratinpi speed. Accordingly,
the test for yaw instability can only be conducted,
frrr each curve obtained with such vehicles, using
a "critical speed," V",,,. which corresponds to

the operating speed fbr which the curve was

generated.
An existing digital simulation for articulated

vehicles has been shown to be hroadly capahle

of predicting the relative influences of design and
operating parameters on the vaw stability of trac-
tor-semitrailers. This capability derives largely

from the completeness of the simulation rnodel
in its representation of distlibuted fiarne and sus-
pension stiffness in roll, as well as the nonlinear
properties of tires hy which verlical load influ-
ences the side tbrce versus slip angle relationship.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the results of steering
controllability tests developed fbr objectively
quantifying directional response.

The relat ionship of steering control lahi l i ty
characteristics, exhibited by subcompact, corn-
pact. and intermediate size autotnobiles procluccd
in the U. S. ,  to the specif icat ions on yaw-rate gain
and response time developed in research pro-

grams sponsored by the National Highway Tratlic
Safety Adminis(ra(ion (NHTSA). is investigated
through ( l )  an analyt ical  survey of the yaw re-
spon$e of 1977 model year vchicles and (2) open-
and closed-loop testing of three selected vehicles.
in modif ied and unmodif ied condit ions. With the
exception of sorne vehicle trtttdels equipped with
nranutrl steering. the analytical survey and the
open-loop tests show thrrt the directional per-
fornrance characteristics of 1977 subcornpact.
corlpact. and intennediate size cars lie within the
-'optirnum" region that has [reen clefined through
NHTSA rcsearch. The closed-loop tests indicate
that variations of yaw-rate gain of the magnitude
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studied may or may not be of consequence, de-
pending upon the particular vehicle being studied.

Alier presenting these results, the paper gives
conclusions irnd recornnrendations concerning
specilicatiolrs on yaw-rate gain and response
t inre.

INTRODUCTION

The primary thesis of this paper is that spec-
ifications on yaw-rate gain and eftective time
constant (response time) at -50 rlph are not $uf-
ficient to deline vehicles with good steering con-
trollability, but that such spccilications hold
prorlise for identifying vehicles that are ditficult
to control. E,viclence tendirrg t() support this thesls
is drawn from a series of research stuclies spon-
sored by thc National Highway 'fral'l ic 

Saf'ety
Administrat ion (NHTSA) of the U.S. l )epart-
ment of Transportation during the time pcriod
fionr 1974 to 19'11. Thcr conclurling slaterrrents
presented at the end of this papcr are supported
by (l) a background discussion on the clevekrp-
ment and nature of a partictrlar Specifiecl Per-
fbrrnance Space (SPS) [ ,  21, (2) a study ol ' the
relationship of produc:tion vchic-lcs to the SPS
[3],  and (3) a l imited set of  c losed-loop tests
showing the inflr.rences of rrroderate changcs in
the yaw-rate gain of specific vehicles [31.

Background Concerning Vehicle
Handling Specifications Developed in
NHTSA Flesearch Studies

Passenger car handling and the control of road
vehicles have been the subject ul'nrany rescarch
studies and technical papers over the last 25
years. Revicws alrd evaluations of a good sample
of pertinent effbrts are given in Rct'erences [4,
-5, 61. In this sect ion, the open-loop vchicle re-
sponse specifications developed in rwo NH'I'SA-
sponsorcd studies [, 2] arc clescribed to provide
a background for the rcsults ancl discussions pre-
sented lirter.

A tentative optimum range of vehicle dynam-
ics tor directional control was Fresentecl in li l75
in the final report issued un an NHT SA-spon-
sored stucly ent i t led "Automobi le Cuntrol latr i l -
ity-Driver/Vehicle Response tor Stcering Con-
trol" I J, In that pruject. vehicles with clil ' l 'ering
dynarlic propLrrties were driven by l6 typical
drivers and onc expert driver ir viuior.rs regulation

EXFERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

tasks and transient maneuvers. Much ol'the ex-
perimental wurk was done with a "laboratory"

vehicle which had a servomechanism installed
to provide tiont-wheel motions in acldition to
thrtse steer rnotions commanded by the drivcr
through the use of the steefing wheel. By using
transduced vehicle response variables as inputs
to the servomechanism, a wide variety of vehicle
dynamics characteristics were obtained. In ad-
dition, the servomechanisnr was used to apply
known "disturbances" to the front whccls,
thereby providing inputs tbr sophisticated studies
of driver regulation of vehicle path.

'Ihe "laboratory" vehicle was equippcd with
power steering which helped to isolate the driver
lionr the torques applied by the servurlechanism.
In addition, it was "stiffened" in nrll to remove
the possibly confusing issue of roll dynarlics
from the initial research effbrts and to justify the
u.ge of a sitnple fwo-dcgree-of-l'reedorl rnodel in
analyzing the test results. Accordingly, the trans-
fer f'unction used to descrihe the yaw-rate re-
sponse to steering-wheel displacement had the
lbllowine fbrm:

r
d.*

(G) (T,s + t) (ol)
s 2 t 2 ( r r r " s + o i

where

r : yaw rate
6,* : steering-wheel angle
G : steady-state gain, yaw velocity to

steering-wheel angle, r/6,*,_.
T, : thc yaw velocify nurneratrlr time

Constant
s : Laplace transform variable

t'rn : natural frequency
( : damping ratio

Even though this transt'er-function approach
implies linear analysis and a linear system. tran-
sient maneuvers substantially exceeding the lin-
ear range ol vehicle perf'ormance werc perfbrmed
in the study reported in Reference [l f . In those
cases, driver opinion, lane excursions, ancl steer-
ing activity were correlatccl with lhe vehic:le re-
sp(mse pitril l lteters dclined in the linear analysis.

This initial efTor( ll I was folkrwed by a sub-
sequent study entitled "Evaluatiun ancl (lorre-
lat ion of Driver/Vehicle Dara" IZ],  The resulrs

( l )
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r/E.* (sei')

Figure 1. The specified performance space
(SPS) typical driver boundaries - 50
mDn.

obtained in the first program were evaluated to-
gether with data fronr other studies 17. 81. The
vehicle rating data produced by the l6 typical
drivcrs I I I were analyzed to deline an optilnum
region of pruperties leading to good controlla-
bi l i ty (see Figure l ) .

It was concluded that good controllahility is
achieved whcn a vehicle is located inside the
bounds of a "speciliecl Pertbrmance Space"
(SPS) consist ing of steady-st i l tc yaw-rate gain.
r/E**, and an etfective tinte constant, 

'f", 
where

both quantities are cletermined for a li lrward ve-
locity of -50 mph, The quantity l/T" coruesponds
to the steering fiequenr-y at which therc is a 4-5-
degrce phase lag betwcen yaw rate (thc output)
and steering-wheel angle ( the input),  The et lec-
t ive t ime constant,  T",  is used instead of ' the nu-
merator tirne constant, T. (T, was used in Reter-
ence Il), becausc T" is a more representative
measure of phase lag than 

'l ', 
fbr vehicle conlig-

urat ions in which l /T. is substant ial l l '  less than
the natural  f requency, or, , .  (Sce F,quat i t tn (  l ) . )

In total, thc SP,S consists of thc optitrtunr re-
gion shown in Figure I and the additional re^
quirernents (as stated in Ref'erence I I I that ( | )
the danrping rat io,  ( .  exr:cccl0 5 and (2) thc nat
ural frequency, rrrn, exceed 3.{) racl/scc (again,

at 50 rlph). 
' l 'he 

notation G.1y, T"5n, {ro, olld trrnro
is used hercin to enrphasizc that the specilied
pertorrnirnce requircntettts are all cvaluated at 50
rrph.
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roi

( l /T") r

To understand the significance and limitations
of this space, it is helpful to exatnine the rela-
tionship between parilmeters of the SPS (o", {,
T.., and G) and the vehicle properties that govern
the direct ional dynamics of a t i re-vehicle systcm.
Accordingly,  consider the fol lowing equat ions:*

(2)" 7
E-

I:---util
|  + -(57.3s

( 5 7 . 3 9 ) ' f ,  u r K  I
: - l l + - l

D,f) ,u:  L 
-  

t57.3gl

+ ( l /T, -  2(or, ,)( l /T")t

(3)

(4)

* (2(or"/T, - c,ixl/T") - roi/T, : 0

I u/f
G : r/E-*1-, = (5)*", * #k

K
o
b

(.

u
and

where
D' ,D, are the firrnt and rear cornering com-

pl iances, re$pect ivcly [91
is the understeer/oversteer gradient
is the gravitational constant
is the vehiclL= \ \heelbasc
is the forward veltnity

for rcference

K = D , - D ,  ( 6 )

t,: #h (7)

From Equation (2), it is clear that, for a vehicle
o f  a  g iven uhce lbase,  the  SPS l in r i ta t ion ,  r ' i 2 . ,
(ru ) .-5, sirrrply places an upper lrttund on the
va lue  o l 'K .

rAl l  l i rur cquations are bascd on the ntrn-rol l ing, "bicyclc"

modcl of the passcngcr car. Equations (2) and (3) are

tJerived hy Bundort and l-effert (9] tnd arc actuutly itF-

proxinrat ions blscd on thc assurnptiotts: k '-  ah and l , ' lL),
< D, + 2D, where k is the radius of gyration of the vehiclc

in yaw and a and h arc the longitudinf l l  dist i tnces front thc

c.g. to the f iont and rcar axk:s, rcspcctivcly. H,quations
(4) and (5) arc r lcr ivcd in Rcfcrcncc [-11. A closed-tbrm

solut ion lor ( l l l ' . )  nray bc dcrivcd front Equation (4). but

i t  is quite cor:rplcx. Numerical solut ions ol Equtt ion (.1)

i tre ntorc convrnirnt.  For 
'1. . i  .3. i t  t ' r-asttnahly acci lr i r te

solut ion can he otrtained by sinrply r lropping thc ( l lT") '

ternr und solving thc rcsult ing quadratic cquatiott .

';
'l
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The SPS limitations on naturul frequency (o"so
) 3 rad/sec) and on T,,56 (see Figure l) do not
yield to such straightfirrward interpretation.
However, Equations (3) and (4) show rhat rhe
limitations oil o)15e and T".6 combine to place (l)
a lower bound on K and (2) an upper bound on
the total cornering c,ornpliance (D, + DJ, with
these two bounds being intenelated, Namely,
vehicles exhibiting generally lower compliances
may possess lower values of K and remain in the
SPS,

Given that the limits on the three dynamic pa-
rameters of the SPS (viz.r on5o, {so, and T".u)
essentially deline the limits of cornering com-
pliance and the distribution thereof (i.e., K), the
limit on steady-state yaw-rate gain (Figure i l can
be viewed, through Equation (5), as providing
an additional limitation on the overall steering
ratio of the vehicle (No).

Among the more signilicant contributions that
the research summarized in References Il , 2, and
3] has rnade to the state-of-the-art understanding
of vehicle handling is to help illurninare rhc re-
lationship between vehicle design variables (Dr,
D,, t, and No) and the generalized systern re-
sponse parameters (o', (, ' l ',., and G). However,
application of Equations (2) through (5) suggests
that the SPS, as currently developed, does not
fully define generally acceptable yaw response
properties. In Reference [3J, the results of cal-
culations using these equations are preientecl in-
dicating that vehicles with values of K ranging

o.r o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
T. (sec)

(at least) fiom 9.5 degree/g to - 1.0 clegree/g
and values of No ranging (at least) fiom g.g to
57.9 could meet the requirements of the SpS.
Further, it was shown that the lirndarnental SPS
parameters (r", (, T*, and G) are velocity sen-
sitive, and that the derivative of each with respect
to velocity (as deterrnined at 50 rrrph) may virry
widely among vehicles that fall within the Sl)S.
This is equivalent to saying that two vehicles,
which exhibit sirnilar SPS numerics ar -50 mph,
may exhibit widely ditTerent SPS numerics ar a
moderately diffbrent velocity. This point is il-
lustrated in Figure 2 for yaw rate gain.

The Extent to Which Production
Vehicles Fall Within the SPS

The extent to which subcompact, compact, and
intermediate size passenger cars (as produced in
the United Srates during rhe 1977 nlrdel year)
fall within the SPS was invesrigatecl in a study

All Dlof$ derived ftro
vehich of 9.a5 ff
eheelboBe.

T

i
a

(5

o
t

t
f

2 0 4 0 f i
Vrlocily, mph

Figure 2. Yaw-rate gain as a function of velocity
for vehicles with various levels of
understeer.

\ Figure 1. The specified performance space(SpS)
\h typical driver boundaries - S0 mph.
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F

iientitled "Steering Controllability Characteris-
tics" [-]]. The hrllowing quotation fiom NH'I'SA's
Request for Proposal indicates the basic intention
of that study:

"lt is essential in the progressing studies
of dr iver-vchicle control labi l i ty to have
'bench-marks' established that firmly relate
thc research findings to the practical prob-
lerus of implementing those findings intrr
production vchicles. If such bench-nrarks
are not establishcd. it is conceivable that a
serious gap could clevelop betwecn practical

design and that design necessary for com-
pliance to research findings."

The lindings which are presentecl here show
that, with the exception o[ sorttc vchicle rrrodels
equippcd with manuul stecring systenrs, the di-
rectional perfirrrnance characterist ics ol currcnt ly
produced subcornpact, colrlpact, ancl internredi-
ate size autonrobiles lie within the SPS tlrat has
been defined by researr-h perf'ortned undcr the
auspices of NHTSA. Accordingly,  a pr incipal
conclusion of Ref'ercnce [3] is thilt a serious gap
does not exist bertwecn current desien and that

1977 vehicle performances to the SPS.
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design sufficient for compliance with recent re-
search findings.

Analytical Predictions of the Location of
U.S. Vehicles in the SPS

Analytical predictions of yaw-rate gain and
effective time constants have been made for a
variety of subcompact, compact, and interme-
diate size vehicles [3J. Even though an analytical
survey ol this type depends upon estimating or
otherwise obtaining vehicle parameters that are
not readily available, it did provide preliminary
comparisons and a basis for selecting vehicles
for testing.

The calculation of the SPS coordinates of ve-
hicles produced in the U.S. (see Appendix B)
assumed that rnotor vehicles behave as a linear
dynamic system. The computation of yaw-rate
gain was based on typical understeer calculations
in which the influences of roll-related factors
have been purposely isolated tl0l. A simplified
two-degree-of-freedom analysis, similar to that
used by Bundorf and Leffbrt t9, I ll was adapted
to predict the effective time constant. The validity
of these computations depends upon the ability
of the analyst to ohtain reasonable estimates for
roll-related and steering-compliance parameters,
plus the assumption that the dynamic behavior
of the vehicle in roll is not an important factor
influencing the effective tinre constant, T". The
results obtained using these assumptions (see
Figure 3) are consistent with the test results ob-
tained for the generic types of vehicles involved.

Discussion of the Factors Influencing Steady-
State Yaw-Rate Gain. The equation describing
the steady-state steering of an automobile (while
turning at less than approximately 0.3 S) may be
expressed as:

E"* t57.3 ur
N ; =  R  - o ; u t J

where
S,* : steering-wheel angle, degrees
Nc : total steering ratio

f : wheelbase, feet
R : radius of the turn, feet
K : understeer factor, degrees/g

(understeer/oversteer gradient)
: forward velocitv. fVsec

yaw rate, deg/sec
gravitational constant, 32.2 fVsecz

Since

rR
5 7 3 :  

u  ( 9 )

when a vehicle turns on a circular path at a uni-
form speecl and

il0)

The steady-state gains (viz., yaw rate, path
curvature, or lateral acceleration) can be obtained
by combining Equations (8), (9), and (10). Spe-
cilically, we find that the yaw-rate gain, G, can
be expressed as

o , : ( # )  : u , ( u R ) ,

/ \

(f t) 'sec- 'rrr)
'  

g t57 .3 '

u
r
g

Equation (l I) shows that there are two design
variables, N., and K, which can be varied inde-
pendcntly to achieve a required yaw-rate gain for
a vehicle of given wheelhase at a speed of 73.3
fVsec (50 mph). Clearly, the yaw-rate gain can
be changed directly by altering steering ratio, a
design step that has rlbvious advantages in that
it does not change ( I ) the understeer/oversteer
gradient, (2) steady-state roll response in degrees
per unit lateral acceleration, or (3) the torm of
the transient response.

Although the understeer/oversteer gradient K,
can also be varied to change yaw-rate gain, K
is dependent upon many vehicle parameters
which influence the transient response of the ve-
hicle as well as the steady-state gain,

To examine the influence of vehicle parameters
on understeer, the total expression for understecr
gradient can be divided into four contributing
factors*, specifically,

K : K r - K , r * K r + K 4
where

(  l 2 )

K, Is the contritrution to understeer due to
(l) front tire cornering stiffncss, (2) the
load on the fiont wheels, and (3) the
influence of steering system stiffness,
mechanical trail, and aligning torque in
changing front wheel angle

*Analytical cxpressions for these factors arc given in Ap-
pcndix A.
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Kt is the contribution due to rear tire
cornering stifTness and the kiad on the

' rear wheels
K, is the contribution due to roll effects

including the influences of'nrll stiflhess,
carnber forces, roll steer, suspension roll
center heights, and the height of the
center of gravity of the sprung rnass

Ko is the contribution deriving from the so-
cal led "r igid-trody al igning torque. "

The largest contribution to understeer come.e
K, as a result of the influence of steering-system
ccmpliance. In effect, this influence may be
thought of as an increase in the cffective value
of front cornering compliance. The vehicle char-
acter ist ics survey has indicated that typical  values
of K, rangc fionr lJ to I I degrecrg firr subcum-
pact, compact, and interrnediate size autorrr(]hiles
of domestic manufacture in the U,S.

It should be noted that values of steering-sys-
tem compliance arc not included in vehiclc spec-
ification data that were availablc ftrr the analysis.
Data on the steering compliance ol'typical man-
ual steering systents is vir tual ly non-existent.  in
the puhlic domain. Nevertheless, basecl on lirn-
ited intbrmation [2J. it has been estimltecl that
the lower values of steering compliancc associ-
ated with a power steering systetn will result in
the understeer gradient beirrg le.s.s than that of a
manually steered car by us uruc.h as 2 degree/g.

The quantity K. is closely relaterJ to rhe nu-
merator t i rne constant,  T,,  c lef ined in i lJ*,  vrz.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

i l3)

I /r'rfr :

to the understeer. depending upon ( | ) the camber
stiffncsscs of the tires c.rrrployecl. (2) whether the
vehicle has a t iont ant i -rol l  bar,  and (3) the rol l
steer properties of thc liont irnd rear suspensions.
The design data needed to make aLrcurate esti-
mates ol K: dre generally not available; in par-
ticu,lar. the roll steer properties and the roll center
heights of the suspensions are usually not available.

The rigid-hodv aligning torquc contribution to
understeer-. Kr. is appr-oximatcly tJ.5 dc'g/g. This
is a srnul let tcct,  hut i t  is fair ly constant trorn car
to car.  Note, also, that + 0.5 deg/g is roughly
eqrrirl to the accuracy with which understeer can
be nreasurerl in full-scale vehicle tests.

Reluionships betw,een Iht: sttttdt, turning char-
atteri.ttir's ttf' ltussenger lr:ttrs und tht trtrnsi(nt
r(spotr.i;( parameter.\'. The steady turning prop-
ertics of passenger cars (including inf'orrnation
deterrnining the fiont and rear cornering com-
pl iances, that is,  K, and K.) have been used to
estirlrate the transient response nullerics, (, c,rn.
and T" l -31. Empir ical  observarions concerning
relation.ships antong pararrretlic val ues pertaining
to typical passenger cars [9] lrave beerr employed
in developing the estirnation procedure. Specif'-
ically. the yaw nrornent of inertia, l, arrd rhe
cornering compl iances. K1 and K2, have been
assumed to satlsly the t'ollowing constraints;

( l w , w ,  \
l : - l - - - - - + f : a b m

g  \ W ,  +  W , /

where
f = the wheelbase

I = the gravi tat i t -rnal  constant
Wr = the loacl on rhe fkrnt wheels
W, = the load on the rear wheels

and l /2K, < Kr < 2K,.  For vehicles sat isfying
thcse constraints. the transient r-esponse nunrerics
({.  . ' r" .  and 

' f . )  
have been calculated using the

following equations l -3 l:

e1  .  {  N . , (G )
6 ' :  u

,fx' l

l 1
r !il
F.

i !

'  , '
.-il';

K z u
I = -

s57.3

Typically, K1 ranges from approximately _5,8 to
8.0 deg/g, corresponding to valucs ol' I, herween
0.23 and 0.32 second at -50 mph for the vehicle
sizes addressed in this study.

Since K, represents a negative contribution to
understeer and tends to largely negare K,, the
quantity K, can he an irnportant lactor in cleter-
mining understeer. The roll-rc:latcd terms ar.e es-
t imated to add approximately 1.2 ro 2.(r  deg/g

*For a sirnple non-rolling vehicle model, K_. is rhe ..rear

cornering cunrpliancc:" introclucc'd by Burrdorf ancl Lef'-
fert l9l .  Rccognizing this, nruch of thc work prescnred
here and in [ l l  can bc rclatcd to l9l.

t , : #  ( r e p c a t o r ( 1 3 ) )

/-r)'
\ o 5 7  1 /

(  l 4 )

( rs )
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(l/T-)3 + (l/T, - 2{ro")(l/T-)2 * (2(o.r,/T,
* ol)(1/T") - rrrfr/T, : Q (repeat of (a))

Once Equations (14), {15), and (13) have been

evaluated for (, o", and'I',, Equation (4) can be

solved numcrically lbr T". '
F indin g s O tt t aine d .fr o m th e A n a l y t i r: tt l S urv ey .

Vehiclc pararneter data as obtaincd from Refer-

ences [3, 14, l5J (and, where necessary. esti-

mated values) were uscd to calculate the steady-

state yaw-rate gain, daniping ratio, natural fie-

quency, and effbctive titrte constilnt (all at 50

mph) for 78 variations of 24 models of domes-

tically produced 1977 subcttrnpact, compact, and
intermediate siz.e automobiles. For each of the

vehicles for which calculations were made, the

damping ratio, (, was greater than 0.5 and the

natural fiequency, to', wits greater than 3'[-) rad/

sec. The locations of thesc vehicles in the SPS

are illustrated in Figure 3 with the fhctttrs deter-

mining the SPS coordinates for pafticular vehi-

cles being talrulated in Appendix ts.

An exanrination ol- Figure 3 reveals the fol-

lowing lindings and trends:

. The resp()nse times (T"ro) possessed by sub-
compact, compact, and intermediate size au-
tomobiles are small enough to tneet the SPS

requirements.
With thc exception of cars equippcd with
manual steering, the yaw-rate gain of typical

cars in a nominal loading condition (i.e., two
passengdrs in the front seat) will be large

enough to lie within the SPS.
The obvious rnoclification which brings man-
ual srcering cars into the SPS is to cquip them
with a steering gear having a lower gear rtrtio'
Since it is likely that the steering-wheel torque
will increase to an obiectionable level, the
addition of power hoost in the steering system
would also appear to be indicated.

Calculations were also made to assess the in-
fluence of service factors on vehicle character-
istics. Specilically, changes in loading or in the
stiffness of the rear tires were deetnecl to be irn-
portant. Table I presents a sutnrnal'y of'the per-
tincnl rcsults, indicating that service factors must
be control led fair ly c losely i f  vehicle handl ing
characteristics are to be rnaintained rcasonably
constant in use.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Experimental Confirmation of the
Analytical Predictions

Support for the analytical findings was ob-
tained through vchicle testing. To the degrec that
it was possible and convenient, vehicles were
selected for confirmatiorr testing that were pre-
dicted to be close to or outside of the SPS
boundary.

Both step and random steer tests were used to

estahlish their yaw-rate gains and their effective

time constants. ("I'hese tcst procedures have much

in common with the step- [161 and randorl- [l7l
input test procedures currently being considered
by the Intemational Standards Organization (lSO)

fbr rrreasuring the transient directional response
of automobiles.) The test protocQl employed was

as follows:
l) Step-rsleqllqql!. With the vehicle initially

traveling in a straight line at a steady speed of

50 nrph, the driver displaces the steering wheel

as rapidly as possible up to thc level predeter-

mined by the setting of the steering-wheel stop

rnechanism. This level of steer input ancl the 50

mph speed level are maintained until the vehicle

has established and maintained a steady-statc turn
tbr several seconds. This procedure is repeated

twice each for steer inputs corresponding to +

.9S,,, -r E_,, and + 1.4f,, where 6. is predeter-
mined as follows; A "cone course" consisting
of a nrrnowly confining lane of a constant, 66tJ-

foot radius curve of suflicicnt length to provide

Table 1.

Service factor
variation

Approximate
change in K2

Change from belted-
bias t i res to radial
tires on the rear axle

1.5 deg/g
reduction

3 rear seat
passengers or an
additional 400 lbs
on the rear wheels

1,3  deg/g
Increase

+ 3 psi  change in
inf lat ion pressure
from nominal value

+ 0.5 deg/9.
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several seconds ofsteady-state turning at a speed
of 50 rnph, is established. (This arc, traversed
at 50 mph, produces .2-5 g lateral accelcration.)
A skilled driver negotiates thi.r course at a steady
velocity of 50 mph, repeating the procedure sev-
eral times for turns of both directions. During
these runs, the driver observes (via the indexed
steering wheel described in Reference [3]) the
level of steady-state steer angle required to ne-
gotiate the course. (Steering level may also he
obserued via recorded data, although the preci-
sion obtainable in the field using this method may
not be satisfactory,) The observed steer angle is
defined as 8..

2) Random-steer tert. With the vehicle initially
traueling ini straiglrTline ar a steady speect ,if
50 mph, the driver generates a sinusoidal-like
steering input in which thc initial right- and left-
hand steering pulses are comparable to a fre-
quency of I rad/sec. He then proceeds to increase
the frequency of his steering input, holding rhe
amplitude at a level comparablc to the steering
inputs used in step-steer tests on the same ve-
hicle. The steering fiequency is varied by the
driver so as to obtain an input which has signif-
icant harmonic contcnt at frequencies ranging
from I to l0 rad/sec. The procedure is repeated
four times.

The data obtained in the open-loop step-steer
and random-steer test procedures, as outlined
above, were digitally processed by Fourier trans-
form methods to obtain vehicle transfer func-
tions. 'fhe 

transfer function information consisted
of yaw-rate gain and phase angle tabulations ver-
sus frequency. The effective time constant, T",
fbr each test was obtained by noting the fre-
quency, trr", at which 45 degrees of phase shift
occurs. The inverse of i 'r* is, by definition, T".

Reference [3J discusses in greater detail the
methods and programs uscd for analyzing the
data obtained in each of the two test procedures.
The step responses wele processed by a Fourrer
techniquc used by Samulon II8], as derived from
earlier work by Bedford and Fredendall I l9l. The
random-steer data were processed by a standard
Fourier series transform. f'he values of T" ob-
tained for a given vehicle from both te$t proce-
dures were found to be in close agreement, as
indicated in'fable 2 which surnmariz.es the values
of T" obtained for four specilic tesr vehicles.

SECTION s: TECHNIGAL SESSIONS

Table 2. Effectlve time constant measured in
the preliminary test series.

Steady-state yaw velocity gains were deter-
mined from the data obtained in the step-steer
tests. Changes in steady-state yaw ratc were di-
vided by corresponding changes in sleering angle
at different levels of steer angle and averaged.
Table 3 shows the steady-state gains measured
on six different vehicles.

During the course of the testing, the standard
step-steer maneuver was modified so as to initiate

Table 3. Steady-state yaw rate gain results of
preliminary test series.

Vehicle
T" (sec)

Random Step
steer steer

Ford Pinto:
Manual steering
Power steering

Plymouth Fury:
Manual steering
Power steering

Chevrolet Nova:

Buick Skylark:

;

1 7
1 8

16

1 8

. 1 4

. 1 5

1g
1 9

1 7

1 5

Vehicle
Yaw rate gain

(sec;- t

Ford Pinto:
Manual steering
Power steering

Plymouth Fury:
Manual steering
Power steering

Chevrolet Nova:

Buick Skylark:

Ford LTD ll:

Dodge Aspen

.12

.16

.09

.13

.15

.18

_18

.18
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the step-steer input not from a straight course,
or zero steer level, but fiom a small initial steer
level. This modification eliminated the influence
of steering systr-m free-play, therelry providing

a more definitive initial reference conditittn yield-
ing a substantial improvement in thc consistency
of the yaw-rate gain data. r

Conclusions with Respect to Yaw-Rate
Gain and Effective Time Constant

As anticipated, the test data (see Table 2) show
that the effective time constants exhibited hy sub-
compact. compact. and interurediate sized ve-
hiclcs of U.S. manulhcture lall well within the
SPS boundary, as relates to T". As was confirmed
by both test and analysis.  sotr te vehicles in these
size ranges ltrll outside the SPS because their
yaw-rate gains fall below the lttwer hound shown
in Figure l. Moreover, the primary desigrr I'eature
govcrning whcther a vehicle lalls in t)r out rtl 'the
SPS is seen to be the type of steering system with
which the vehicle is equipped. (Note that com-
pact cars incorporating manual steerittg were al-
most non-existent in 1977 rnodels atrcl nttne were
testecl.) Although the results obtained ftlr the
Pinto and Fury are to be cxpcctccl, they illustrate
that vehicles fal l  outside of the SPS prirnar i ly
becrruse of their steering gear ratius. In orcler to
dctcrminc the extent to whiclt yaw-rate gain in-
flucrrccs thc ttrility of tlrivers (o contrctl 'd nxltor
vehiclc, closcd-loop hanclling tests were con-
ducted in which steering gear ratio was modified
so that tests could be perlirrmed with the yaw-
rate gain being ei ther within or outside the SPS.

The Influence of Yaw-Rate Gain on
Steering Controllabil i ty

The experirnents described below represent,
at best, a lirrrited effort to challenge the hypoth-
esis that a rnodification in nroduction vehicles

causing their yaw-rate gain to lie either above or

slightly helow the lower boundary tlf the SPS

will rrrake a signilicant difference in a closed-

loop test procedure. Given the limited scope of

the study, it could only produce a negative or

null result, that is, the closed-loop tests might

produce a counter example disproving the hy-

pothesis or the results might be inconclusive.

The Closed-Loop Handling Tests
Conducted in This Study

As indicated earlier, the open-loop test series
showed that each of the tested vehicles possesses
an effective time constant (T"50) which is clearly
satisfactory relative to the requirement of the
SPS. On the other hand, the Pinto and Fury were
found to have yaw-ratc gains which were below
the SPS boundary.

ln order to conduct closed-loop tests on these
vehicles sr.rch that they fall both inside and outside
the SPS, their steering ratio was altered using the
variable-ratio, steering-whcel limiter shown in
Figure 4. Since the Skylark f'ell within the SPS,
this device was used to give it a gain talling
below the lower bound, Figure 5 presents the
steady-state gain and etf'ective time constant ex-
hibited by the Pinto, Skylark, and Fury in their
modified and unmodified statcs. 

'fhese six ve-
hicles (actually three vehicles with two levels of
steering-gear ratio) were driven by five drivers
to obtain closed-krop perlormance data for pur-
poses of testing the postulated hypothesis.

Four experienced drivers and one expeft driver
served as drivers. In each case. the driver was
given twenty minutes of in-town driving and
twenty minutes of highway driving to familiarize
himself with the test vehicle. The driver was then
asked to guide the vehicle through a tightly re-
stricted course delined by traffic cones. Both
cone strikes encountered in negotiating the course
and driver opinion of handling quality (based on
the driving perftrrrned during vehicle lhrniliar-
ization and negotiating the test course)+ consti-
tuted the data that were gathered in the study.

Thc layout of'the test course is shown in Fig-
ure 6. 

'fhe 
course was desisned to be run at a

*Drivcr opinion information was gathercd immediately afler
pcrt'orrriing caq:h type of driving activity. 

'l'he 
firlrls used

by the drivcrs in recording thcir subjective opinions are
presentcd in Appendix C.Figure 4. Variable rat io steering wheel l imiter.
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Figure 5. Steady'state yaw-rate gain and effective time constant of modified and unmodified test
vehicles at 50 mph.

speed of -50 mph since, at this speed, the constant-
radius curved portion produces a ltrteral accel-
eration of .25 g. l 'he obstacle-avoidance maneu-
vers that require a lateral displacement of three
feet at both ends of the course also produced
approximately .25 g lateral acceleration. The
avoidance maneuvers were sufficicntly short as
kr elicit relatively ahrupt steering inputs and the
step transitions fiom a straight path to a curved
path and back to a straight path require step-like
steering inputs which have relatively strong tte-
quency content in the region of interest. A
"short" course was also used in which the avoid-
ance maneuvers were eliminated.

The width of the lanes was deternrined em-
pirically fbr each vehicle in order ro obtain a level
of difficulty which was challenging but nor over-
whelming. Lane widths were set such that nom-
inal clearance with reripect to vehicle width
ranged from six to nine and one-half inches.

The degree of difficulty in negotiating rhe
course was tbund to be sensitivc to small (l %
in) changes in Ianc width. Clearances used were
so small as to make vehicle sideslip angle a sig-
nificant influenr:e on the degrec ol'difficulty. This
means that reasonahle comparisons uf tet;t data
can only be made between morlil icd and unlrrodi-
fied vehicles+ and nut between diffcrent vehicle
typeli.

Results Showing the Influences of
Changes in Yaw-Rate Gain

Cone strike and driver opinion data are shown
in normalizcd lirrrn in Figurc 7. For each nreas-
ure, perfirrrnancc wi(h the unrrrodified version of

*Evcn this conrparison is reasonable only Lr,ecause of thc
specif ic modil icarion mcthod used in this study, i .e.,
changing steering-gear ratio has nt:r inllucnce on vehicle
sitJesl ip angle.
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E l

Figure 6. Layout of the cone course used in closed-loop driver-vehicle system testing.

the car is used as the normalizer. Thus, all nor-
malized measures are unity for the unmodilied
cars. For the rnodified cars, values larger than
unity imply "better" performance (less cone
strikes or higher subjective ratings) and values
snraller than unity imply worse performance.

Figure ? shows that results of the closed-loop
testing were generally inconclusive. Driver opin-
ion of handling quality in the course showed no
trends, although the drivers, with only one ex-
ception, pref'erred the unmodified vehicles in
general driving. Cone strike data showed that the
modified Pinto performed better than the un-
modiliecl Pinto on the full-length course. Other
cone strike data was mixed.

CONCLUDING STATEMENTS

The study has led to a series of conclusions
which fall into two ma.ior categories:

l) Conclusions regarding the individual vehi-
cles and/or the vehicle population (specilically,
subcompact, compact, and intermediate size ve-
hicles) and their relationship with the SPS.

EXPEFIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

2) Conclusions regarding the SPS specifically
and its value as a means of objectively charac-
terizing the handling quality of the motor vehicle.

Conclusions Regarding the Relationship
of Vehicles to the SPS

a) Most domestically produced passenger cars
in the subcompact, compact, and intermediate
sizes fall within the SPS.

b) These vehicles show very little variance in
their effective time constant and generally fall
well within the range for T"50 given in the SpS.

c) These size vehicles, when equipped with
manual steering, often fall outside of the SpS
because they tend ttl exhihit low values of yaw
velocity gain. The large value of overall steering
ratio necessary to keep the steering torque at an
acceptable level is responsible fbr their low yaw
velocity gain.

d) Somc intermeditrte sized vehicles equipped
with power steering fall outside of the SpS as a
result of G.ro being too low.

e) In-use factors, especially those deriving
from load distribution and changes in tire prop-
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Figure 7. Normal ized test data.

erties, have an effect on vehicle perfbnnance, as
defincd by the SPS, Changes in in-use factors
can ciluse indiviclual vchicles to cross the bound-
aries of the SPS. 

'['hus 
it is necessary to constrain

the variation in in-use factors if a vehicle's po-
sition relative to the SPS is to be maintained over
t i rne.

Conclusions Flegarding the SPS

a) The SPS, and, in particular, thc research
efforts which led to its developrnent rnake a sig-
nificant contribution to thc dclinition uf' vehicle
handl ing qual i t ies in object ive terms. However,
the SP.\ as a concept docs not appear to be de-
veluped to the point that it is completely adequate
tbr the general identification of handling quality.

b) It is possible tirr vehicles, whose yaw re-
sponsc properties lie within the SPS, to have
wiclely varying. and possibly unacceptable, lev-
els of understeer (overstccr).

c) Vehicles which have sir l i lar yaw response
properties at 50 niph, as delined by the SPS, may

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIoNS

have widely varying yaw response properlies at
other veloci t ies.

d) Additional vehicle response properties (other
than the yaw response pnrperties which define
the SPS) need consideration in evaluating the
handl ing qual i ty of motor vehiclcs.

Consideration of all the facts available with
respect to the SPS leads to the followirrg three
rectlnrntendations.

l) Eff'orts should be madc to estatrlish the
safety significance of the SPS through a study
of the accident record.

As indicated in this paper, vehicles presently
being manufactured conftrrm, in large part, to the
pedonnance specilications dcveloped in NHTSA-
sponsored research studies ll, 21, Given that the
subjective rating process has played a nrajor role
in determining the current design practices of
vehicle manufacturers, this finding is not partic-
ular ly surpr is ing. l t  is pert inent t()  note, huwever,
that this study has ident i f ied vehicles which f  al l
within the SPS and other vehicles that fall with-
out. 

' l 'hus, 
it irppears that there is a potential

mechanism for evaluating the safcty significance
of the SPS through the cornparative evaluation
of the accident records of these two sets ol' ve-
hicles, even though problems related to thc sig-
nilicance of the results rJue to the influence of
other, uncontrolled variables could lre vely lalge.

(An example of the type of investigatiun that
might be undertaken has been presented by John-
son and Segel l20l in a study of the feasibility
of comparing the understeer and stccring sensi-
tivity of at-risk and accident-involvcd vchicle
populat ions. )

2) Investigations should be undertaken to ex-
amine the significance of thc many other aspects
of vehicle behavior which corrtribute to handling
quality and controllability, pafticularly in the lin-
ear mancuvenng regime. The SPS concept should
be appropriately cxpanded according to the re-
sul ts of such invest igat ions.

In conducting further reseirrch into the control
quality of vehicles in the normai driving range,
it would appear that nrore broadly based inves-
tigations are necessary. The subject rrnder con-
sideration is conrplex with a large nurlber of
interrelated propcr(ies contributing to overall
handl ing qual i ty.  For exarnple, i t  wi l l  be nec-
essary to consider (l) both lateral-acceleration
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and yaw-rate response titnes, (2) the inlluence
of the amount and timing of roll motions, and
(3) the importance of the level and nature of
steenng torque or *'feel" prior to establishing
firmly based conclusions on what constitutes op-
tirnum or good handling perfortrtance. Even
though the SPS, as currently delined, represents
forward progress, its definition needs to be ex-
panded and/or revised according to the lindings
of future research.

3) As a preliminary step to further hanclling
research, closed*loop, driver-vehicle handling
test methodologies which (l) yield obiective
measures of driver-vehicle system performance
and (2) provide an assessment of the cttntrol dif-
ficulties associated with parlicular vehicles shttuld
be developed.

It is of interest to note that the boundaries of
the SPS have been $et largely through the sub-
jective ratings of drivers. Presumably, then, the
SPS defines a set of vehicle handling properties
which drivers like. lt renrains to be established,
however, that this $ame set of vehicle properties
are necessary or de-sirable firr "safe" handling
characteristics. Indeed, the fact that drivers are
adaptable to the characteristics of the vehicle they
are driving and can compensate tbr broad dif-
ferences in vehicle characteristics might suggest
that "safe" handling characteristics may cover
a signilicantly broader range than "likeable"

characteristics. Accordingly, future research ef'-
forts would appear to be hetter advised to search
for an or.rter region in which control properties
become unacceptable, rather than ltrr an inner
region in which they are "optimum."
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APPENDIX A-UNDERSTEER
FACTORS AS DETERMINED BY
DESIGN VARIABLES

lf we arbitrarily break the understeer gradient,
K, down into four factors, namely:

K : K r  - K t * K . , + K o

where
K' is the contribution to understeer due to

front cornering coefficient and the
inlluence of steering system compliance

K: is the contribution to understeer due to
rear cornering coel ficient

K. is the contribution to understeer due to
roll effects

K" is the contribution to understeer due to
r igid-body al igning torque.

we lind that each of these f'actors may he eval-
uated as:

W'' . Wr T,i 957,3K r  :  F 1 l  +  A ' 1  - ;
L1 Lr," U

SECTTON 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

where

b :

w
(

wf

w,

Cr

C,

Xpr

Xo.

x*
C.,

K,*
Ks

Kro

distance from total vehicle c.g. to
fiont axle
distance from total vehicle c.s. to
rear axle
total vehicle weight
wheelbase (a * b)
weight on the front wheels (Wr :

bw/{)
weight on the rear wheels (W, :
aW/t)
twice the cornering stiffness of one
fiont tire
twice the cornering stiffness of one
rear tlre
front pneumatic trail, AT,/C, (see
Note 2 below)
rear pneumatic trail, AT/C, (see
Note 2 below)
mechanical trail
twice the camber stiffness of one
front tire
steering system stiffness
roll angle per g of lateral
acceleration (see Note I below)
front roll steer coefficient (positive
for a positive roll angle (roll to the
right) producing a positive sreer
angle (to the right))
rear roll steer coefficient (positive
for a positive roll angle prcducing a
positive steer angle)
average front wheel camber angle
per degree of roll angle
numerator tinte constant : m a u/
tc .57 .3
forward velocity
effective front time constant
roll steer effect (K,- : K** - K...)
camber eff-ect (K," = C,K,6/C1..

For roll equilibrium, we have that

K- :Y(H. t )
{H
| :
i.j

'r

,'l1' ; ; i

,rt

where o,: l\-r&
c . = ( * )

K': H = t+4
K r : K u , ( * , , - * + - K , , . )  =

K,r, (K,- + K,)

K * =

Kro

T.

u :
Tr! :

K,* :
K.r --

Note  L '

- K,0

where

. '

l
iil

i
I
I''*l

l
- w , h u t = 0

g
D

and
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h : height of spnrng rnass c.g.
above the roll axis

K , : K , r  + K , , - W , h
ancl Kn, : roll stifTness of front suspension

K,, : rull stil ' lncss of rear suspension
T h u s  d _  _ w _ h / u r \

K ,  \ s /
and K.b W*h ..* : 

K, 
(in units of degsig)

Nott :2:
The aligning stiffhess of the front tires is given

by
AT1 = C, Xpr

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

Subcompact

for the rear tires

AT, : C. X,.

APPENDIX B-CALCULATED SPS
COORDINATES FOR 1977 MODEL
YEAR VEHICLES

Calculated values of Gto and T"56 are presented
for a total of 24 cars. of which 8 are of the
intermediate catcgory, I I of the compact cate-
gory, and 5 of the subconrpact category.

Cblumn I contains the brand narne of the car
and a description of the optional equiprnent used.

Car NG Kd
de0 /G

Kt
(de0/G)

K?
d 6 g  / G

K3 K1 K
( d e g  / G

t t 6
sec-t )sw s f -=" T, | /T, Te

Vega

Manual steering, front
stabilizer standard

?2.5 6.5 838 6.24 1.47 0.394 4.00 0.1 65 1.63f 5.M 0.24t 4.03i 0.160

Power steering, front
slabilizer slandard

b.3 -

r3.5 6.S 7.55 6.24 1.34 0.374 3.02 0.263 t.692 5.30 0.?4t 4.03i 0.164

AstrB

Manual sleering
without front
stabilizer

at.c 9.7 LS8 6 .17 2.28 0.36 5.45 0,1 36 ).581 ).61 0.2454.078t .149

Power 516611n9
without front
stabi l izer

6.5 -
r  3.5

s.7 7.89 6 .17 2.O4 0.34 4.10 o.222 0.6355.68 4.0280.157

Manual  steer ing wi th
fronl stebilizer 22.5 6,04 8.$8 6 ,  17 1.42 0.36 4.59 0.1 52 0.6145.51 A )AF 4.0780.159

Power steering with
front stabilizer

r6.5 -
13.s 6.04 7.Bg 8 .17 1 .27 0.34 o.$ 0.249 1.674E A E 4,0780,163

Pinto
(Rack &
p,nion
steering)

Manual steering
without frdnt
stabi l izer

9 .1  1 8.Q7 5.90 2.4 0.36 5.01 0.135 ).552 6 . 1 6 0.2u 4.m50.140

Power steering
without  f ront
stabilizer

19.04 9 .1 l 8.07 5.90 2.44 0.36 5.01 0.171 1.5926 . 1 6 0.2344.265 0.140

Manua l  s teer ing  w i lh
f ron t  s tab i l i zer

24.0( 5.83 8.07 5.90 | .59 0.36 4 . 1 2 0.r$4 ),629 6 70'�1 o.?34 ?6t 0 .151

Power steering with
l ront  stabi l izer l9.B c.6 8,07 5,S0 1.59 0,36 4 , 1 ? 0.194 ),62S5,793o.2v 4,26f 0.1 51

Bobcat
(Rack &
p rn  i on
slee/ing)

Manual  $ leer ing
without fronl
stabilizer

24.ffi 9.02 7.718 s.47 ?.48 0.35 5.05 0.1 35 0.5906.56 4.59S0.1 32

POwer Steering
wilhoul front
stabi l izer

19.04 9.02 7.71A 5.47 2.48 U.J5 5.05 0 .171 1.590 5.56 0 .21 / 4.59{ 0 132

Marluel steering with
front stabil izer

24.ff 5.78 7.718 5.47 1 5 8 n ) r 4 .17 0.152 J.627 1 7 Q.?174.599 1.14?

Power steering with
ffont stabilizer 19.O 5,78 7 .718 5.47 1.58 0.35 4 .17 0.1 92 )  o t l . 1 7 0,21 4,5990 .142

Greml in

Manual steering
wilhout front
stabi l izer

29.1 9.59 9.59 5.80 2.5? 0.39 6.70 0.081 1.539626 0.2314 338 0.1 40

Power sleering
without  f ront
stabi l izer

19.4 9.59 8.29 5.80 U-\tb 5.08 0.1 66 0.5s23 .13 0.2314.338 0.1 4?

Manual st66r;69 ra115

fronl stabil izer 29. l 6.02 9.5S 5.80 1.58 0.39 s.76 0.102 t.568 i.94 0.2314.3380.r49

Power steering with
lronl stabilizer t9.4 6.02 8.29 5.80 1.40 0.36 4.25 0,1 85 ).626 t . , Y 0.2314,3380,1 52
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Column 2 contains the steering gear ratio, while
the roll stiffness, K6, is given in Column 3. Col-
umns 4 through 7 contain quantities which con-
tribute to the understeer factor. Colunrn I con-
tains the understeer factor K while the vaw rate

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

gain, G56, is given in Column 9. The ffansient
response parau)efer$ ({, or., T., and T"), as eval-
uated at 50 mph, are given in the remaining
columns.

-l

+,
;$
.J4

ri

Compact (pg. 1 of 2)

Car NG Kd Kl K2 K3
(deg/ G

K. X (16
sec -t)sw 3 I T' | |  /T, Te

Nova
Front
stebilizsf
slandarcl

Manual st6ering
bias ply tlr6s 26.41 8.84 10.?o 6.67 r.75 0.48 5.76 0.107 1.5€ 5 .11 1.4653.7720.1 73

Power steering
bias ply tires

r5.0i 6.84 9.22 6.67 1.63 0.45 4.63 0.214 1.638 5.0310.26f 3.7720.1 74

Manual steering
radial tires 2S.41 6.84 8 1 9 5.71 0.918 0.37 3.77 0.137 ).67S 5.{42 0.2274.40e0,165

Power steering
radial tires

15.076.8t1 7.45 5,71 088 0.35 2.97 0.272 1.719 5.367o.2274.40G0.167

VBnlure
Front
stabiliz6r
atenalEfd

Manual sleering
bias ply tires 26.4( 7.71 10.30 6.56 2.23 0.441 6.4r 0.oss 1.576 5.3170.2613.&350.165

Pow6r steering
biss ply tires

15 .1 t 7.71 9 .15 6.56 2.04 o.tt17 5.04 0.203 ).622 5.22 0,2613,83{0.167

Omega
Front
Btebilizer
standard

Manuel st€€ring
biEs ply tir€B 26.1t 7.2 9.88 6.68 1.75 0.{t 5.38 0.1 12 ).609 5.0s 0.m53.77t0.1 73

Power gteering
bias ply tites 15 .1 7.2 9.01 6.66 1 .6170.412 4.3E o.224 ).648 5.01 t.?65 1.77t 0.1 75

gu!e!!
Front
stabilizer
standard

Manual steering
bias ply tires

26.1€ 7.2 10.04 6.69 t .78 0 453 5.58 0.1 10 ),602 5,0s90,2663.7610.1 z3

Power steering
bias ply tires

18.9 9 .10 6.69 1.632 0.432 4.47 o.174 ).644 5.004 0.?663.7610.175

Manual st€oring
radial tires

26.1€ 7.2 LS 5.S 0.5120.37 3.68 0,r40 ).680 5.4?30.81 4.52110.r68

Power steering
radial tires

18.9 7.2 7.5 5-50 0.48 U J 5 o.224 ).731 5.3320.221 I lla 0.171

Maverick
Front
Btebiliz€r
stanClard

Manual steering
bies ply tires

n.4 7.22 9.Jit 6.19 2.3160.3775.83? 0.095 ).592 5.5S4 4.06f o.157

Power steering
bies ply lires

21.3 722 8.21 6.19 2 , 1  1 0,353 4.48 0.154 ),642 5.4S6 4.06€ 0 158

CofixFt
ffi-
slabilizet
slandard

MEnual st66ring
biaB ply lires

29.4 7.27 9.34 6.29 2.33 0,38 5.76 0.0s ).594 5.525 1.00 0.r5f

Power steering
bias ply tirB8

21.3 7.27 g.u 6.29 2.13 0 357 4.42 0.1s ).645 5.4270.2494,00 0.r60

Menual ste€ring
radi8l tir€s

29.4 7.27 9. t4 6 ,18 o.97 0.42 4.35 0.1 14 ).648 5.r60 4.0710.1 7!

Power steering
radlal tir€g

21 .3 7.27 7.92 6 1 E 0 9 1 0,39 3.ort 0.191 ).7135.044 0,2464.0710.1 76
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Compact (pg. 2 of 2)

Car NG Kd
ldeg/G

K1 K2 K3 K,
d e g / G

K r t 6
sec - ' )s*  3 ! Tr |  /Tr T6

Grenade &
Monarch
Fronl
slabilizer
standard

Manual steering
radial tires es.4 7,88 9.66 6.47 1.0so.47 4.75 0.108 ).631 0.2573.889 0.1 76

Power steering
radial tires 2't.3 t.ffi 8_29 6.47 1.01 0.43 3.26 0.184 ).7014.903o.2573.88S 0.181

Val iant  &
Dad
Biffis

Manual steering
without fronl
stabilizer

t t . * . 1  1 . { 9.53 6.20 3.65 0.364 7.36 0.087 ).549 5.S 0.2464.058 0.146

Power steering
without front
stebilizer

18.0i 1  1 .4 8.56 6.20 3.36 0.346 6.07 0.1 51 ).586 5.894 4,058 0.146

Manual steering with
tront stabilizer 27.58 6.8 9.53 6.?0 ? .18 0.364 5.87 0.101 1.592 5.5250.24t4,0580,1 59

Power ste€ring with
front stebilizer 18.02 o,6 8.56 6.20 2.00 0.346 4.71 0.177 1.635 5.44t 0.2464.058 0.161

Aspen &
Volare
Front
stabilirer
stanclard

Manual steering
bias tires 28.6 6.4 1 1.66 6.41 2.30 Q.444 7.99 0.078 ).536 5.428 0.2553.92t0.r64

Power steering
bias tires 18.7 6,4 o 7 n 6,41 1,99 0.405 5.68 0.15 1 ).602 f,,flJ 0.2553.92f0.166

Manual steering
radial tires 40.o 6,4 r0.1 5.62 0,s5 0.41 5.84 0.007 ).5S 0.2234.4770.163

Power steering
radial lires 18.7 6.4 8 .17 5.62 0.8s 0.37 3.77 0.192 ).679 5.469 0.223 4.477 ) 165

Hornet
Bias tires

Manual  $teer ing
without front
stebilizer

29.1 10.9 9.56 6.02 2.80 0.398 6.74 0.088 ).561 5.916t.23S4.1790.148

Power stee/ing
wilhout front
stabi l izer

19.4 10.9 8.29 6.02 ?.# o.372 5.r0 0.158 ).614 5.799 0.2394.1790.149

Manual steering with
lronl stabilizer ?9.1 o.5 9.56 6.02 1.67 0.398 5.61 0.099 1.596 5.586 0.2384.1 79 0. r59

Power steering with
front stabilizer 19.4 o.5 8.29 6.02 1.47 o.372 4 . 1 1 0.180 ).655 5.4i)7 0.23S4.1790.162

Manual steering
withoul fronl
stabilizer

30.0 1  1 .8 10.1?6.34 3.13 0.478 7.38 0.082 ).528 5.94 0.2523.St 0.146

Power steering
without front
stabilizer

40.85 1  1 , 8 8.62 6.34 2.73 0.44 5.45 0.145 ).586t i.8 0.252 3.96! 0.148

Menual ste€ring with
front stabilizer 30.0 7.4 r0 .12 6.34 1.96 0.478 6.22 0.092 ),561 5.59; o.25?3.969 t .157

Pow6r st6€ring with
front stabilizer 20.8t 7.4 8.6? 6.34 1 .71 o.4 4.43 0.166 ).626 i.43! 0.2523.96S0.r48

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES
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lntermediate

Car NG Kd K1 K2 K3
(dep/G

K4 K t l 6
gac - t ) " *  " I Tr |  /Tr Te

Gh€vqll€
1. Front

stabilizer
$tandard

2. Fadial
tires

Menuel staering
without rger
stabilizer

u.7 -
32.8 8.1 11 .9 7.8 0.93 0.50 5.53 0.s2 0.6124.26 1.31(3.zft 0.?0f

Power sts€ring
withoul rear
stabilizer

17.6 -
14.2 8.1 9.s4 ?.8 0.82 0.46 3.,12 0.212 o.7Q24.07 ).31(3.22t8.217

Manual steering wilh
rear stabilizer

u.7 -
32.8 6.4 r 1.9 7 A 0.74 0.50 5.34 0.084 1.6194.22 t .31( 3l2l 0.211

Power Sleeriflg with
rear stabilirer

17.6 -
14.2 6.4 9.94 7.8 0.65 0.46 3.25 o.217 0.7114.02 1.31(3.22r0,221

L€man8
lFti

stabilizer
gtenderd

2. Fadial
tires

Manual $leering
wilhout rear
stebilizer

32.5 8.3 12.04 7.87 0.96 0.52 s.65 0.086 0.60{ 4.25 l { 3.19i 0.zfl

Pow€r gt€€rlng
withoul rear
stabilizer

14.2 8.3 10.36 7.87 0.m 0.48 3.8t1 0.201 0.€814.09 t.31t 3.19,)0.21t

Manual steering wilh
rear stabilizer 3?.5 6.4 12.O4 7.87 o.74 0.52 5.1B 0.o89 0.6164.fr 0.31r 3.19; 0.211

Powor stB€ring with
f€ar stabilizer

17.5 -
14.2 6.4 10.36 7.87 0.e6 0.18 3.63 0 204 0,6914.03 0.31i 3.19?0.2?t

Gutlass
Pow€r stB€ring with
lront stabilizer and
radial tires

r 8 2 -
16.2 8.4 10.45 7.fft 0.88 o.47 4 . 1 1 0.180 0.8674.2090,3063.27i0.20€

C6ntury
1. Front

Btebilizer
2. Redisl

l l res

Pow6r steering
without rear
stebiliz€r

12.& 8.4 9,62 7.72 0.821 0.st7 3 .12 0.219 0,7184.087 c.$7 3.25t O.21i

Fower steering wilh
r6ar stabilizer 17.ff 6.4 9.62 7.72 U . N 0.392 2.Sil o.225 0 72{ 4.006 0.30 3.25{

LTD II &

@
Pow€r steering with
ffont stabilizer std.
end rediel tireB

21.71 6.6 1 1.6r 6.52 1.04 0,65 6.78 0.1 t4 J.576 5.02 3,85{ 0 17!

Monaco
T.ffii

slabi l izer
standard

2. Bias ply
trr6s

Manual steering
without rear
$tabilizer

28.8 6 E 9,52 5.85 1.9S 0.37 5.9S 0.094 r.59S5.OJ u . t # 4.30r0 15t

Power steering
withoul rear
stebiliz€r

18.8 5.5 8.36 5.85 r.68 0.34 4.53 0.1 70 0.6525.51 0.23r4.30 0,161

Manual stoBrlng wltf
rear stabilirer

28.8 1.7 9.52 s,8s 1.67 0.37 5.70 0.0s 5.54 u.{$ 4,3010.16i

Power st€€ring with
r€ar stebilir6r

18.8 4.7 8.36 5.85 1.44 0,34 4.29 0.1 75 0.66i 0.23 4.3010.164
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Recalculatlons

Gar N6
Kd

deo i Gl
K l K2 K3 K4 K t t 6

s"c ,)"* * i Tr |  / T r T8

LTD II &
Cougar

Pow6r steering with
tront stablllzer std-
and radial tires

21.78 6.6 9.80 6.5? 0.95 0.59 4.82 0. r41 1.642 4.9 0.259 3.85€0 183

Nova

Manual steering with
front stabilizer std.
and radiel tires

26.41 7.7 9.61 $.83 1 . 1 2 0.45 5.34 0.112 0.611 6 6 Q.2324.31t 0 164

Power sleering wllh
front stebiliz6r std.
and radial tires

15.07 7.7 8.50 5.83 1.G5 0.43 4 .15 o.2?8 0.658 5.43 o.2324.31t0.165

Skyta|k

Manual steering with
front stabilizer std.
and raclial tires

26.1€ 7.2 8.60 5.8t3 0.52 0.40 3.70 0.129 0.681 5.220.23?4.31€o.174

Power Bt€ering witn
front stabilizer std.
and radial tires

18.9 7.2 7.67 5.trt 0.49 0.38 2.71 0.225 0.7365 .11 o.2324.316o.172

Volare &
Aspen

Manual steering with
front stabilizer std.
and radial tires

?8.6 7.2 8.8t| 5.63 0.98 0.38 4.60 0. r  12 0.6425.56 o.2244.4690.1 62

Power steering with
front stabilizer std.
and radial tires

18.7 7.? 7.7'l 5.63 0.92 0.36 3.36 0.204 0.6ss5.46 o.2244.469 0.165

NoIE
L LTD ll & Cougar rtralculelad using high€r st#ring system stillnes8 t(s = /m

2. NwE, Skvlaft, Volare and AafEn rffilculat€d uEinq ffisursd vehicle weiohl
N o v a :  W = 2 2 5 6  W , = l 8 S
S k y l e r k :  W = 2 O S  W = 1 9 S
Volare &: W = 2345 W, = 1836
Asoen

APPENDIX C-SUBJECTIVE OPINION FORMS
These forms are identical to those described

in Reference [].

EXCELLENT - minimal compensation (effort,
anticipation) required to maintain desired
(attainable) performance

GOOD - mild compensation required

FAIR - moderate compensation required

POOR - significant compensation required

NEARLY UNCONTROLLABLE - excessive
control demands. cannot maintain adequate
control

EXCELLENT - very easy to
accomPlish

lmpossible to accomplish at
task speedRating sheet for general driving



A New Approach to Characterizing Road Vehicle Stability and
Control Properties-the Moment Method

R.  S.  RICE
Calspan Corporation

ABSTRACT

The Experirnental Salety Vehicle Program has
incorporated pcrfbrnrance requirerrrents on acci-
dent uvoidance capability in its vehicle specifi-
cations liom its inception. These recprirernents
have been related to the vehicle's response ln a
nulrber ol' standardizecl tcst procedures as re-
flected by certain rneasurahle perltlrmancc char-
ar-teristics. The selected rletrics are uselul lbr
handling evaluations brrt they are restricted to the
prescrihed uperating conditions and do not trcat
car behavior at thc limit-the true accident avoid^
ancc  s i tua t ion .  A  techn ique- the  Mornent
Method-which remrlves sonte of the limitations
is descrilred. It is Lrased on c:xamination of thc
forces and rnornents developed by the tires as
at'fected by suspension and steerirrg characteris-
tics. A simulation program which provides tbr
the generation of performance portririts over wide
ranges of operat ing condit ions is discussed,
These potraits can he usecl to il lustlate the in-
fluence ot' design rnodilications and opertling
condit ions on the vehicle 's rcsponse. Nonl inear
design characrter ist ics,  changes in lateral  and lon-
gitrrdinal trirl, availablc nraneuvering rucurent,
and Iirnit condition perfornrance are arnong the
lactors which are discussed. The rnethod ls ex-
plained through use of sarnple diagrarns to i l lus-
trate how the portraits are generated and how the
figures can be- inrerprered to identify potential
handl ing prohlenrs.

INTRODUCTION

Means for defining the lateral/directional sta-
bility and control characteristics of ground ve-
hicles and for subsequcnt ilsscssrnent ol' thetie
cliaracteristics in nran-rnachine $ystem pcrlbrnr-
ance ( i .e. ,  handl ing qual i ty) have chal lcnrecl  ve-
hicle dynarnicists fbr nlany years. Much has been
wri t tcn and, just in this sessiolr .  there are nrne
papers devoted to this thelne. Over the broader
reaches ol 'both nat ional and internat ional tcch-
nical  organizat ions. a l ist in*c ol '  paper.s on this

SECTION 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

general sub.ject would number well into the thou-
sands. Conrhining thr:se with t t rosc pupers which
are devoted to sllecial aspects of the question,
the scope' of the literature has reached a point
where no one can keep abrcast without lirl l ded-
ication to the subject. With so rnuch activity in
the field, it is only reasonable that consideratrle
diversity amonit approuches has arisen. Each rc-
searcher has a firvored technique-be it tor rnath-
ematical irnirlysis ur ex peri rnental investigation-
and a preferred set of rnetrics for cvaluating the
perfirrrlance. This situation is rcllected in the
large nurlber of parametcrs uscd to describc tran-
sient response time and the variety of steady-state
response gradients employed in delining control
sensitivity, fbr exarnple.

In an effort to reduce the degree of abstraction
in characterizations of autonlrbile stability and
control, an analytical tcchnique which exarnines
the fundamental quantities of the forces and mo-
mcnts developed by and acting on thc vchicle has
been devi.sed, For want of a hretter narne, this
technique is called the Moment Method, Its the-
oretical lrackground is covered in detail in Rel-
erence I and selected applicarions are described
in Ref'erence 2.

Discussion

In this grresentation- it is not practical to review
the complete hackground of the Monrent Method
approach. However. there are several key points
which should he rnade to put thc subsequent dis-
cussion ot appl icat ion in perspect ive:
. fhe method treats the firrces ancl moments on

the vehicle produccd by prescribed posirions
of the controls. ln this respcct. the equations
of motion are solved in reverse; insteacl of
deterrnining input requirernents to produce a
give'n clc.sired operating point (for exanrple-
a steady state turn), spccilic inputs of steer
angle and sideslip angle are defined and the
resultant operat ing condit ion is detcrmined,

. Thc method is similar to the traditional wind
tunnel technique fbr investigating aircrafi de-
sign characteristics-the model is rnountecl at
an arbitrary, angle to the airstrearn ancl the
control elenrents are set as desiretl to perrrrit
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measurement of the resulting forces and mo-
ments acting on the vehicle.
This approach is based on understanding the
fundamental static perfbrmance characteris-
tics of the vehicle as an essential, and oflen
the delinitive, step in design evaluation. lt
gives direct information on static stability in
contrast to other methods by which stability
is inferred from responses to changes in trim.
Although most applications to date have uti-
lized a rather comprehensive nonlinear math-
ematical model of the vehicle, the Momenr
Method can be used with very simple models
as well. Its principal virtue, however, is in
providing overall performance portraits-de-
scriptions of behavior thht can be used to eval-
uate behavior in many varied operating con-
d i t i o n s  ( i n c l u d i n g  c o m b i n e d  b r a k i n g -
cornering).
At this time, the Momenr Method is purely
an analytical technique. With information
about a vehicle's physical characteristics and
design properties available (including details
of tire performance, suspension characteris*
tics, and general configuration), it is possible
to derive estimates of the response of the ve-
hicle to control inpurs and applied disturb-
ances, It should be possible to make meas-
urenrents of these response characteristics in
full scale tests, given facilities and equipment
to c on strain vehicl e I ater al / dir ecti onal moti on s
at untrimmed operating points. This capability
has yet to be demonstrated.

A typical diagram is shown in Figure l. Non-
dimensionalized Iateral frrrce-the lateral force
divided by vehicle weight-is called Cy and is
plotted on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis
is used to display the non-dimensionalized yaw
moment, CN. In this case, the normalizing term
is the product of the vehicle's weight and
wheelbase.

The diagram itself consists of a series of lines
for constant values ofsteering angle (6) and side-
slip angle (B). Only one half of a complete dia-
gram is shown in the figure; the left half-plane
is an inverted mirror image of that illustrated.
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) sign
convention is used for these variables. In general,
the steering angle lines slope downward to the
right (i.e., the slopes are negarive) ancl the side-

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEFIICLES

Figure 1" Typical  CN.CY moment method
diagram.

slip angle lines slope upward to the right-the
slopes are positive. Values of the E lines increase
in a positive sense to the right. The B values
become increasingly negative with increased side
force.

The operating condition for which this diagram
pertains is for straight-ahead mution-that is, in_
finite radius of turn. Alternatively, the cliagram
may be considered to represent perfonnance at
infinite speed. It is the limiting condition, in this
sense, of an equivalent diagram fbr which the
Iateral force axis (CY) is transformed into lateral
acceleration (AY).

A f'ew specific locations on the diagram are
identifierl, These points have heen ,*L.t*d tn
illustrate particular information which is avail_
able from the diagram. In addition, two funda_
mental characterization lines have been drawn.
l'hey represent the basic operationat capabilities
of the front and rear axle assemblies. They are.
of themselves, complete descriptions of thl side
forces (and, therefore, the yaw moments) which
can be developed at each end ofthe car. All other
locations on the diagram are merely points for
combinations of the contributions from each end
of the vehicle.
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Let us now examine each of the marked points
on the diagram. Point I identilies the value of
maximum lateral acceleration at which the ve-
hicle can be trimmed on a flat surface. In this
case, the value is about .73 g. It is simply the
ratio of side force to weight.

Point 2 marks the apex of the performance
diagram (for one direction of turn). This point
has two connotations: it is the maximum value
of side force that is achievable by the vehicle,
and its location below the CN : 0 lines implies
directional stability at rhe limit. At this point,
both front and rear side fbrce-generaring capa-
bilities are simultaneously saturated and the re-
sulting yaw monrent irnbalance is of the proper
sense to stabilize the turn.

Point 3 represents a typical steady state op-
erating condition fbr the vehicle. That is, the yaw
moment imbalance is zero. The particular values
for steer angle, sideslip angle, speerJ turn radius
to which this condition (or any other point) ap-
plies can be computed. The spacing of the steer-
ing angle lines along the axis gives the control
sensitivity gradient at steady state for the vehicle;
the slopes of these steering lines (showing the
rate of change of moment with change in force)
provide a measure of stability.

Now consider a small section of a diagram,
as sketched in Figure 2. Only a few 6 ancl B lines
are shown in order to improve clarity firr purposes

Figure 2. A segment of the diagram.
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of illustrating transient response. Suppose that
one is interested in the transient test maneuver
from an initial condition of straight running (as
called tbr in the RSV handling specifications).
This procedure involves the rapid application of
a steering input to achieve a steady state lareral
acceleration of .4 g while maintaining speecl at
a fixed value--+ither 25 mph (40 Km/hr) or 70
mph (107 Km/hr). The test run must be of suf-
ficient duration to reach the steady state condi-
tion. The Moment Method diagram shown here
can be used to il lustrate this maneuver.

The operating point of the vehicle prior to in-
troduction of the steering angle change is at the
origin of the diagranr (shown as Point A). The
desired steady state operating point is represented
by a balanced yawing moment (CN = 0) and a
side force value sufficient to sustain fl .4 g cor-
nering accelerat ion ( i .e. ,  CY = .4).This con-
dition is marked as Point B on the diagram. The
transient is defined by the locus of the instanta-
neous operating points connecting these tw() ter-
minal values.

Given a step-like steering input-one for
which the steady state value is achieved before
the vehicle has had opporrunity to respond to any
significant degree-the krcus tends to follow the
F : 0 line up the value of applied sreering angle
(denoted as Point C). This value of B, that which
is required to produce a desired lateral acceler-
ation, is, of course, a function of speed.

In the earlier discussion of the general Moment
Method diagram, it was indicated rhat rhe CN-
CY format provides a fixed set of E-$ lines (i.e.,
the internal form of the diagram does not vary)
which can be merely relabeled for constant radius
cornering at radii other than infinity such that the
6-B pair which go through the diagram center
(CN : 0; CY : 0) has values of f/R anct b/R,
respectively, The equivalent of this observation
is that the single diagram for infinite radius, or
straight running, can be used to track the transient
response.

Recall also that this diagram representation
may be thought of as illustrating performance at
infinite speed. The steering angle required to
achieve a given lateral force is a direct measure
of the steering sensitivity. Thus, one need only
to determine the Ackermann steer angle for the
operating conditions of interest and add that value
to the steering angle indicated by the diagram.

i :

,+;

,l'i

, - . .
- :  l : ,

t
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For example, the Calspan/Chrysler RSV, with
a wheelbase of 106 inches (2.7m) and an overal l
steering ratio of 22.5, would have an Ackermann
value (referenced to the steering wheel) of 14
degrees for .4 g lateral acceleration at 70 mph
(107 Km/hr). For this speed, the addition of the
Ackermann values to that marked as Point C
gives an actual steering wheel angle of ahout 40
degrees. Point D on the diagram denotes this
condition. The fundamental character uf the tran-
sient is then described by the dotted line con-
necting Point D with Point B, the desired steady
state.

It has not been possible to discuss the several
alternative ftrrmats of the analysis in this hrief
paper. Neverlheless, it should be evidenl that it

is quite practical to substitute steering wheel
turque lbr stecring wheel angle (or, even, to su-
perimposc the torque lines on the established for-
mat). This could provide information on the
frrrce/fiee control characteristics of the vehicle.
It is also possible to add constant roll angle loci,
to convert the axes into equivalent yaw accel-
eration and lateral acceleration scales. and to
depict constant tire slip anglc lines+ on the
diagram.

Viewed in association with the accident avoid-
ance capability specrifications for the RSV, this
method of analysis provides either directly op-
plicable or equivalcnt Ineasures ()l ' perlbrmance.

*ln actLrality, equivalent constant axle slip angle lines.

Table 1. RSV performance requirements

Performance
parameter

Direct
measure

Equiv.
measure Remarks

Steady state yaw velocity
response

Plus other information
available

Transient yaw velocity
response

Effective response time
parameter

Steering returnability Steering system information
required

Maximum lateral acceleration Plus other information
available

Control at breakaway Minus respon$e t ime
information

Directional stability -
pavement irregularity

Degree of stability provided

Directional stability -
crosswind

Steering control

Ovefturning immunity -
seatom

Control requirements can be
plotted

Overturning immunity -
drastic maneuver

Not appl icable

Braking-in-a-turn Braking system data required
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Table I il lustrates this compatihility with the

specifications. lt will be observed that only the

transient braking resp()nse callnot be accounted

for with this nte:thod; at the least, equivalence
(in the sense that a suitable perfornlilrltre param-

eter reflecting the intent o1' the specilication) is

availalrle with the technique for all other metrics

as indicated. Unfortunately, it is not possible to

treat each of these in detail here, but it is hoped

that the firregoing discussion will have indicated

how the method is applied to vehicle pertixntuncc

analysis.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
' I 'his brief cliscussion of the Moment Method

diagram was nteant to il lustrate how the concept

of a "perfortlancc pttrtrait" could bc used to

integrate trrany of the requirerlents of the Ex-

perimental Safety Vehicle accident avoidance

specifications. In other evaluations of the per-

formance characteristics of various vehicles that

we have recently pertornted, this nrethod has

been successfully applied to the lbllowing:
. analyses of stability and control in combined

SHOICHI SANO
YOSHIMI FURUKAWA :

H o n d a R & D C o . , L t d .
YASUHEI OGUCHI
HIROYOSHI NAKAYA
Shibaura lnstitute of Technology

ABSTRACT
As noted in our previous report, an advance

in the phase of a vehicle's lateral acceleration
response helps improve the dr iver 's control
performance.

A series of tests using a drum-type lateral
motion simulator on nrany drivers proved that
this tendency becotttes rnore remarkably with
unskilled drivers than skilled ttnes ttnd that thc
advanced phase of such vehicle response will
bring about a better subjective rating whether the
driver is skilled or not.

A similar tendency was also noticed in proving
ground tests.

SECTION 5; TECHNICAL SESSIONS

steering-braking operations

, assessment of the contributions of specific

design changes-such as the addition of an

anti-roll bar, or a reduction in the compliance
of a suspension component-to stability and
control characteristics of a given vehicle.

. tire selection, with special attention to achiev-

ing optimurn compronlises in tnaximum cor-

nering capability, sensitivity to vehicle loacl-

ing, and smooth transitional behavior.

Studies with the method are continuing in ef-
forts to extend its applicability and inrprove inter-
pretations of the diagrams.
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INTHODUCTION

At the previous (7th) ESV Conference, we
presented the findings of a study on the effects
of vehicle re$ponse characteristics on driver's
control perfirrmanceI l. 

'fhese findings were ob-
tained frorn u serics of closed-loop tests that wcre
conduc:tcd on a drurn-type lateral motion sintu-
lator to lind an idea as to how vehicle handling
can be improved substantially. The details of this
study may be summarized as follows:

ln a four-wheel steering vehicle, which is
designed to have the rear wheels steered at
a given ratio to thc fiont ones, the phase of
its lateral accelclution rcspollse advances
morc significantly as its rear wheels are
steered at a higher rate in the same direction
as the liont ones.
ln thc previous study, course tracking tests
(CTT) and sudden lane change tests (SLCT)
were carried or.rt w'ith t four-whcel steering

'd{
l-t

lr'

I

Effects of Vehicle Response Characteristfcs and Driver's Skill Level
on Task Performance and Subiective Rating
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test vehicle set on a lateral motion simulator
and operated by selected drivers. It was
found that in such tests, a driver-vehicle
system's performance becomes better when
the phase of the vehicle's lateral acrceleration
responrie comes in a properly advanced
range even if the gain and phase of its yaw
resp()nse are lefl constant.

To examine this subiect more closely, closed-
loop tests were conductcd on the simulator with
the sarne vehicle. Test subjects were selected
l-rom among a wide range of drivers with dilterent
levels o1'driving skill. Based on the test findings,
we would like to discuss how the control per-
formance, subjective ratings, and drivers' be-
havior are affected by the vehicle's response
characteristics and drivers' skill. This report also
deals with the results of proving ground tests that
were carried out on some of the drivers selected
for the simulator using tcsts to find whether the
results of such simulator tests can be applied to
actual driving on a road.

CLOSED.LOOP TESTS ON THE
SIMULATOR

Test Vehicle and lts Response
Characteristics

The test vehicle has been so constructed that
rear wheels could be steered linearly with front
ones-the steer angle ratio k could be changed
as wel l .

Assuming that the transt'er functions of yaw
velocity and lateral acceleration to steering wheel
angle, when rear wheels are left unsteered, are:

l + T r S
[r/Dsw]r=o - Gro

l +

[i/Dsw]*-6 : Gyo
l + T , s + T 2 s 2

l +

In this test vehicle, both functions can be ex-
pressed as follows:

I  +  ( l  *  Lr )TrS

[y/8sw] - ( l  -k)  GIo
I  +  ( l  +  t r , r )Trs  +

' tr

I  +  3 s  +
(t')

( l  + trr) T,S2

Provided. however.

C,b - Cra

Cra

k

l - k I  - k

Assuming that the test vehicle is of neutral
steer construction in which the weights of itti fiont

and rear sections and the cornering powers of its

front and rear wheels are equal, the transfer func-

tions (3) and (4) can be expressed as shown

below:

lr/sswl = Grk -l+'I%
t + 1 ! s + i

o ( . r ) -

[ji/Ssw] : Gik
I  +  ( l  +  \ ) T , S  +

1 r
l + a S -

(D

(r + \) T:s:

Provided, however,

Grk : (l _ k) Gro

Ar

s2
(r)2

'.r: g+!
t - k

(
l ' t : b

s2
o?

I  - k

n

l - k
n

Giik

l

:  ( l  -  k ) G f o

2k
l - k

2L 52
; * " r '

4 r * {
(r) (t)'

' * # t * r E

ln this case, tr (l - k)/n can discretionally be
changed simply by choosing any value for n-
the ratio of steer angle of rear wheels to that of
fiont ones-as well as ltrr n-the ratio of steer
angle of front wheels to steering whcel angle. lt
is possible, therefore, to change the phase of
lateral acceleration response independently fiom
yaw velocity responrie.

The tests werc conducted with the time con-
stant incrernent varied. while eains Grk ancl GVk

[r/Esw] = (l -k) Gro
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Figure 1. Vehicle steering response (simulator
test)

were kept cons(ant. The gains were set at levels
close to those of a production compact car. As
an example of the characteristics shown by the
test vehicle on the simulator. Figure I gives its
response firr each of the selected time constant
incrernent \ at a speed of'flO km/h.

Test Method

Two types of closed-loop tests were applied
to the test vehicle set up on a drurn-type lateral
motion simulator [2] .

Sudden Lane Change Test (SLCT)

It is a test which sinrulates evasive maneuver.
The subiects change a lane intermittently in keep-
ing with the motion of a target stepping fiorn side
to sidc in an irregular fashion. The target is set
up at a syrot about eight meters ahead the sublects.
The center ol 'gravi ty of the test vehicle is also
indicated horizontal ly along with the target in
orcler to elinrinate $cattering in perforrnance of
thc subjects due to dif'terences in individual per-
cept i{)n.  To whal extent and when a lane slrould
be chan_sed is entirely indepl'ndent of the sub-
jects. whrr. however. are requested to bring the
mark of the vehicle 's center of eravi ty closc to
the target as quickly as possible.

SECTIoN 5: TECHNICAt SESSIONS

Course Tracking Test (CTT) :

It is a test designed to check up ()n normal
driving. As is the case with SLCT, the subiects
are required to bring thc nrark of the vehicle's
center of gravity as close to the target as possible.
In this test, however. the target nroves at random
with a tiequency component of lrelow 0.-] l-lz.

Both tests were carried out with the tcst vehicle
at three different speeds of 4(), 60 and 80 knVh,

Test Drivers
Table I shows the seven drivers selected for

the closed-lDDp tests on the simulator. They in-
clude a wide varicty of drivers ranging tiom a
very skilled one to a beginner who ha.c seldom
driven a car. To check the eff'ect gain may have
upon the performance, two of them were sub-
jected to a series of tests in which a various gains
in vehicle response were given.

Simulator Test Results

General tendency for seven subjects
(l) Relationship between the phase of lateral

acceleration response and control performance

SI,CT

To look into the control performance of a
driver-vehicle system, the ITAE nurlbers fbr
deviation of lateral rnovement e and timc rcquired

:.:v

i;,qj

i,':

Table 1. Subject characteristics.

Sublec t Age Occupat ion
Driving

expe i lence
Drlving
frequency

B

c

D

E

F

G

30

42

40

34

25

22

Univers i ty
s ta f  f

Automotive
eng ineer

Un ivers i ty
staf f

Univer$lty
$taf{

Un iver$ i ty
s ta f  t

Un iversity
s tuden t

Un ivers i ty
s tudent

1 7

1 0

22

a0

1 5

3

0.5

Every day

Every day

Almost
every oay

Every day

Every day

Evety day

Several
t i m e s  i n
the  pas t
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Figure 2. Driver-vehicle performance in l.T.A.E.
no. (sLCT).

Figure 3. Driver-vehicle performance in settling
time (SLCT).

for the effor to settle within the range of -r 0. lm
wcre determined.

Figure 2 and f;igure 3 show the average value
of results obtained by seven subjects as well as
the standard deviation in relation to thc time con-
stant incrcment \ for the vehiclc's lateral accel-
eration response.

2
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Figure 4. Driver-vehicle performance in inte-
grated absolute error (CTT).

CTT

An integrated absolute enor in control was
applied as one of the yardsticks to delve into the
control pcrformance o1' a clriver-vehicle system.
Indicated in Figure 4 are the average value of
results obtaincd by seven subjects and the stand-
ard deviation in relation to time constant incre-
ment A.

All of these figures show the same tendencies
common to both cvasive maneuver and normal
driving. The tendencics notcd include:

. When the time constant increment )t is made
positive and as the result the phase of lateral
acceleration response is pushed forward, the
perfrlrrnance of a driver-vehicle system will
be improved to a remarkable degree.

. When the vehicle speed increases, the per-
formance will generally go down, while the
effccts of tr will become greater. When I --
tr, there will be linle difference in pertorm-
ance arising from a difference in vehicle
speed.

. Whcn tr, is in a range exceeding l, the im-
provement in control pertormance will level
off .

(2) Relationship between the phase of lateral
acceleration response and suhjective ratings

How the driver's subjective ratings would be
influenced by the time constant incrcment tr was



Figure 5. Effect of tr on subjective rating.

examined. Subjective ratings were obtained ac-
cording to the mcthod proposed by Wcir of STI
[31. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the
time constant increment )r and the average sub-
jective rating by seven subjects in the two closed-
loop tests.

As can be clearly seen from this figure, the
subjective ratings would be improved in relution
to an increase in time constant for lateral accel-
eration response as is the case with the contr()l

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

performance. It should be noted here. however,
that when the vehicle is run at the speed of 40
km/h, the optimum value seems to lie somewhere
flround tr = l.

(3) Effects of the steady-state gain and phase
of lateral  accelerat ion resp(.)nr ie on control
perforrnance

In addition to time constant tor lateral accel-
eration respon$e, five different steady-state gains
were introduced to check up on the control per-
formance, Figure 6, for example, shows the
ITAE numbers which were obtained in SLC'I^
applicd to the subject C driving the vehicle at the
speed of 80 km/h.

From this figure it can be clearly shown that
changes ih steady state gain produce much less
effects on the control performance than time
constant.

Similar results were obtained with another sub-
ject and different conditions as well.

Effects of drivers' skill level on control
perJormance and subjective ratings

(l) Control performance
Among the simulated closed-loop tests, the

results of SLCT's were given in Figure 7 in ITAE
numbers and settling time for each driver at each
of the vehicle speeds selected fbr the test pur-

LT.A.E.No.
(  sec ' )

Uo:8Okm /h

Figure 6. Effectof \andsteadystategainGLw(0) on driver-vehicle performance.
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Figure 7. Driver-vehicle performance ol
dividuat subjects.

poses. The diagrarrr also shows the details of an
integrated absolute error in CTT's.

When the vehicle was running slowly, control
performance did not vary very much with dif_
f'erent drivers, but when the vehicle sDcecl was
increased, it tendcrd to vary sharply with each
driver at tr { I and less sharply at I :< tr.

Control perfbrmance dift'ered most remarkably
with each driver in SLCT's particularly when the
vehicle was running at 80 km/h. Based on the
results of these tests, the subject drivers may be
hroadly divided into two groups:
. Group I: Able to achieve admirable results in

every respec:t but less affected by the time
constant increment tr, (Sub.jects A, B ancl C-
skilled drivers)

. Group II: Unable to achieve good results in
general, and strongly affected by the time con_
stant increment \ (Subjects D, E, F and G_
unskilled drivers)

(2) Relationship between subjective ratings
and control performance

Figure I shows the average subjective rating
of each of these two groups and the variance
between them as determined in the simulated
closed-loop tests.

When the vehicle was running slowly, a
marked difference was seen betwcen Groups I
and II, while at a high speed, little diffbrence
was observed. As ref'erred to earlier in this sec-
tion, there was little difference in control per-
formancc between the two groups when the ve-
hicle was running slowly, but at a high spced,
a marked difference was noticed between them.
This suggests that at a low speed, even inexpe-
rienced drivers can achieve good crlntrol per-
formance through increased effbrts, while skilled
drivers can make satisfackrry performancc with
little eflbrts. The extcnts of efforts exertccl by
good and poor drivers are apparently reflectecl in
their subjective ratings. When the vehicle is run-
ning fast, on the other hand, unskilled drivers try
very hard to make good control perfbrnrance al_
though unsuccessfully, and skilled rlrivers are
also required to exert suhstantial effons to
achieve good results. This is probably why the
ef'furts of both groups became nearly equal, re-
ducing the difference in their subjective ratings.

Drivers naturally exert different degrees of

In-
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Figure B. Effect of driver's skill level on subjective rating.

efforts to improve their control performance,
depending on whether the results of the test are
nearly as high as, or much lower than. the level
they intended to achieve. Data have been pre-
parecl to identify the relationship between the
drivers' subjective ratings and control perf'orm-
ance. Figure 9 gives a chart worked out from
ITAE numbers for control errors and subjective
ratings.

A.s is apparent from this chart, there is a sig-
nificant correlation between subjective ratings
and contrr>l performance when the subjective rat-
ings are in an unsatisfactory range. Where the
subiective ratings are quite satisfactory, how-
ever, improvement in control perf'ormance levels
off even if subjective ratings become better.
Since a driver's subjective rating is considered
to depend on his control pedormance and efforts
for control action, an improvement in his sub-
jective rating with his control pertbrmance im-
proves to a certain degree through an advance in
the phase of the vehicle's lateral acceleration, a
driver begins to save his control effofts rather
than tries to achieve stil l better result.

(3) Driver's behavior

A number of diagrams were worked out to ex-
amine how a driver's control action varies with
different time constants for lateral acceleration re-
sponse urd what difference may be observed in this
respect between the groups of skilled and unskilled
drivers ref'erred to earlier in this repon. These dia-

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS

grams include najectories on the phase plane of
lateral motion in SLCT (Figure l0), spectraldensity
of steering wheel angle in CTT (Figure ll), and
Bule diagrams of steering wheel angle to deviation
of lateral movenrcnt (Figure 12).

Figure 9. Relationship between subjective
rating and driver-veh icle performance.
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Figure l0 shows the trajectories taken by sub-
jects A and F when the vehicle was running at
80 km/h; they were picked out a$ typical skilled
and unskilled drivers fiorn Groups I and II. It
was found that subjcct A, a good driver, is not

appreciably influenced by tr, while subject F, a
poor driver, is substantially affbcted by this fac-
tor. A larger value ol tr helps reduce improper
motion in F's control action, and l-ris steering
action becomcs closer to that of subiect A.

Sub A Sub F
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Flgure 11. Spectral density of steering wheet angle.



Figure 12. Driver's control response.

Figure I I presents the special density of steer-
ing whcel angle shown by subjects A and F at
40 km/h and 80 km/h,

When the vehicle was running at 40 km/h, the
difl'erence between the two subjects was not very
signilic:ant, and the spectral density of steering
wheel angle f'or both clrivers reached a peak
around 0.I  *  0.2 Hz and 0.7 Hz. The lower-
fiequency peak is not appreciably influencerJ by
tr, while the higher-frequency peak varies with
tr, becoming lower as }, increases. It may be
assurned that the lower-ftequency peak repre-
sents steering action intended to follow the target
mark, and the higher-fiequency one represents
steering action to compensate deviation between
the vehicle's L-enter of gravity and the target. This
implies that an increased time constant for lateral
acceleration response helps reduce the required
steering wheel displacement for correction.

When the vehicle speed was increased to g0
km/h, a significant diff'erence was noticecJ be-
tween the twu drivers. As represented by the
perfbrmance of sub.ject A, Group I drivers on the
whole used a rnuch smaller steering action at this
vehicle speed than at 40 km/h. This means rhat
thcir steering wheel displacernent is reduced as
the vehicle goes faster; The steering action of the
(iroup II drivers at 80 km/h was not so rnuch

SECTION 5 ;  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

smaller than at 40 knn/h, as is the case *ith sub-
ject F.

It is true of each subject belonging to individ-
ual groups.

The Bode diagrams in Figure l2 give a typical
example of the transfer f unction of stccring wheel
angle 6sw applied by the drivers ibr deviation e.
As tr, becomes larger, the higher-frequency com_
ponent of a driver's steering gain decreases, and
the phase of his steering delays.

To quantitatively exarnine this phenonrenon
more closely, an attempt was nrade to pklt the
relationship between the delay in the phase of the
vehicle's lateral acceleration to steering action
and the advance in the phase ofthe driver's sreer-
ing for control error. The results are as shown
in Figure 13. The diagram gives the average val-
ues for the three drivers of Group I (indicated by
a circle) and four others fiom Group II (indicated
by a triangle) at rhe fiequency of 0.7.5 Hz which
apparently lies within the range of compensating
steering.

These data indicate that the drivers propcrly
advanced the phase of their steering to compen-
sate fbr delay in the phase of the vehicle's lateral
acceleration. The thct that a driver can clelay the
phase of his steering part icular ly when the t ime
constant of lateral acceleration bccomes larger
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Figure 14. Gain relationship between vehicle steering response and driver's control action.

means that he gets so much more time allowance,
which subsequently reduces his mental stress.

Figure l4 gives a similar diagram showing the
relationship between the vehicle's lateral accel-
eration gain in higher frequency and thc driver's
steering gain. It .suggests thar the drivers tested
reduced their steering gain in a proper degree to
compensate for an increase in the higher-frer
quency component of the vehicle's gain. It may

Figure 15. Vehicle steering response (proving ground test).

be assumed, however, that there is a little wider
disparity in gains than in phases.

PROVING GROUND TESTS

Test Vehicle and lts Response
Characteristics

These tests were carried out by using an ex-
perimcntal vehiclc which was based on the same
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concept as for the one used for the simulated
tes.ts. Figure I5 gives the frequcncy character_
istics of yaw and lateral acceleration responses
for four difTerent tirne constant increments as
shown by this test vehicle while actually running
at IJO km/h. Its yaw and lateral acceleration re_
sponses to step steering input are presentecl in
Figure 16.

Test Method

A lane change test corresponding to an SLCT
on a simulator was conducted on o p.,ru,ng
ground at a vehicle speed of g0 km/h with tr
varied to four different levels. fhree_meter_wide
Ianes were used in this test, and the drivers were
requested to start changing lanes at any point they
would choose and rcturn the vehicle to steady,
straightahead running in the new lane as quickly
as they could. The clriver's steering action and
the vehicle's rnotion were record*a ny a data
recorder installed in the vehicle itself. The test
vehicle was also equipped with a track marker
wnrcn Jets water on the road surlace liom the
vehicle's center of gravity to help check the
course it has taken.

Test Drivers

For safety purposes, two experienced drivers
were selected frorn Croup I, andone with average
driving skill fiom arnong a nunrber of drivers
who had no experience in simulated clriving.
Necessary infornration on the new driver is grven
in Table 2.

Test Results

Figure l7 shows the settling time required by
each suhject for each of the lour tr, levcls in a
lane change test, while Figure I fi present,s his
subjective rating.

. 
Of these diagrams, Figure lT corresponcls to

the center bottorn chart in Figure Z, ani Fisure

Figure i6. Vehicfe response to step steering in_
put (proving ground test).

18 to Figure 5. In a proving grouncl resr, the
optirnunr value of i, is f'ound in a range not too
high. It was confirmed, howevcr, that*Loth con_
trol peifrrrmance and subjective ratings improve
substantially around tr: I as in thJ simulated
terits.

CONCLU$ION
The findings ol'the closed-loop tests conducted

on a lateral motion sirnulator,r-,uy b* summarized
as follows:
. If the tinre constant for lateral acceleration

responsc becrlmes larger and its phase ad_

Table 2. Additional subject on the proving ground test.
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Figure 17. Driver-vehicle performance in set'
t l ing t ime (proving ground test).

vances, the control perlbnlance of a driver-
vehicle system improves remarkably, partic-
ular ly when the vehicle is running fast.
Under such conditions, a driver's subjective
rating also shows a rrrarked improvement.
The tendency ref'erred tu ahove begirrs to level
off wherr the phase of lateral acceleratiort re-
sponse advances to a certain clegree.
Changes in lateral acceleration gain do not
produce so grcilt an effect as changes in phase.
A higher vehiclc specd results in a greater
diff'erence in control performance between
drivers with di f ferent levels of dr iv ing ski l l ,
When the verhic:le is running ltrst, the tendency
in I procluces a significant efTect on those
drivers who make poor perlbrmance at the
normal level of time constant tbr lateral ac-
celeration ( \ : 0) , When the tirne constant f or
lateral acceleration response is increased to
a certain level, the differcncc between good
and poor drivers can be minimized.
A lower vehicle spccd rneans a greater dif-
ference in sub.jective rating between drivers
with di f fbrent levels of ski l l .
The subjectivc rating, when in an unsatisfac-
tory range, is closely correlated with control
performance, but when in a sornewhat satis-
tactory range, it alone becomcs better while
the improvement in control perfbrmance lev-
els off.

Figure 18. Effect of I on subjective rating (prov-
ing ground test).

. The spectral density of a driver's steering ac-
tion during a course tracking test has two
peaks; one is the lower-frequency peak (at 0. I
- 0,2 Hz) which represents his steering in-
tended to fbllow the target, and the other is
the higher-frequency peak (arouncl 0.7 Llz)
representing his compensating steering.

. A driver adjusts the phase of his steering and
its gain in a higher-frequency range, depend-
ing on those of the vehiclc's lateral acceler-
ation response.

The findings of the proving groutrd tests have
also confirmed the tendencies nttted in l, 2, and
3 above.

FUTURE STUDIES

The studies so far carried out revealed that the
control perfbrmance of a driver-vehicle systern
is substantially atfected by a chunge in the char-
acteristics of li ltcral accclcrtrtion response cvcn
if those of yaw response are lcli unchangccl.
These f indings are quite reasonnble because
whether a driver-vehicle system can be safely
operated on a road eventually clepends on the
locus of the vehicle 's center of gravi ty.  Since the
lateral motion of a vehicle is no dor.rtrt influenced
to a degree by its yaw re$ponse as well, it is
interesting to examine how the control perform-
ance of a driver-vehicle system is affected hy its
yaw response. For this pr.rrpose, we are planning
to extend our research activities to this alea.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL $ESSIONS
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NOMENCLATURE

distance from front axle to C.G.
distance from rear axle to C.G.
wheel base (= a * b)
gear ratio of rear to front wheels
gear ratio of steering wheel to front
wheels
front tires' cornering power
rear tires' cornering power
vehicle forward velocity
steering wheel angle
yaw velocity
lateral acceleration
lateral velocity relative to simulator
lateral position of C.G.
lateral position of target mark
deviation of lateral movement (: y
- vd)

steady state yaw velocity gain of con-
ventional vehicle
steady state lateral acceleration gain
of conventional vehicle
steady state yaw velocity gain of ex-
perirnental vehicle
steady state lateral acceleration gain
of experimental vehicle
yaw time constant

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

TI.T2
)rr

I l ,) t2

T

E

(r)

lateral acceleration time consranr
yaw time constant increment of ex-
perinrental vehicle (normalized) r
lateral acceleration time constant in-
c rement  o f  exper imenta l  vch ic le
(normalized)
equivalent time constant increment of
lateral acceleration responrie
damping ratio of vehicle steering
resp0nse
undamped natural liequency of ve-
hicle steering response

a
b
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n
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ABSTRACT

Today many investigations of different ways
have been started, to find out, how vehicle han-
dling parameters and active saf'ety can be cor-
related. ln this paper an attempt is made, to give
an aid for a judgment on the validity of the results
of such investigations.

To this end all areas of influence on the ac-
cidents in real traffic and on the results of ctif-
ferent investigations are listed.

The parts of these influence areas, which arc
directly covered by these investigations are
shown.

By comparing these parts with the remaining
gaps in the total of all inlluence areas we can ger
indications how fhr investigations carried out or
running presently can be valid at the best. Fur_
thermore we get advic:es, what should be done,
to come to a better knowledge on thc relation
between vehicle pirrameters and handling prop_
efties on the one hand and real accident avoiclance
on the other hand.

Despite the fact that it is now becoming in_
creasingly difficult to irnprove vehicle handling
characteristics any more in an attempt to increase
active safety in road traffic, i,e. to cut down
accident figures, the safety aspect still figures
very highly among the development deparlments
of just about every automobile manulacturer.

Subjective,judgment and the experience of the
engineers responsible continue to be the main
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instruments in the examination of development
results (tests using the closed .loop system of
driver-vehic Ie----environment ) .

This is accompanied, however, by the unful-
filled desire to make increascd use of olr.iective
test methods in the assessment process. Unfor-
tunately. ignorance of the extent to which objec-
tively tested handling characteristics assist acci-
dent prevention is as great as the desire itself.

The classical basis of an objective assessment
is the measurement of vehicle rnovement during
a cerlain rnaneuver, where steering wheel and
pedal actuation is preset and the reactive move-
ment of the vehicle is registered (open loop). For
direct test values and derived parameters, cor-
relation with a subiective judgment is sought in
a second, independent series of tests where the
vehicle is driven Iieely as in everyday operation

Maneuver to avoid accident

Chosen
Rel. t ime of I combination Intensity and
i n i t ia t ion  I  o f  opera t ions  I  t ime h is to ry

SECTION 5: TECHNfCAL SESSIONS

on the road (closed loop). This procedure may
be designated as method no. l.

A different method used in various more recent
papers le.g. ( l ) ,  (2),  (3) l  gathers accident data
on the onc hand and vehicle parameters on the
other, classifies them according to variorrs as-
pects and then compares thern with each other
(ref'erred to as method no. 2 in the following).
Thereby attertptri are made to fincJ a direct re-
Iationship between vehicle paralneters and acci,
dent prevention.

First results with method no. 2 suggest that it
may be possiblc to close the gaps stil l evident in
our knrlwledge.

So tar the parameters of a vehicle have been
represented hy dimensions and calculated values,
and nr.rt so rnuch by test values, and it is doubtless
temptintt to think that one nright be able to f'orget

Accident statist ics

Method of 1 Recordable
recording I and recorded I Completeness
accident process I parameter$ and accuracy

Figure 1. Areas of inf luence for the avoidance of accidents and for statist ical results in real accident
situations.
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the whole involved test procedures involving
road tests and individual measuremcnts.

It is therefbre all the more important to deter-
mine.just how conclusive une can bc whcn em-
ploying rnethod no. 2. For this purpose, this pa-
per attentpts to give an ovcrall view by means
ol'the comparison of methods I and 2 in order
to show which problem areas in the overall land-
scape are covered by these methods, and which
have to remain unheeded. tn this way one can
estimate the degree to which a method has in-
dicative value and the arcas to which it can be
applied.

The task is approached by showing as a whole
the entire spectrurll of paranreters which have an
effect on the materialization ol' real accidents.
and which play a part in test methods of a meas-
urement-technical, subjective and statistical nature.

This is done (Fig. l) in the form of a consec-
utive sequence, although the various assrtciations
are considerably more complex (4).

Large areas are included under one single
heading, and the size of the individual sections
should not he taken as implying the importance
of the influencing lactor involved,

One thing will be imnrediately obvious, this
being that apart fiom the things that aft-ect the
vehicle alone, there is a comprehensive and com-
plex multiplicity of f'actors which have an effcct
on the results of accident statistics.

Fig. 2-which is also not to be taken quanti-
tatively-indicates which areas are included in
a test carried out according to method l, that is
initially during objective measuremcnt.

ln a series of tests concerning sorne handling
discipl ine, i t  is almost always the case that r ln ly

Vehic le  and dr ive Information,
v is ib i l i t y ,
feedback, controls,
ins t ruments

concept ,chassis  Tota l i ty Load and True distr ibution vehicle f  leet in
des ign ,  power  I  o f  veh ic le general  I  o f  types in  I  region examined
t ransmiss ion  I  charac ter is t i cs cond i t ion  I  d i f fe ren t  reg ions  I  o r  in  tes t  ser ies

Driver

Physlcal and
mental  at t i tude
to vehic le Behavioura l
concerned, Discernment change when

A s  l A d a p t a t i o n l F a m i l i a r i z a t i o n momentary  |  (as  tes t  I  faced w i th
contro l ler l  tovehic le I  wi thvehic le I  AS" I  Exper ience I  const i tu t ion I  Or ive4 |  danger

Environment

Weather Road configuration *- Traff ic

V is ib i l i t y , Genera l  Maneuver  o f
acc. to I  acc. to temperature, I Traffic t ra f f  i c  f low I  o ther  po ten t ia l
cons t ruc t ion  I  weather V is ib i l i t y  I  in fo rmat ion and dens i ty  I  acc ident  par ty

Maneuver to avoid accident

Chosen
Rel .  t ime o f  I  combina t ion In tens i ty  and
in i t ia t ion  I  o f  opera t ions  I  t ime h is to ry

Accident statistics

Method of Recordable
recording I and recorded I Completeness
acc ident  p rocess  I  parameters ano accuracy

Figure 2. Areas of inf luence for the avoidance of accidents, directly concerned proportion I,
when test ing with the open loop system (1a).
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very small sub-ranges of some influencing factors
are directly included; each influencing factor
named represcnts the overtrll range of variations
which come under it.

By way of example, the unbroken hars des-
ignate the sub-ranges concerned in the objective
measurement la of a vehicle characteristic. The
following influencing factors are involved:

. vehicle behaviour,

. load and general vehicle condition,

. composition of test fleet,

. road surface,

. weather.

. manguver.

In contrast to this, a subjective assessment lb
carried out in parallel and acting as a measuring
standard for method no. I concerns (Fig. 3):

. a normally extended partial amount of vehicle
characteristics,

. the visual and operating conditions in the
vehicle.

. load and general vehicle condition,

. composition of thc test fleet,

. the driver as a simple controller,

. a certain adaptation of the driver toward the
vehicle,

' age'
. experience,
. momentary constitution,
' discernment of test drivers employed,
. road surface,
. weather,
. maneuver, nornrally extended area.

For the pure test la using the open loop system,
one can see fnrm Fig. 2 that only a very small

IIndlvldual vshlcle Al l  vehicleg

concept, cha$sis 1 Total l ty
lnformation,
v is ib i l i t y ,
feeclback, controls,
ins t ruments

True d ls l r ibu t ion  r  veh ic le  f lee t  in
design, power I of vehicle of  types  in  I  reg ion  examined
t ransmiss ion I  character is t ics dif ferent regions I or in test serres

Physical and
menta l  a t t i tude
tO veh iC le
concerneo,
momenlary
cons l i tu t ion

(as  tes t  I  faced w i th
dr iver )  |  danger

t- Weather Road configuration -fr Traffic

Road surface:
acc.  lo |  8CC. tO lemperature, I  Traff ic t ra f f  i c  f  low I  o ther  po ten t ia l
COnstructiOn I weather w ind  I  space Vis ib i l i t y  I  in fo rmat ion and dens i ty  I  acc ident  par ty

Maneuver to avoid accident

Rel. t ime of I combination
In i t ia t ion I  o f  operat ions I  t ime h is tory

Accident statistics

Method of r Flecordable
recording I anO recorded I Completeness
accident plocess I parameters ano accuracy

Figure 3. Areas of influence for the avoidance of accidents, directly concerned proportion I,
in the case of subjective assessment (1b) by an individual driver.
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part is recorded of that which occurs in traffic
and under the rlany possihle operating ctlndi-
tions. and also that the driver and his interaction
with the vehicle and the environment are com-
pletely ignored. Accordingly, no conclusions can
be drawn with regard to accident prevention.

Evaluation of the test results is, therefore, not
possible with the measurements la alone. lnstead
it is attempted with the second series of tests lb.

Here one falls back in development depaft-
ments to experiences in subjective evaluations
during normal road tests and checks where there
are tendentious agreements between these sub-
jective judgments and the results of tests using
the open kxrp, adding conceivahle theoretical
model configurations in ordcr to find a plausible
explanation for the tendencies found.

As every expert in this field knows, the test
according to la can be used in this way to help
obtain-to a limited extent-a quantitative idea
of individual phenomena fiom dynamic tenden-
cies where there are variations in the individual
vehicle,

ln contrast, the declared purpose of the work-
ing groups is to look for a general interpretation
of the test results gained ob.jectively according
to la. For this purpose, special comparative tests
lb fbr subjective evaluation were carried out par-
allel to the objective tests with the same test flcet.

Here one can copy as precisely as possible the
tested maneuver or-at tlte other extreme--{arry
out a number of maneuvers as in normal traffic.
Depending on the procedure applied, tne dis-
cernible correlation between this subjective eval*
uation and the test results will be good to a greater
or lesser extent, where previously a usable cor-
relation wtrs found at best for one particular as-
pect and not fbr a broad and general area. Thus
we have not yet g()t any further than what has
been achieved already by automobile manufac-
turers with the knowledge that conclusiveness is
limited. 'l 'he only question to have been answered
is how well the test drivers have been able to
deal with the drivcn vehicle, with certain param-
eters during the special maneuver. lt was not
possiblc cither to clarify the transition between
the normal driving and threshold regions or to
answer a question relevant to srtfety, not even
with one single type of dynamic maneuver.

This indicates the hopelessness of trying to
find a bundle of tests fbr all types of vehicle

which objectively describes the whole of han-
dling characteristics and which provides com-
parable figures regarding the standard of active
saf'ety achieved.

Neither do the tests printed in motor rnagazines
represent any contradiction, since the conclu-
sions made about handling characteristics are
based on subjective assessment-the same method
as is given prelerence in the industry, i.e. the
opinions of test drivers-and are oflen.just given
an objective appearance and tidied up with an
expressive text.

A look at Figs. 2 and 3 gives some impression
of the reasons why it is hopeless to attempt to
test all handling characteristics objectively, com-
prehensively and conclusively. By tar the most
insoluble problenr is that of testing magnitudc,
because of the large quantity of factors involved.
The number of maneuvers, operating conditions
and road and weather conditions which must be
considered in their comblnations is so massive
that at the most only an insignificant part thereof
can be recorded. [See also (5).]

The possibility of using a f'ew tests to deter-
mine characteristic factors which would then be
sufficient to cover all the driving conditions not
tested founders because of the non-linearity of
the whole system. This concerns not only the
vehicle itself hut also its interaction with the road,
especially when threshold areas are approached.

Even more complex is the interaction between
the driver and the "vehicle-environment" sys-
tem, involving a whole series of indelinite and
temporally variable factors which cause the
driver to react in different ways to situations
which are otherwise identical.

So far, wide areas of this behaviour pattern,
which is so important as regards saf'ety, have
remained unclarified, for example the change in
the control bchaviour of a driver when suddenly
confronted with danger.

Even terms such as adapting the vehicle to the
behaviour spectrum of the driver, or forgiving
handling characteristics, or early warning hefbre
the threshold region is approached, stil l dely to
a grcat extent clear', objective definition and de-
scription. So far these characteristics only alkrw
thenrselves to be felt subjectively, and this is the
only way in which one can determine whether
a vehicle has these characteristics or not, Objec-
tive test methods fbr the assessment of same are
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as good as non-existent. But it is these areas
particularly which are so important.

The difference between Figs. 2 and 3 some-
whilt explains the difficulties involved here. The
many parameters which concern the driver and
play a part in a subjective decision, but which
are lacking in the test, produce an unusable con-
gruence. The many parameters which ure stil l
lacking in any event prevent any tar-rcaching and
generally valid conclusion from being rnade on
the basis of the partial results gained.

With the objcctive tests we are left with only
one fragment of a skeleton from which the overall
picture of the handling characteristics complex
cannot even be rernotely recognized, any more
than one can judge a person's appearance fiurn
a spinal X-ray.

The method no. 2 which was mentioned hriefly
at the beginning is different in principle. It rep-
resents an attempt to at least gain some answers
to the question of what effect vehicle features
have on active saf'ety.

Here one does not take the tiresome path of
analysing the behaviour of vehicle and driver and
accident situations, hut bridges the gap directly
from vehicle to accident with the aid of statistics.

The nrethod is based on the most cornprehen-
sive accident statistics possible in con'iunction
with the possible details connected with active
saf'ety. Normally, accidents involving several
vehicles are rejected in favour of those involving
only one. These, or a part of these, for example
accidents occurring in bends, are now sorted,
firstly according to vehicle type, then according

Vehicle and drlve Information. Composition of
True distribution vehicle l leet inconcept, cha$sis Total i ty visibi l i ty,

design, power I of vehicle I teedback, controls, of types in I  region examined
t ransmiss ion I  character is t lcs l  inst rumenrs dif ferent regions I or in test series

Driver

Physical and
menta l  a t t i tude
to vehicle Behavloural
concerned, Discernment change when

A$ 
. .  I  

Adapta t ion  
I  Fami l ia r i za t ion  |  |  |  momentary  |  (as  tes t  l faced w i thconrroi ler l  tovehiare l  withvehicre l  Agel Experrencel const i tut ion l  or iver) loung*.
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in i t ia t ion I  o f  operat ions I  t ime h is tory

Accident $tatistics
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Figure4' Areasof influencefortheavoidanceof accidents,directlyconcernedproportion f ,
when comparing vehicle parameters with accident frequency (example of method no 2).
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to design features, dimensions and dynamic pa-

rameters. A graph is then drawn up showing in

each case the accident frequency in sotne cor-

rected furm as a function of the alteration to ve-
hicle characteristics.

If one does not correct the accident frequency,
then it is almost always the case that one f'eature
dorninatcs to such an extcnt that no other rcla-
tionship can be recognized, This f'eature is the
driver's age, and filr the rcason stated it is elim-
inated from the statistics [e S. (l)].

The influences which are directly observed in

a test carried out using rnethod no. 2 are shown,
by way of example, in Fig. 4. It is between these
data, which a$ can be seen are very l'ew, that a
relationship is sought.

In this case they are:

. vehicle concept,
' composition of vehicle fleet,
. age O[ driver,
. experience of driver,
. weather,
. traffic space,
. accident statistics.

ln fact one normally linds either no correlation
or only a very weak correlation between a vehicle
feature and the so-called corrected (nornralized)
accident fiecprency.

The nrore distinct relationships found, how-
ever, have to be treatcd with very great care and
great suspicion.

After all, onc has as a basis a large number
of indivic lual ,  real  processes involving al l  the in-
flr.rencing factors listed in the illustrations,

Stric:tly speaki ng, the rel ationsh ips estirblished
from statistics can only be valicl when all thc
influencing factors not directly considered-that
is to siry, all the areas without the black line in
Fig, 4 are either identical or have no eft-ect.

If need be, the accident frequency according
to these areas would havc tr-r bc corrected.

Because of the number, sizc and complexity
ofthe influencing factors, these preconditions are
purely and simply impossible to fulli l. Conse-
quently, all the results gained by method no. 2
are, at the lcast, very unsalb and in generrrl can
only be conclusive to a very limited degree.

'l-his observation can bc explained by thc fol-
lowing two examples.

EXPERIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

In papers (l) and (2) it is ascertained that. as
wheelbase increases, the fiequency of solo ac-

cidents shows it weak decreasing tendency. 
'fhe

influence of the driver's age has been elirninated
here.

Of the various vehicle models with differing
wheelbases, each is in itself a balanced, indivicl-
ual vehicle incorporating a certain clcsign com-
promise of characteristics, In general. a change
in wheelbase simr.rltaneously involves, for ex-
ample, a change in width and mass, not infre-
quently a different level or scope of equiprlent,
plus a change in technical expenditure anyway
and a difl'erent purchase price.

It is therefore also probable that the clriver, on
average, will quite unconsciously take on a dif-
ferent attitude, depending on what class of ve-
hicle he is driving. A more expensive vehicle
would perhaps cause hirn to exercise more cau-
tion. Sofler suspension and weaker damping, as
found on not a f'ew of the upper-category vehi-
cles-and which was definitely the norm at thc
time the reports were compiled-certainly cause
the driver to drive rnore serenely than with a
sporty and norrnally smaller vehicrle,

As a result. it is quite impossible to determine
the isolatecl eft'ect ol' one single f'eature, in this
case thc whcelbase, although it would be even
plausible here.

The statistics allow no more to be said than:
"These vehicle types, classified accorcling to
wheelbase, where only this accident catcgory is
considered, where only one degree of accident
severity is considered, and with rcspect to this
spatiil l and temporal framework, showed a de:
c reas ing  acc ident  tendency  w i th  inc reas ing
wheelbase. "

'l'his does not allow one to conclude that a
longer wheelbase in itself is in general bcttr--r as
regarcls active sal'ety, and by no rneans perrlits
one to judge how much bcttcr it might be.

In another exarnple (3), one read from the sta-
tistics that rcar-cnginecl vchic:lcs arc invulved in
more accidents in bends than vehicles with a
standard layout or fiorrt-whecl clrive.

In fact it was ascertained that une single type
of rear-enginecl vehicle, obviously the VW Bee-
tle, was invulved in rlore of tlrese accidents,
Now the VW Beetle undoubteclly clil ' i 'ers lium
the vehicles compared with rt in rnr)rc than .just
its drive cLrncept. lt has mirny other dill 'erent l-ea-
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tures which are not necessarily related to this
drive concept.

These begin with the wheel suspension kine-
matics and the elasticities of the wheel suspen-
sion, continue with the steering characteristics,
tyres and power transmission and end with the
seating position, the support aflbrded by the
seats, visibility fiorn the vehicle, the controls and
the steering I'eel. etc. Also one is dealing hcrc
with a rather outdated vehicle concept. In (3) the
diff'erences in over-steering tendency between
front-wheel and standard drive cuncepts are ac-
tually given as being much greater than between
standard and rear-wheel drive c()ncepts. although
the percentages fbr accidents in bends are alrnust
the same tbr the former case and ar-e orriy no-
ticeably higher in the case of the rear-engined
vehicle.

It is therefore incomprehensihle, and for the
reasons stated in fact inadmissible. that the drive
concept should be given as the one and only
rea.$on fbr the hi*eher figures fbr accidents in
bends. One particular feature ol the vehicle type
has heen singled out here instead of the whole
individual typc. And this is quite apart from rhe
particular characteristics of the pcople who drive
these vehicles, which cannot be I'xcluded.

The above considerations and examples make
it  c lear that with mrthod no. 2 i t  is in i t ia l ly only
possible to show the extent to which rhe vehicles
found on the roads and their drivers are involved
in the overall accident ligures. Huwever, the re-
lationships are so intricate that the picture im-
mediately becolnes very unclear when one tries
to cletermine the eff'cct of individual vchicle
features.

Nevertheless, this method is of some value,
it being the only nrean$ of access known today
to quantitative data on how ruad accidents come
aborrt .  Knowledge of the di t ferences in the ac-
cident frequl:ncy of differenr vehicle types in-
duces one to look for and consider the possible
cau$et; which can be located at the rrrost varying
points in the overall systern,

On the other hand. the rash step toward form-
ing conclusions on thc significance of individual
parameters firr thc accident frequency of whole
groups of vehicles belungs at the r lonrent.  and
prr,rLrably fbr a long time to Lrome. to the tield of
speculat i t rn,

A special note has yet to be made on the abil-

ities of the human being as a driver and on the
eftect of these abilities on test results and in
stat ist ics.

With method no. 2, dr iver behaviour is s im-
plil ied in the entirety of its ell 'ect.r on the results,
and particularly a constilnt behaviuur pattern is
assumcd while the changc in his control char-
acteristics is ignored.

ln the case of subiective asries$tnents ( lb) car-
ried out parallel to an objective series of fests
( la), adaptation of thc driver ro rhe vehicle char-
acteristics is included, although the protllem is
tbrmulated in most cases so that the conclusion
gives no delinite inlbrmation as to which adap-
tation is efforlless and happens alnrost uncon-
sciously, and which adaptation represents a load
on the driver and theret'ore a higher saf'ety risk.

Complertely lacking. however, is trny statement
on the eft'ect of the driver's familiarization with
the vehicle's characteristics. in that he has been
driving that particular vehicle for a lung period
of time, whereby he is using more and more a
contnrl behavittur, adjusted specially to the ve-
hicle driven

Basically, these driver characteristics have an
effect on the results in both rnethods I and 2 and
should be kept in rnind.

The ability of the driver to adapt to his vehicle
means firstly that, within one single control pro-
cess, his characteristics as a controller are so
adapted to the vehicle he is using at that time
that-with small perrrrissible rleviations-the de-
sired route, the desired speed and thus the in-
tencled positioning o1'the vehicle on the road can
he rnaintained.

Familiarization with the: vehicle, however. is
a furthe-r means ol'compensating lbr any dif'fbr-
ences in vehicle behaviour, ' l 'he 

familiarization
process could even coiltpensate fbr a fault which
is a suhlect ive test (e.g. l ry a test engineer) would
be describcd us ser ious.

As al l  the vehicles bui l t  in large-scale ser ies
productrun these days have none of these faults,
it i.s all lht: nrore true lo $ay that the srlrall gap
between exist ing di f l 'erences in vehicle behaviour
is br idged alone by the dr iver 's abi l i ty to adjust,
and totally overcome by the cornpleted farniliar-
ization process.

Perhaps this state of affairs is one of the rea-
sons why. for exarnple, in paper (2) on average
only a very snral l  rc lat ionship is cvidcnt betwccn
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vehicle parameters and accident frequency. To

quote the authors' prccise cttmments on the sub-

iect: 
"Some of these tirbles show a connection

between parameter values and accident fiequen-

cies; thc majority do not, Again we caution that

irrespective of whether an apparent connection,

or lack ol'connection, is indicated here, it should

he kcpt in mind that thcse results are prelirlinary

and should not be considered as dcf ini t ive

findings. "

Used correctly in this sense, tests using method

no. 2 can represent a certain aid in increasing

active sat'ety. However, a precise accidcnt re-

corcling system, a large number of data, a flaw-

less statistical processing systelrl and a sober and

self'-critical interpretation of the results are also

necessary if one really wants to provide sollle-

thing profitahle in respect of safety.
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Vehicle Handling Characteristics During Braking in a Turn

KLAUS ROMPE
Institute for Traffic SafetY
tUV Rneinland e. V., Cologne

ABSTRACT

In 5 to 12% of all accidents vehicle hehaviour
during braking and steering simultaneously is one

of the causes. On the other hand the demand for

shortest brake distanccs during straight line brak-
ing inlluenccs the stahility resel've during braking
in a turn. Therelbre, vehicle handling character-
istics in this ntanoeuvre have a very high accident

avoidance potential.
The test procedure hraking during steady state

turning allows a gttod cliscrimination of the dif'-
t 'crent influences on the handling characteristics
and enables att evaluation of the yaw stability
and thc limit of steerability. Most important for
the handling behaviour during hraking in a turn

is the rnornentary ratio of brake force and wheel
load on each axle. 'fhe main influencing I'actor
is surcly the constructional brake lbrce clistri-
bution. other lactors are thc vehicle loacl crotldi-
tion. the nrornents of inertia cronnected with the

wheels or the towing of a trailer. With decreasing
road surface fiiction the linrit of steerability de-
creases overproportionally and also the stability
reservcs become smaller.

Although braking in a turn is only one of sev-
eral manoeuvres representing the driving safety
of a car, this test procedure ofl'ers the pttssibility

to evaluate alterations to vchicle handling char-
acteristics resulting from wear and tear or re-
plircernent of parts by comparing with the state
ol'technology represented by the area of new
designed vehicles.

INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive literature review has shown
that the vehicle behaviour during braking and
steering sirnultaneously is irnportant fbr at least
5*l2%o of all accidents I l. A tnuch higher pcr-
centage of accidents could be avoided if the
driver were to brake and steer in the right way
perceiving the conflict situation l2l.

The literature also gives an impression of the
circurnstances of accidents during braking in a
turn, 'l 'hc' accident rate in turns increases over-



proportionally with dccreasing radius, Figure I ,
For radii frorn 50 to 125 m this rate is up to l0
times higher than on a straight line. Another im-
portant factor is the road surface condition. It has
been shown that the accidcnt rate doubles if the
road surface fiiction coefficient decreases to a
half. So it is estimated that thc manocuvre brirk-
ing and steering in connection with an accident
is performed on wet roads in 5-8o/o of all
accidents.

Brake regulations demand short brake dis-
tances in straight line braking and are in some
cases also lirliting the brake fbrce distribution
on the fiont and rear axle. But the demand for
shorlest brake distances influences the stability
re$erve during braking in a turn.

These facts demonstrate very clearly the im-
portance of the driving manoeuvre braking in a
turn and the very high accident avoidance poten-
tial of the vehicle handling characteristics in this
driving condition.

Test Methods for Braking in a Turn
Because of the complexity of this driving man-

ocuvre sy.stematical investigati0n.r 0f the vehicle
handling characteristics during braking and steer-
ing simultaneously were established relatively
late. The latest developnents are demonstrated
in the ret'erences [3, 41. lnvestigations were con-
ducted as closed-loop-te$ts, where the control
system driver-vehicle-course is considered. or as
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open-loop-tests in which the driver does not in-
fluence the driving course.

In the closed-loop-tests the driver has the task
to choose steering angle and deceleration such
that he can keep the vehicle within the marked
lane and the required stopping distance. Nor-
mally the marked course is a circle segment.

The open-loop-tests can he either tests with
steering wheel fixed befbre and durirrg braking,
as mostly used, or tests in which a certain steering
angle will be reached bettrre, during or after
brake application.

The most impoftant evaluation criteria t'or the
vehicle behaviour during braking in a turn have
to consider
. the side deviatiun from the initial path and the

limit of steerability
. the amount of the slip or yaw angle (yaw

stabi l i ty) .

Possible criteria for this bchaviour are maximum
values, e.g. of the yaw velocity or yaw accel-
eration or of the slip angle, integrated or mean
values at the cnd of the braking llanoeuvre such
as path deviation, cour$e angle. deviation, course
radius or steering activity and values at the time
of the normal driver reaction such as lateral ac-
celeration, yaw velocity and slip irngle one sec-
ond after brake application. Good correlation
between these objective measurement values and
suh.iective evaluation havc been firund especially
for al l  values which consider yaw motion of the
vehicle [5,61.

In order to find out the srrl'ety relevant con-
structionrll pararneters of the vehicle and the road
surface and to establish a suitable test procedure
for braking in a turn, the German Government
comnrissioned TUV Rheintand wirh varrous in-
vest igat ions in this f ie ld.  The aim ol ' th is paper
is to dernonstrate the most irnportant results of
these measurements.

To establish a tcst procedure and to verify eval-
uat ion cr i ter ia,  which al low a good discr imina-
tion of the vehicle behaviour, at first collpre-
hensive measurements were carried out with one
European passenger car [7l. 

'fo sirnulate dill-erent
handling charactcristics the vehicle was testerJ in
the serial condition, with the pressure limiting
valve at the rear axle cut out (rear axle over-
braked) and with a non-braked rear axle (front
axle overbraked). The tcsts were carriecl out
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Figure 2. Lateral acceleration a, and slip angle
d 1 s after brake application as func-
t ion of the decelerat ion a* at this t ime
for 3 vehicle condit ions.

mainly by braking with constant deceleration and
steering wheel fixed during steady state tuming
with an initial lateral acceleration of 5 m/sr. Fig-
ure 2 shows two of the criteria which were best
suited for the discrimination of the vehicle con-
ditions. These were the lateral acceleration au,-
and the slip angle Fr, at the time of thc possible
driver reaction one second after brake applica-
tion. Figure 2 shows these values as a function
of the deceleration a*r- at this tinte. The vehicle
in the serial condition can be compared with the
reference line which gives the lateral acceleration
fbr the hraked car remaining exactly on course.
Up to a deceleration of about tl,5 m/sr, the lateral
acceleration is higher than the reference line
which is caused by the vehicle running on a
smaller radius than the initial radius. At a de-
celeration of about 9 m/s: the lateral acceleration

Figure 3, Yaw angl€ Vsn6 and side deviat ion
Ayeno at the end of braking as func-
tion of brake distance XEn6.

reaches the value 0 which stands for the limit of
steerability. For the car with overbraking on the
front axle this limit of steerability is reached at
decelerations of about 6 m/sr. 'fhis 

car leaves the
circlc path relatively early at a tangent. The car
with overbraking on the rear axle shuws a rnax-
imum lateral acceleration at a decelcration of
about 6 nr/s2. This behaviour is connected with
slip angle of up to 20 degrees, which continues
to increase at higher dccclcrations. The yaw sta-
bility of thc vehiclc in this condition is not very
good.

A lot of other evaluation criteria were also
investigtted. The yaw velocity, firr exarnple, also
gave satisfying results. Figure 3 a.s another ex-
ample shuws the yaw angle Vo,u and the side
deviation Ay6.,, at the end of the braking man-
oeuvre as a function of the brake distance.
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For all three vehicle conditions these values
reach similar heights, so that it is difficult to
discriminate different vehicle behaviours.

In another investigation closed-loop-tests with
these three vehicle conditions and l0 not very
experienced drivers were conducted. Figure 4
shows the time histories of the steering angle of
these drivers at their first attenrpt to keep the
vehicle at a set deceleration in the c:ircle path
marked-out with cones with a radius ol '40 m.
The analysis of these steering angles for mean
values, standard deviation and fiequency con-
tent. the nurnher of the cones hit and the sulrjec-
tive evaluation of the driver led to the result that
the limit of steerability is an important value.
Figure 4 also gives an impression of just how
extensive the range of the drivcr behaviour is.
This range has to be considered by the test efl-
gineer when he establishes the handling charac-

SECTI0N 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Figure 5. Comparison ot the lateral accelera.
tion a, 1 s after brake application for
different vehicles on dry road sur.
faces and radii of 40 m and 100 m.

teristic in terrns ol'a minimum acciclent risk for
the normal driver"

In the meantime this test procedure has been
conducted with I 3 European passenger cars. Fig-
ure 5 shows the area lor the behaviour ol' these
vehicles in the ful ly loucled condit ion in terrrrs of
lateral acceleration for the 40 m radius and a dry
road surface, The range of the hmit of steerability
where the lateral acceleration reaches the value
0 is relat ively smal l ,  but the maximum of the
lateral acceleration. which is connected with the
yaw stability, dcmonstrates larger differences.
For comparison Figure .5 also shows the results
of measurements taken with another group of
cars, containing a snraller American and Japanese
car on a 100 rn Radius [81. l t  is interest ing that
the values ol' the two light transport vehicles
c()ver a wider area than all the passenger cars
together.
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Figure 6. Lateral acceleration ay and slip angle
B 1 s after brake application as func-
tion of deceleration a*. The same
vehicle on 4 wet and 1 dry road
surfaces.

Further investigation had the ainr to analyse
the influence of the road friction cocflicienr on
the vehicle behaviour [9]. Figure 6 shows the
lateral acceleratjon and the slip angle fbr the same
vehicle on one dry and four wet road surfaces.
The friction coefficients ranged liom 0,21 to 0,54
measured with a locked wheel on the Stuttgart
Friction Meter at a velocity of 40 km/h. At low
decelerations there is no difference in the behav-
iour on the wet roads. But with decreasing fric-
tion at higher decelerations the lirnit of steera-
bility, where no lateral acceleration is possiblc,
will be reached earlier. The slip angle in Figure
6 demonstrates that only on the surface with the
lowest li iction the yaw stahility will be influ-
enced in a negative way.

The relatively high values for the slip angle
on this surface are caused bv the earlier lockins

Figure 7. The inf luence of the wheel dr ive on
the yaw behaviour of the car during
braking in a turn on a dry and a wet
road surface.

EXPERIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

of the rear wheels, Although these wheels have
only got a relatively srnall share of the brake
forces, on a car with fiont wheel drivc the rear
wheels can lock earlier on a low fiiction surf ace
and at a fast brake pressure increase because of
the smaller moments of inertia connected with
thent.

This influence of the wheel drive is demon-
strated in Figure 7 for the same vehicle with iront
wheel. rcar wheel and four wheel drive on a clry
sudhce and the wet surfhce with the lowest
friction.

The yaw velocity as a function of the decel-
eration I s afler brake application shows only
very small differences on the dry roacl. But on
the wet surf'ace the fiont wheel drive reaches very
high values for the ytrw velocity and thcrclbre
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Figure 8. Tne influence of the load condition
on vehicle behaviour during braking
in a turn.

a very low yaw stability. The best values are
reached with the tour wheel drive. Because noth-
ing has been changed on this car apart liom the
wheel drive, this different behaviour is caused
only by the diff'erent motrtent of inertia connected
with the wheels.

Figure 8 demonstrtrtes the influence of the load
condition again fbr a dry and a wet road. The
test weight was 1027 kg and to reach the per-
missible total weight of 1250 kg the luggage corn-
panrnent ovcr the rear axle was loaded. Because
of this car's constant brukcr t'orce distribution the
front wheels krck earlier with the tully loaded
luggage compartment than with test weight.

Figure 8 shows that the lateral acceleration of
the fully kracled vehicle cuts the reference line
for no deviation trom the initial path always at
lower delrelerations. 

'Ihe 
limit of steerability is

reached with this weight condition earlier.
Figure 9 shows the behavioul of a vehicle on

a wet roacl surface equippr:cl with and without an
ant i  skid device (ASD) From the latcral  accel-
eration it can bc seett that thc nortnal vehicle

SECTIoN 5 :  TECHNICAL SESSIoNS
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Figure 9. Lateral acceleration ay and velocity
di f ference avx during braking in a
turn, vehicle with and without anti

reaches the limit of steerability at a deceleration
of about -5.r5 rn/sr. But the lateral acceleration of
the vchiclc with ASD stays permanently above
the ret-erence line and therefore does not reach
a limit of steerability. One ol'the reason tbr this
behaviour is demonstrated by the velocity de-
crease A',, frorn the initial speed as a l'unction
of the deceleration. The vehicle with ASD has
lower vekrcity decreases at the same decelera-
tion. That meilns that the mean deceleration in
the lirst second after brake application is luwer
for the vehicle with ASD than for the normal
vehicle.

To evaluate the steerability of the vehicle with
ASD the test procedure braking from steady state
turning was changcd in such a way that together
with the rnaximum deceleration input an addi-
tional steering wheel input ol' 90 degrees was
established. Figure l0 shows the difTerence lbr
the two vehicles and the two test proccdures be-
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tween the lateral acceleration reached and the
ref'erence lateral acceleration which stands tor no
deviation from the initial path, In both tests the
vehicle without ASD has a lateral acceleration
of ahout 0,5 m/sz less than the ref'erence accel-
eratiun and leaves the turn at a tangent. tsut in
the test wrth the additronal steenng wheel input,
the vehicle with ASD reaches a lateral acceler-
ation of about I ,5 m/sr higher than the reference
lateral acceleration which is needed to kecn the
initial turn radius.

Another impofiant influence on the vehicle
handling characteristics during braking in a turn
is the towing of a trailer. Figure I I shows the
lateral acceleration ofthe car and the relative yaw
anglc betwccn the car and the onc axle trailer as
a function of the deceleration. all values I s atier
brake application [0J. The higher curve stands
Ior the car without the trailer. the mean curve ftrr
the car with the braked trailer and the lower curve
for the car with the unbraked trailer. Towing a
trailcr thc vchiclc reaches thc limit of steerability
at a lower dec-eleration and this deceleration is
asain lower the less the trailer is braked.

EXPEBIMENTAL SAFETY VEHICLE$

Figure 11. Lateral acceleration and relative
yaw angle for di f ferent car and trai ler
condit ions.

The vertical force from the trailer on the cou-
pling point ot'the car is the reason tbr the litting
of the car's fiont axle cluling braking, ancl this
in tum is the reason for the earlier locking ol'the
front wheel. As anothcr cf'tect the additional load
on the coupling point of the car can lead at rTlean
dccelerations to higher relativc yaw angle be-
tween car ancl trailcr. Pararneter changes on the
car, like the cornering stitfness of the tyres, or
on the trailer. like the moment o[ inertia or the
tow bar length, are of minor influcncc on the
handling characteristics in this n"Ianoeuvre.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
At this stage rlf develr:pnrent we can $ay

. hraking in a turn fronr steady state turning is
a useful test procedure tbr cliscrirninating the
different influences on the handling charac-
teristics in this important driving manoeuvre

. This test procedure enables an evaluation of
the yaw stability and the lirlit of steerability.
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Figure 12. Yaw velocity and lateralacceleration
as a function of deceleration for the
vehicle with and without camping
construct ion compared with the
area for 7 different European pas-
senger cars.

The most important value for the handling char-
acteristics under these cronditions is the momen-
tary ratio of brake force and wheel load on each
axle. The constructional brake fbrce distribution
is surely the main influence, others are the vehicle
load condition. the moments of ineltia connected
with the wheels or the towing of a trailer. Another
important influence is the road surface friction.
With decreasing friction the limit of steerability
decreases overproportionally and also the stabil-
ity reserves become smaller.

The diff'erences in the handling behaviour dur-
ing braking in a turn for European passenger cars
are relatively small. Larger differences are to be
expected for light transport and commercial ve-
hicles and car and trailer combinations.

SECTION 5: TECHNICAL SESSIONS
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Braking in a turn is only one r:f several man-
oeuvres which represents the driving safety of a
vehicle and the connection between the diftcrent
manoeuvres it; not yet well known. Thcrcfbrc it
stitl has not become possible to design a vchicle
solely on the base of measurable criteria. Sub-
jective evaluation by experienced tcst engineers
continues to play an essential role. But in order
to achieve optimum adaptation of' the vehicle
handling characteristics to the capabilities of the
driver in terms of lninimizing thc accident risk,
we Inust first be able to give an ohjective de-
scriptiorr of the handling characteristics to acquirc
more precise knowledge of the connection he-
tween handl ing character ist ics and accident
occurTence.

At present the objective test procedure braking
in a turn ut'l'ers the only possibility of quantitative
evaluation of'alterations to vehicle handling char-
acteristics resulting frotrt wear and tear ()r re-
placement of parts. As an exarnple in Figure I2
the yaw velocity and the lateral acceleration of
a vehicle with a camping construction rnounted
on the roof and boot is cornpared with the urea
of 7 European vchicles representing thc latcst
design. The dil ' l 'erences in the behaviour caused
by this camping construction are smaller thnn the
rlifferences between these 7 cars. As far as brak-
ing in a turn is concerned there is no reason to
prohibit the use of this construction.
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Lateral acceleration
Ratio of lateral acceleration I s after
brake application and initial lateral
acceleration
Longitudinal deceleration I s after
hrake applicatiorr
Slip angle I s after brake application
Yaw angle at the encl of the braking
Ratio of yaw velocity I s after brake
application and initial yaw velocity

Side deviation frorn the initial path at
the end of the braking
Stopping distance
Steering angle at the hand wheel
Time
Lateral acceleration, when keeping
the initial path exactly
Yaw velocity, when keeping the initial
path exactly
Road sur face  f r i c t ion  coef f i c ien t
measured with the locked wheel at a
velocity of 40 km/h
Difference of initial longituclinal ve-
locity and velocity I s aftcr brake
application
Relative yaw angle between car and
trailer I s afier brake application
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Primary Safety in the Design of Heavy Goods Vehicles: The
Contribution of Human Factors Studies

B.M. BROOKS

Manager-Advanced Technology
Leyland Vehicles Limited

ABSTRACT

A recently puhlished study of accidents in-
volving heavy goods vehicles has indicated that
many FIGV occupant ftrtalities occur in single
vehicle accidents, such as running into trees,
ditches and overturning.

A major contribution to the reduction in ac-
cidents can thus be ntade by studying the vehicle/
driver interface and vehicle aspects of primary
sat'cty.

The commercial vehicle cab is a place of work
and should thus be considered frorn a safety
standpoint in the same way as any other factory,

office or workplace. This paper describes the use
of hunran factors studies of the man in relation
kr his workplace,

Consideration is given to the sequence and
tasks of a typical driving activity and thc stuclies
undertaken in support of each stage of the task
are described.

The aspects covered include:

. Entry. exit ancl general access

. Seating and driving position

. Major control positions and charac:teristics

. Vision-view out, mirror fleld of view

. Driver/vehicle-vehicle/driver communication

. Instrumentation
' Dynamic aspects--ride/handling
. Environmental considerations
. Occupant protection
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The contribution tlf these studies to pritnary

safety and accident avoidance are illu$trated in

their application to the "UK Safety Articulated

Vehicle."

INTRODUCTION

Several reports have been published giving

details of the accident involvctttent of Heavy

Goods Vehicles (HCV's defined fls over 3 tons

unladen weight). One report states that for heavy

gootls vehicle occupants, "the fatalities were

mostly in single vehicle incidents such as runnirtg

into trees, ditches or overtutning" (Neilson,

Kemp, Wilkins, 1979). Another repoft states that
"the numbers of fatal and serious casualties in

HGV's are relatively small, but when they do

occur they usually result fiom impacts between

two HGV's or between an HCV and a rigid road-

side Obstacle" (Grattan, Hobbs 1978)'

Neilson et al. quote statistic:s that indicate the

nuntbers of other road users killed in accidents

in which HGV's were invttlved and also discuss

various "accident avoidance features" that could

be incorporated in vehicles by attbcting their han-

dling and braking.
This information can be contrasted with the

large number of publications deirling with aspccts

of drivcr behaviour and involvement in accidents'

Shinar 1979 in his review of ' the "dr iver enor

related aspects" refers to many accident situa-

tions with the cause being "driver lost control"

or "failure to undertake the appropriate correc-

tive action" or simply "did not see oblcct, Person
or vehicle hi t ."

The breakdown of the stati$tics docs not permit

detailed relationships to be established, but the

severity of the accidents resulting from an eror

by the driver ol an HGV fully.iustify an extensive

study of the driver/vehicle interfhce.

Background to the Human Factors
Studies

To enable the results of any driver/vehicle in-

terface studies to have the maximum impact on

the design of the product, the timing of the work

is important.
I;igure I shows the stages of a vehicle design

sequence frorn initial pre-cclncept investigations

through to final production of the vehicle.
To establish the required range of seating po-

sitions, the layout of controls, the clesirable con-

trol characteristics, the height of steps to the lloor
and ovcrall driver space rcquirements, the intirr-

mation ahout the driver has to bc available early

in the design sequence to influence the initial

vehicle proposals. This type of data is critical to

the overall configurirtion of the vehicle und can-

l.AYour
RUNNlttlc

UNITS
SUBJECTS SUBJECTS

VEHICLE CONFIGURATIOH OHIVING
ALTERNATIVE IjYOIJTS COMPARTM€NT
EXISTING KNOI,VLEOGE COT{TROLS/
LEGISLATION INSTRUMENTS
MARKETINGIHf{RMATION DRIVINGPCISIT'N
FOpU13T;OH RANGE VtStON
COfTIPEfITOHSASSESSMENT SFATAOJUST,S.

s.A.M.
ENVIRONMENT
STEP HEIGHTS
HANORAILS
SEATING
CAPABILITIES

DYT{AMICSTUDIES
TIRIVERS CONTRQLS
USEf, TRIALS (CLIHICSI
SIMULATED SERVICE
IITITERK)R STYLIHG
NOISE LEVELS
CHECKLIST

IN SEHVICE
MONITORING

Figure 1. Vehicle design sequence.
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not be retrospectively incorporated in an already
established vehicle design.

Infilrmati on on dri ver capab i I ities, prel'erences
and space requirements is tlbtained in several
ways. First, fiom the adaptation of data in pub-
lished reports or human factors handbooks. Much
of this data is of military origin and thus requires
caref ul consideration befirre application to a
heavy goods vehicle driver, The studies tend to
be based on predominantly young populations
and may fbr example quote body dimensions
measured in the nude and will thus require an
additional allowance for the appropriate working
clothes.

The second source of information is from
quick "ad hoc" te$ts undertaken with srnall num-
bers of subjects representing the likely extremes
of the general population. These tests would
utilize simplified representations or mock ups of
the proposcrd design and would simulate the real
lif 'e activitles undcrtaken by the driver. The final
source of information would be an cxtension of
the simple test to a fully controlled experiment
utilizing a large representative sampie of the driv-
ing population.

EXPEHIM ENTAL SAFETY VEHICLES

This paper reviews a number of the driver/
vehicle interlhce studies that were undertaken by
the Hurnan Factors Group of l-eyland Vehicles
in support of the T4-5 vehicle design. The studies
used published data, ad hoc tesrs and the fully
controlled experiment to produce the required
information at various stages throughout the de-
sign sequence shown in Figure l.

Driver/Vehicle I nterJace

In the course of operating a heavy good ve-
hicle, the driver will undertake a sequence of
tasks. The tasks undertaken in a typical driving
activity are usecl to illustrate the supporting
studies.

Entry & Exit

The conliguration of steps, grab handles and
door opening was one of the most important study
areas. Access to and frorn vehicles has to be saf'e,
easy to usc and suitable for drivers of all sizes.

Extensive work was undertaken early in the
programme to establish the height, longitudinal
and lateral position of the steps. This was inte-
grated with the work on the grab handles required

Figure 3. Cab entry*finished vehicle.Figure 2. Seating buck for initial tests.
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to give a good halanced posture for each steP
both when gctt ing in ancl out.  In addit ion to these
two palameters. the door opening is ol 'crr i t ical
inrpoflrrnce with the clttor inner surfacc. the open-

ing antle ancl the ;rperture shape itsclf providing
further constraints on the entry dcsigns.

The work was initially undertaken on simple
hucks as shown in Figure 2, then on exiilct rep-
resentations of the design proposal (ic-onic models)

incorporat ing these and earl icr  results and then

f inal ly on prototypes and with user tr ia ls vehicles.

The final design (Figure .1) incorporates low
step heights, wide and deep non-slip treads
clearly visible when descending ancl two easy to

use grab handles.

General Vehicle Access

Falls and slips represent a serious occupational
hazarcl  thus al l  "c l inrbing" act iv i t ies have been
exanrinecl in cletail. 

' l 'wo particular activities are

wi r rdscrcen c lean ing  and coup l i t lg  t tac to r  to
trai ler alrd r-otrnect ion of 'air  l t t tses.

A sirnplc test to exirtline as[]ects of driver dy-
namic reach ancl step cl i rnhing capabi l i t ics led
to the definition of step and grab handle persitions
to perrnit most drivcrs ttt reach and t:lean all areas
of the scrccn (Figure 4).
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A similar exercise established the dimensions
of a catwalk allowing saf'c access trl the back of

the cab. Thc positioning of the coupling light
also received attention with the exanrination of
a range of positions undertaken at night whilst
coupling up a trailer.

Selecting a Driving Position

Once saf'ely in the cab, the driver must set up
his "place of wcrrk" fbr up to four hours. With
high traffic volumes and the complex tasks in-
volved in driving, a seating positirln is required
that will both be comfortable and keep the driver
alerr.  This wi l l  require i rn excel lent l ie ld of v iew
r.r'ith all major cuntrols falling easily to hand.

To accornrnrxlate a range of drivers tionr 5'2"
(1 .57  m)  to  6 '3 "  (1 .90  rn )  in  l ine  w i th  the  above
criteria required a cletailed study of the strategies
adopted by drivers in setting up their driving po-
sitions. 

'l 'his 
again required the use ol' simple

seating tlucks developccl fnrrn earlier driving
conrpartment design studics undertaken by Ley-
land Vehicles on the Leyland National, Titan and
Marathon.

The trials involved the repeated setting up of
the desircd driving position in u seating buck with
unlimited ftrre and aft and vcrtical seat ad.justtrtent
and a rnt:vetrhle steering column position. A salrt-
ple of dlivers covering the climensional variation
of the potential driver population was usecl in
both thr- original and subsequent validation trials
on ic-onic rnock ups and prototype vehiclcs.

The final driving position included a lorc and
aft seat adjustrnent ol' 20-5 mnt altd a vertical
adjustrnent of 90 mm. This, combined with an
adjustable steering column pernritting the angle
and tore and ali positirrn of the wheel to be al-
tered, gives a driver package with a large deglec
of flexibility uccotntnodating the wide variation
in dl iver size (Figurc -5).

Seating

A specification for the drivers seat was estab-
lished early in the prograll)rlre and progressively
developed throughout the various sub,iective trials
undertaken. including work on conrplete vehicle
r ide.

The standard drivers seat is a suspension seat
with a widc range of adjustments and foam
shapes based on anatolnical considerations giving
support without discomf'ort. 

'Ihe nrirtes scat also
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Figure 5- Driver package accornmodating the
wide variation in driver size.

includes adjustable arm rests, headrest and a foot-
rest is provided which also allows space tbr the
secure stOrage of tools.

Operation of Controls

The next task tbr the driver having entered the
cab and set up the desired clriving position, is to
establish the location and method of operation
of the primary controls,

The primary controls are those that will be
operated as part of the regular clriving task ancl
thus need to be within easy reach without re-
quiring vision to be diverted lionr the road. The
steering wheel, pedals and gear lever will prob-
ably have heen used in setting up the seating
position. The other primary controls will include
the secondary and parking brakes, the rlirection
indicators, the windscreen wiper controls and the
lighting controls. Finger tip operated, colunrn
mounted, multi-function controls provide several
of these functions.

Other controls can be classed as secondary
where operation is not pan ot the main clriving
task: e.g. raclio, cigarette lighter, etc. These will
still be within reach hut outside the primary con-
trol areas.

'Ihe initial human factors brief defined the rel-
ative location of all possible controls including
options to be offered later and set the reach
boundaries for particular controls. Due crlnsid-
eration of the work of ISOiTC22/SC l3 (Road
Vehicle Ergononrics) was taken in locating the
controls (lSO DIS 4040) and in establishins rhe
hand reach envelopes ISO 3958.

With the initial briel as an over-riding con-
straint, final designs were developed through
close collaboration hetween the engineers and the
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stylists. This phase of the work again involved
the use of rigs, rnock ups and subjective testing
to develop the design.

To illustrate the various approaches, three
items are described in further detail. These are,
the study on pedal spacing, the evolution of the
design for the gear lever and parking brake and
the aims of the work on control characteristics.

Prdal Spacing. To establish where drivers ac-
tually place their feet on pedals when operating
them, a rig was huilt using a transparent toc board
and pedals. (Sanchez-Monroy 1979.) Subjects
perfbrmed a driving sequence over a periocl of
l5 minutes according kr instructions on tape such
as "... change up to sth gear, brake, etc." Each
time the foot moved onto the pedal, a photograph
was taken (Figure 6) and using a .scaled grid, an
area can be defined within which the driver will
place his feet. This infbrmation rhen allows suf-
ficient clearance around the pedal tn he defined
for the safe operation of the pedal throughout its
travel.

Gear Lever and Parking Brake Design. Both
controls were designed frorn observations of driv-
ers, consideration of the behaviour in use and
functional requirernents of the contr()ls,

For the gear lever with a splitter control, the
split switch may be operated in several ways and
will require operation when moving the cornplete
lever. A gear lever knob and comhined splitter
switch was required that was suitable for applying
relatively high forces in several directions (com-
plete lever movement) and more delicate switch
selection (splitter) and yet not be restrictive in
the way it was held.

Little information is available on this type of
hand gripping activity so a start was made with
a series of impressions in plasticine and with the
stylists the final fornr was developed. Figure 7
shows how it can be comfortably grasped in dif'-
ferent ways and still provide all the necessary
functions.

For the parking brake, experience on the Ley-
land Marathon had shown the aclvantases of a
dash mounted control. Fur.ther improve*ment of
the feel of the control was thought possible and
a novel design utilising a tull hancl grasp provid-
ing more sensitive control for progressive appli-
cation and release of the hanc{ operated brake
control, was developed (Figure B).
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Figure 6. Pedat operating space.

Control Charucteristics, Many functions on
trucks have power assistance to relieve the driver
of the tasks requiring high effbrt generation, In
sonle areas the application of power has also
meant the reduction of "feel" tor the driver. This
coulcl be critical in an accident avoidance situa-
tion where the driver has to be able to sense the
behaviour of the vehicle.

ln the development of the vehicle much work
has been undeflaken to itrtprove the chilracter-
istics of the power systems. The brake cltarac-
teristic is an example where the greater propor-
tion ol the pedal travel is available tor ttortttal

SECTION 5; TECHNIQAL SESSIONS

brake applications and the operation move$ to-
ward isometric (no movement-pressure sensi-
tive) as the higher loads are gcnerated. This also
gives more sensitivity for the light brake pedal
Ioad applic:ations required lirr un unladen vehicle
in sl ippcry condit ions.

Vision-Vierv Out

One of the comments reported by drivers in-
volved in accidents was "l did not scc the obiect
subsequent ly hi t ."  This could be due to consid-
erations of driver attentittn but could also be due

Figure 7. Gear lever deSign.
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Figure B. Parking and secondary brake control.

to blind spots and obscurations associated with
the vehicle design.

With the Iarge number of driving positions
possible, the variation in driver eyc height ancl
the variation driving "posture" acloptecl, it is
very difficult to cstablish cxactly what a partic:ular
driver can or cannot see. The legal requirements
defined in HEC ill lZT specify particular areas
thrrt have to be seen using the rrrirrors.'I 'o 

assist in resolving the problems of what
can be sccn, what legally has to be seen and what
is desirahle to he seen, a conrputer uidecl clesign
and rnodeling graphics programrle called SAM_
MIE (Systenr for Aiding Man Machinc Interface
Evaluation) has bcen uscd (Figurc 9). ,l.his 

was
devckrped by Nottingham University ancl is mar_
keted by Cornpccla (J A Levis et al .  l9t t0),

A nrodel of the basic cab structure is estab-
lishcd and then view out, ohscur.ations and rnirror
vision can be plofted lirr any eye point. Using
this approach it has lreen possiblc tu optimise the
nt innr systenr to give thc best f ie ld ol 'v iew within
the constraints of nrirror size and raclius of c:ur_
vature ol'rnirror glass. Thc work has been ex_
tended to consider othcr aspects such as trailer
swing and iniproved field of view using 1200 rnm
radius of curvirture mirrors (curently il legal) as
f i t ted to the Safcty Art iculated Vehiclc lbr
evaluat ion.
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Vehicle/Driver Communication

The driver comrnunicatcs the rec;uired condi_
tion as an input through the controls and obtains
feedback through the controls and via the vehicle
behaviour. In thc event ol' a malfirnction. the
vehicle systerns have to cornmunicatr-- with the
driver. ' l 'his could be a sal'ety critical rTlall 'unctlon
and the driver's attention has to be attracted
quickly.

With thc presence of many warning systents
on rnrlclern vehicles, a hierarchical systern has
been cleveloped to give errrphasis to the critical
Iunct ions.

Three levels of inlirrnration are involved as
illustrated by the fullowing:

. Level l-a critical malfunction has oc-
curred-attract the driver's rttention

. Level 2-which riyslem has failcd-air, water,
oil

. Level 3-what is the nature and extent of the
failure

Level I is provided by a large, bright red stop
Iight in the ccntre of the instrumerrt parrel (and
fbr sorrre systems backed up with an auclitory
alarm).

l,evel 2 defines the function concerned using
smaller colour coded warning Iights and for sorne
funcfions, level 3 infirrmation is providccl by a
gauge.
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The visibility and clarity of presentation of all

of the inforrnation (Figure l0) has beerr achicved
by careful design develttptlent starting with the
early mock ups attd continuing through ttl the
product ion version.

Dynamic Aspccts

An important part of the vehicle feedback to

the driver is through the ride, handling and sta-

bility characteristics, This infbrrlation is vital to

the primary sat'ety of the vchicle providing the

ability to react with the appropriate correctrve

control action in order to avoid an accident.
In this area ofvehicle dynanric behaviour. con-

siderable eftbrt has been devoted to linking sub-
jective impressions, obiective lttL'asllres uncl pre'

dict ivc behavioural  rnodels.  Design and analysis

techniques have been developed and can be il-

lustrated by considering the work on vehicle ride '

ln a very care[ully controlled experimental
design, (J A Levis.  W McKinley 1980) subjects
drove six vehicles and produced a prcf'erence
order for ride. The exact nature of thc ride tbr
each vehicle was obiectively mcasured using
multi-position and axis accelerome-ters. The sub-
jective r.rrder and ohlective quantities provided
one relat ionship.

fhe situation was then reversed and the ex-
perirrrent taken into the laboratory using a rrtulti-
axis ride sirnulator. Suhjects thcn placed in txder
a series of motions presentcd through a seat on
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the ride simulator. These motions were in fact
thc measured characteristics of thc 6 vehicles.

A very gurd couelation was obtaincd and
could be directly related to the first relationship
established in the lield experiment.

ln parallet, the dynarnic pertormance of the
individual conrponents of the vehicle contributing
to the ride was rrrcasured and a ntathematical
model produced. This enables the changes in ride

to tre predicted fiom a change in a single com-
ponent and thc likely subjective respOnse can in
turn be predicted from the ride criteria established.

A similar approach is currently being applied
to aspects of handling and stability.

The Safety Articulated vehicle contains several
systems intended to modify the dynamic behav-

iour of the vehicle including anti-lock braking

system and anti-jacknit-e 5th wheel.

The Cab !.nvironment

AIt of the driving tasks described will be in-
fluenced by the environtrtent within which they
are undcrtaken.

The linal vehicle design and specification re-
flects the comprehensive studies completed in
severtrl environmental areas including internal
noise reduction, heating and ventilation to achieve
the comlbrtable but alerr driver and even studies
on the iresthctic choice of colours and nraterials
for the interior fittings and trim.

Secondary Safety-Occupant Protection

In the event that the accident cannot be
avoided. the cab includes many features that are
desigrred to protect the occupant. These include
roof and pillars designed to minintise efl'ect of
roll over crushing, doubk' skin back panel, stiff
bulkhead structure in the knee area. anti-burst
door locks and careful detailed trim and structure
design to prevent interior projections.

CONCLUSIONS

Several reports on HGV accidents have high-
lighted the most frequent cause of the HGV oc-
cupant fatal i t ies as single vehicle impacts with
rigid object or impacts with other HGV's, They
have also indicated the severity of injuries in any
accident involving an t lGV.

Other reports have illustrated the high fre-
quency ol' driver related errors in accidents
causat ion.Figure 10. Vehicle controls and instrumentat ion.
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This evidence produces strong support for the
study of the driver/vehicle interface.

A comfortable, alert driver experiencing a high
degree of compatibility with his vehicle will be
in a good position to utilizc the accident avoid-
ance capability of the vehicle systerns.

This paper has desc:ribed a design sequence
that ensures the interf'ace is considered in detail
from the initial design proposals through to final
production design.

The driving task has been broken down into
its componcnt parts and supporting human t'actors
studies, relating to each activity described and
the impact on primary saf'ety explored. Good
mechanical system design in isolation is not
enough. The capabilities, prefaces and hehaviour
of the driver, have to be integrated into the
"161n1" man/rnachine system design.

The techniques developed during these studies
have already had a substantial impact on the
driverlvehicle interface and further application
of this approach will continue to improve the
accidcnt uvoidance capahility of the driver/ve-
hicle system.

All the design features clescrihed are contained
within the standard T45 design. The Safety Ar-
ticulated Vehicle il lustrates all of these with many
other additional systems contributing to the pri-
mary saf'ety of the vehicle,
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